
Yea though I walk through…

        The A Shau Valley 

                      of Death,

                                                          

Psalm 23:4 (K.J.V.)  

Yea, though I walk through the valley of the shadow of death, I will 
fear no evil: for thou art with me; thy rod and thy staff they 
comfort me.

          The memoirs of:                              
              Sgt. Horne, James R. 11B40 

                            101st Airborne
                    2nd Bn, 506th Airmobile 1968-69
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                                             Author: 
Men before our time, we became a family of “Brothers” caring for 
each other and too often, silently crying then retaliating with a 
vengeance, after each family loss. We abandoned our innocence in 
the battlefields of Vietnam in 1968-1969. This was the peak of the 
Vietnam conflict.   
                                                                                                                                                    
 

                                 20 years old 

                   James R. Horne –Author 
  
            Photo taken 5/23/1969 in the A Shau Valley 

All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system 
or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording 
or otherwise, without prior written permission of the Author or the Authors beneficiary.           
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                                     World War II 

Below photos provided by Lynda Henry, daughter of  Alan D. 
Henry (coincidently, Alan lived only 2 blocks from where I now 
live). 

 

Above is an extract from the 506th Parachute Infantry,  101st Airborne Div 
photo album for WW-II., Compiled by Public Relations Office, Auxerre 
France 1945. These men packed their own shoots and in September 1944 
made their jump into Holland.  For posterity, these Band of Brothers are 
as follows: 

L/R First row: 
Lucy Joyce, Donald Coil, W.K.Walker, Earl P. Fidler, Robert Weed, H. D. Porch, Ty Adams, 
Jerry Santangalo, W.P. Burkhimer, G.B. Thomas, George Hull (KIA) 

L/R Second row: 
C.H.Smith, R.P.Rose, Alan D.Henry, William Joy, Robert M.Berish, Ross C. Cristy, Mike 
Hunt, Marvin Mitchel, Lt.David Herbert, Lt.Pothier, W.A.Smith, Eugene Dyal, John Fischer 

L/R Third Row: 
Stanley Balicki, Andrew Pleninger, Popshastid, Harvey Baker, William Duncan, Cecial 
Kern, Norman Billiter, Sam Donahue, Tom Klosinski, Bill Chapman, T.E.O’Donnell, Jim 
Donahoo,  Bill PoFleck 

L/R Top Row: 
Joe Clemins, T.J. Fayless, D.O.Martim, Robert Bearce, H. Gonzalze, 
J.L.Davis(KIA), Frank Olosn, Joe Bruscato, James Lewis, Louis Montoy, Eugine Balowin, 
John Mountian, Markit Sears 
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This photo was taken the day Holland was Liberated:       

( Alan Henry) standing center with little girl. Henry had 
dug his fox hole in their back yard the night before. 

When she awoke the next morning, the first U.S. soldier 
she saw was Henry, which she hugged for a good part of 
that day. The 15 year old girl to the right of Alan, would 

bring food out to their fox hole during breaks in the 
bombing. 

From Holland, Alan and his Band of Brothers fought 
their way back to Brussels France. Alan was awarded 4 
Bronze Stars by wars end. He became a carrier soldier, 

serving duties in Africa, 8th Army in Korea and finally in 
Saigon Vietnam as an advisor. 
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101st Airborne Division (AIRMOBILE) 

 
The 101st Airborne Division (Airmobile) was one of the elite U.S. military units 
from the very beginning of the conflict to the end of American combat operations 
in Vietnam. The 1st Brigade of the 101st arrived in Vietnam on July 29, 1965, and 
fought in the II Corps Tactical Zone. In 1966 the brigade fought in Phu Yen and 
Kontum provinces. The 1st Brigade became part of Task Force Oregon, along with 
the 3rd Brigade of the 25th Infantry Division and the 196th Light Infantry 
Brigade, to fight in Quang Ngai and Quang Tin provinces and allow the United 
States Marines to move north closer to the Demilitarized Zone. The 1st Brigade 
rejoined the 101st Airborne Division on November 18, 1967. The balance of the 
101st Airborne Division (2nd and 3rd Brigades) deployed to Vietnam on November 
19, 1967.  
Known as the "Screaming Eagles," the 101st had an illustrious history, especially 
at the Battle of the Bulge in World War II. By 1967 the division was completing its 
transition from parachutist to airmobile tactics. At first committed to III Corps, 
the 101st was moved to Hue during the Tet Offensive, and in April and May 1968 
the unit ranged widely throughout Thua Thien and Quang Tri provinces. In 
mid-1968, the 3rd Brigade fought around Dak To and then joined the 25th Infantry 
Division in defense of Saigon and battles of Cu Chi, they were redeployed to I 
Corps in September 1968 and this is when the author put his boots on the ground 
with B Co. 2nd/506th. 
During April-August 1969  the Division coordinated a 69 helicopter, 4 
Battalion+one Company Air Assault “Apache Snow” offensive operations into 
The A Shau Valley to cut-off NVA troop and supply buildups entering South 
Vietnam, by way of several of the Ho Chi Minh corridors. One of which skirted 
Dang Ap Bia (ie, the offensive battle to take Hamburger Hill from May 10-20, 
1969).  The 101st participated in Operation Texas Star throughout 1970, during 
which a bloody 23 day battle to defend Fire Support Base Ripcord ensued, the last 
major battle of the war in South Vietnam. 
 In 1971 they joined ARVN forces in Operation Jefferson Glenn, the last American 
offensive action of the war. Later in 1971 the 101st supported ARVN in Lam Son 
719, the ill-fated invasion of Laos. The 101st Airborne Division left Vietnam on 
March 10, 1972, under the Nixon draw down and “Peace with Honor” settlement.  
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                           Vietnam

 U.S. Troop casualties (per Wikipedia): 

                                             

Troop strength in 1968/69 averaged:    545,000 

 Killed (K.I.A.):  (Airborne Units only: 20,000+)         Total:     58,479 

                                            Killed During my 1968/69 tour: 28,779 
  
  
Wounded (W.I.A.):                                                      Total:   303,644 

                                        Wounded during my 1968/69 tour: 153,303 

Missing (Total war M.I.A.’s):                                                       1,664      

M.I.A.’s that died in captivity:                                                         114 
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From the author: 

I started writing this book in 2010 and Self Published a limited 100 
Book first edition on December 24, 2014 and then printed an 
additional 200 of a 2nd edition in 2015 containing more details. My 
hope is to have this 3rd edition printed before I die. Capturing these 
memories was mentally challenging, but rewarding at many levels, 
including the feed-back from other Vets, and or their family: 

 I remembered the many nights of praying as I stood watch, the 
darkness of life at that time, yet the calmness I felt with death; thus 
as I wrote, the flickering light of faith grew brighter with each page. 
My memories became increasingly more vivid, as though I were 
there again last night. This sentiment is echoed in a poem written 
by Robert Clark, titled: I was there last night.  I remembered in 
much detail, the trails walked and the young men that I walked 
those trails with. I remembered the fear and later relief in their eyes, 
our sweat, laughter, frustrations, hunger, loneliness and pain.. again 
and again. These rekindled memories of sight, sound, taste, smell, 
pain and sorrow, left me spent many a night.  

I hope this book is embraced by my “Band of Brothers” and they're 
able to read it with pride. Hopefully it brings comfort in their hearts, 
knowing that they survived the pain and struggles of the demanding 
A Shau Valley terrain and the scars of battle. They instinctively 
became leaders and gave of themselves as others gave all. I’m 
proud of Each and Every one of them!  As they each returned 
home, I wish I could have given them a warm “Welcome Home”, to 
help confirm their worthy sacrifices and to shield them from the 
propagandized, unappreciative, demonstrating society of those 
times. 

For those that Gave All, I’m forever saddened and will always honor 
their sacrifice.101st 2nd 506th “Band of Brothers” .. ……CURRAHEE 
and Welcome Home!   

Currahee is Cherokee for “Stand Alone”. Adapted by the 101st 506th 
Infantry Regiment to mean: We Stand Together, Then, Now and 
Always! 
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Credits: 

Band of Brothers (that I served with): 
101st Airborne, 
B Company, 2nd 506th (1968-69) 

My Wife: Jean 
Nurse that I love 

My Son: J.P.  
MBA - University of Michigan (audio/visual tech support 
during our 2009 reunion) 

Memoirs of August 5, 1969 submitted by: 

Bob Pagano – (3rd Platoon RTO) B-Company 
And 
Sgt. Danny Clymer: (Squad Leader) B-Company 

Declassified Combat After Action Reports: 
From: 101Airborne, www.Millitary.com, www.506infantry.org, Major General John M. 
Wright JR., Commanding (prepared by 22d Military History Department), 

vva.vietnam.ttu.edu   

Wikipedia and www.history.com : 
Historical events and dates 
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Larry & Ellis Massamore: my cousins that both served during this 
time 
                                                                                                                                                     
                                    

                                Dedication: 

                                             

I’m proud to dedicate this book to my fellow “Band of Brothers” that 
bravely served in combat with me, in the 101st Airborne, B Co. 2nd 

BN of the 506th Airmobile Division, during 1968-69 and to my late 
father-in-law (Eugene Blackman), who served in the Navy aboard 
the USS Bennington in World War-II.  

I’ll never forget my Airborne brothers and how we “All Gave Some”, 
so that others may survive. Some Gave All……….I’ve written this 
book to give recognition to those courageous young men that 
honorably served with me. I thank them for answering the call to 
serve, for placing themselves in Harms-Way and for covering my 
back. Their individual acts of bravery, along with the mercy of God, 
were the reasons that I made it back to the “World”.   

I also take this opportunity to present to my family, for their 
resolute actions beyond the normal call of Family Duty, for 
supporting this old Vet, a Bronze Star. Furthermore, I commit 
my remaining days on earth to my Family, God and Country.  
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For ALL that forged into the A Shau Valley, 
you’ve earned (at minimum) the below 
medals: 
                                                                                                  
                                         
             

                                Combat Infantry Badge 
 
       
                                                                           

                                                                         

                 Air Medal                         Bronze Star 
                                                                                                                            
For over 50 years, I’ve drifted into daydreams, found myself 
walking the same trails, awaken at night sensing enemy 
approaching and in my floundering years, collapsed in the 
memory of a shattered day in Vietnam. It’s time that I share 
some of those experiences, before my memories of those 
days become lost … in old age … ….. ………. so…….. 
… let’s …    * “Saddle Up” ….  

      * When the decision was made for use to (move out), the word “SADDLE UP” 
echoed through our ranks, meaning to throw your pack on your back and get ready 
to Move Out.... but don’t let that c-ration can stab you in the back.  
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My story: 

Horne, James R. - 11B40 (Sergeant - Infantry Squad leader) 
B Co. 2nd BN 506th, 101st Airborne – Air Assault – Vietnam 
1968-69 

“Goforth… you’ve got point”….. 

Only an hour had past since being mortared ….. 

    

            

   “Horne..! … 

Don‘t … Leave... me…!”             
                                          

                                     Illustrated  By:  Sgt. Horne, James R. 
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Chapter - I

“Country Road” 

 

Born in the Appalachia hills of Painesville, WVA (above site), our family 
moved to Michigan when I was 2 years old, to begin a more prosperous 
life in the booming auto industry.  Country Roads by John Denver 

 My childhood was inspired by: two “father figures”: my Uncles (Dan 
Morrin and Cleo Massamore) and periodic church attendance. My 
Uncle Cleo, his Wife Margaret and their two boys (Ellis & Larry) all 
mentored my principles and religious foundation. My Uncle Dan had 
been in the Navy and was more of a Dad to me than anyone. He 
taught me how to pitch, kick a field goal, shoot a shotgun, drive a 
car and even play Monopoly for day’s on-end without money (basic 
accounting ledger of Credits and Debits). Weeks later I walked with 
him as he (sporting a red brie) hunted pheasant in the dried fall corn 
fields. Two hours went by and we walked back to his old 56 Buick, 
popped the trunk, stowed his shotgun and retrieved two Daisy BB 
guns. With our backs to each other, we ran in opposite directions 
into the cornfield as we counted to 100. At that time, we began our 
search for each other. Soon I spotted his red brie. From a prone 
position on the upside of a creak bed, not wanting to shoot him in 
the head, I aimed lower and fired 5 shots. There was no reaction so 
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I elevated my aim and fired 5 more times. Again, no reaction. Surely 
I was hitting him. About that time, I started to feel the fuzz on the 
back of my neck tingle….then ……………...  bee stings on my back 
and on the back of my legs. He had hung his red brie on top of a 
corn stalk, then circled around and given me a lesson in gorilla war 
tactics.  

My Uncle Cleo was a WW-II infantry vet with the 4th Division. He 
made the D-Day landing on Utah Beach in May 1944 and on his 
third day, was severely wounded and captured by the Germans.  
He was hospitalized in a German controlled hospital in France and 
then sent to a P.O.W. camp (Stalag 17B) in Braunau Gneikendorf, 
until Wars end in 1945. The barracks there, were built to 
accommodate 240 men, but typically exceeded 4000 per building 
and housed some 29,794 prisoners during the war.  

During the last two years of high school I discovered a Pool Hall, 
which in turn opened my eyes and thirst for wine, women and song. 
Willie Mosconi (winner of the World Straight Pool Championship for an 
unmatched fifteen times) came to town that last year, for an exhibition. 
see: Willie Mosconi Trick shots -YouTube.       

In those years, I was a self centered angry young man that had lost 
his compass in life. I watched television only to catch a quick 
update on the status of the Vietnam War….and a War it was.  

At that time, there was only one national news channel (CBS 
News), with reporting by Walter Cronkite. My young and somewhat 
naive impression of Walter, was that he reported only the facts and 
left opinions out of his newscast.  
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I clearly recall his reporting of the Cuban Missile Crisis in 1962 and 
later,  the Assassination of JFK. During both events, life as I knew it 
came to a complete stop…Everyone was glued to their television. I 
remember sitting on the edge of the couch, hanging on every word 
uttered by Walter Cronkite; awaiting his next words of “for those that 
can, head to a Bomb Shelter”. Some in our neighborhood had built 
bomb shelters, and all the schools practiced Take Cover air-raid 
drills. Walter had the entire country, possibly the world, sitting on the 
edge of their chairs during his detailed updates of the potential 
nuclear holocaust, the U.S. Naval blockade of Cuba, and later the 
events of the JFK assassination.  Walter Cronkite was well known 
for his signature sign-off, telling us “and this is the way it is”, today 
November 22, 19 hundred and 62”. ….Detroit riots, segregation, 
demonstrations and Vietnam were the hotspots of the daily news 
during my 1964-67 high school days.  

In July of 67: 
 “Today there were riots in Detroit. At 3:35am this day, local police 
raided an after hours club on 12th street, in the inner city of Detroit. 
Detroit mayor Cavanaugh asked Michigan Governor George 
Romney to send in the State Police and later today the National 
Guard was called in. Thus far, 1000 arrests have been made. 
Regular Army troops have been put on standby, to help if 
requested; and President Johnson announced 45,000 additional 
troop deployments to Vietnam, total now at 520,000 troops. And this 
is the way it was today July 23rd, 19 hundred and 67”. 
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Chapter – 2  

I WANT YOU ! 

Deferments from the Draft were being issued at that time, but only 
for full time students, married persons or for medical reasons. None 
of these options were in my wheelhouse, thus I was ripe for the 
(Draft) plucking … 

During the last two years of high school, I walk each day a couple 
blocks from the main building to our Vocational Training building, for 
Mechanical Engineering Drafting classes. In route, we walked past 
the Post Office, which had an Uncle Sam “We want YOU” poster 
predominately displayed at the curbside. This symbol was our daily 
reminder of the War and the Draft.  

One of the guys (Sam) in my Drafting class, that I had known since 
the 3rd grade, jokingly always said he would go into the service only 
if he could take his 1956 Harley Sportster. It was a beauty!  Emerald 
green it was, with a racing slick rear tire, fully chromed and in 
showroom condition. Sam became a helicopter pilot and went to 
Vietnam in 1968, coinciding roughly with the timing of my arrival 
there.  
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My cousins, Larry and Ellis Massamore were already in the Service. 
Larry was a Sgt in the USAFSS Air Force (67-68) top secret 6922nd 
Security Wing (listening center) in the Philippines.  
                

His brother, Ellis (owner of the Mustang) was a Sgt in the 1st 
Calvary Airmobile Division (mortars) based at An Khe, Vietnam. Ellis 
was involved in heavy combat around LZ-English and in the 
Bongtong plains in 1966-67. 
 

I felt a strong obligation to serve as they and so many others were 
or had done. I was convinced that it was the patriotic thing to do. 
These beliefs I’m sure were cultivated by the study of American 
History, the challenges to establish our Constitution, with its’ 
captivating structured checks and balances and the struggles to 
maintain, support and defend it. This love of country was echoed by 
my passionate American History teacher, Mr. Zimmerman.. I gave 
90 year old Mr. Zimmerman a copy of my 1st edition and listened 
intently as he talked about his combat days, again coincidently in 
the 101st. His words struck a painful cord within me. He said “my 
crisp memories of the men I left there”, during the Battle of the 
Bulge. This was the first time I ever heard him talk about being in 
WW-II and the fact that he was in the 101st compounded my 
admiration of the guy. 
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Chapter – 3 – 

ENLISTMENT:   

                

                                       Detroit Induction Center: 

 …. Why? Please not my son!  

With about fifty other guys that had passed their physicals, we put 
our civilian clothes back on and were led to an uninspiring empty 
white room, containing only an American flag. At the front of the 
room was an Officer flanked by a Sergeant that barked 
out…….“Attention”! 

I could hear a pin drop for the first time that day. “Today you civilians 
are being sworn into the United States Army. Repeat after 
me”……..In unison, we held our right hand up, faced the American 
flag and pledged our allegiance to protect and defend the United 
States of America. ………”You’re officially in the Army Now!” We 
had just agreed to give ALL - our life if asked, which at this time 
would average $0.03/hour for the next 2 years. 
  
It was the 25th of October, 1967 (7:00 am), as I boarded a bus in 
Monroe bound for boot camp at Ft. Knox, Kentucky, a short three 
months after high school graduation. My girlfriend and her friend 
Jean took me to the bus station. I viewed this as the beginning of a 
journey and naively, was eager to prove myself against the physical 
challenges ahead. Others were more somber. As we said our final 
goodbyes, Jean (not my girlfriend at the time) was the only one 
crying. Why? 
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Ref. publication by Dr. Ernest Bort, University of Richmond: 

Jane Fonda (forefront) marching in 1970, holding a sign “Support 
the P.R.G.”, which stands for Peoples Revolutionary Government. 
P.R.G. was founded 6/8/1969 as a rival Communist alternative in 
South Vietnam and received diplomatic recognition and support 
from Communist block countries in eastern and central Europe, 
Cambodia, China, Cuba, Mongolia, North Korea, North Vietnam, 
Syria and the Soviet Union. China and Russia supported North 
Vietnam throughout the war with munitions and training. 
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Chapter – 4–  

“You’re in the Army now”……….. 

                   

         Boot Camp - Fort Knox Kentucky - Basic infantry training 

Our bus arrived at the gates of Fort Knox around noon the following 
day. We were herded off the bus into our first formation and 
marched to the post barber for shearing. It was like an assembly 
line marching all day. At the next building, we received our duffle 
bag, which in short order was filled to the brim with 50 pounds of 
clothing and basic gear. With duffle bag at our side, we funneled 
into a formation. Trucks, that looked more like cattle cars, were 
lined up in front of our formation which we were loaded, or stuffed 
into as though we were cattle. Oxygen levels declined from our 
masses during this seemingly lengthy hauling. By the time we 
stopped, every man was dripping wet from sweat, tired, exhausted 
and hungry.  

I thought I was in good physical condition, but that duffle bag was 
starting to bog me down. The hour was dark and many of the guys 
were now dragging their bag, slowing the momentum considerably. 
Similar to an ant colony, we stared helping each other.  

The next morning at 4:30am, we were awakened by a barking, shrill 
whistle blowing, Platoon Sergeant. This was the beginning. By the 
time we got into the full swing of field training, we entered one of the 
coldest Kentucky Decembers in recent memories. Whenever there 
was idle time during formations, the D.I. would say “5 minute smoke 
break; light-em up if you’ve got-em”.  
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Every morning, between 0400 and 0500, we'd awake to the sound 
of a shrilling whistle and a “Lifer” Sgt. Drill Instructor or (D.I. running 
alone on left) yelling “Fall-out into formation, PT in 10 minutes."  

 

Anyone who has gone through Basic Training has at least one 
memorable character they bring up when having a few beers 
around the camp fire. My character was Pvt. Bevel. He couldn't 
have been more than 120 lbs. He was a stringy thing that was lucky 
to do 5 push-ups and couldn’t do even one pull-up. That poor kid, 
our Drill Sergeant zeroed in on him right away, I think to make him 
an example.  

Sergeant Starkey would say… BEVEL, you must have been a 
professional TV watcher back in the World, right Bevel? Pick up that 
rock! This is now your Army Rock, to take everywhere including the 
chow line and to sleep with. You may lay it down only when firing 
your rifle.  I’m NOT going to let you fail MY Army. I’m going to put 
some muscle mass on you. I don’t want to ever see you without 
your Rock. And yes Bevel, you WILL take it home on Christmas 
break and bring it back. Private Bevel kept his10 pound rock at his 
side at all times, even when standing at the urinal.  

For Christmas break we were given an eight day pass, just enough 
time for a quick bus trip home. I spent most of this time with my 
cousin Ellis, who had recently returned from Nam. I tried to learn as 
much from him and his experiences in Nam as possible. 
  
Upon my return to my Ft. Knox barracks, Pvt. Bevel was the first to 
greet me as I returned from Christmas break. He yelled and waved 
his arm repeatedly to get my attention. It was an impressive sight to 
see, someone two stories up washing windows, while balancing a 
ten pound rock in his lap. Yes, he graduated to (A.I.T.) with 
muscles, as our D.I. had promised! 
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Chapter – 5 – 
A.I.T. - Advanced Infantry Training-     

          

                              

                                 Entrance to Fort Polk, Louisiana  
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
I arrive at Ft. Polk, La in the midst of its coldest winter on record. 
Thus far my Army training had prepared us for Cold weather 
combat experiences of WW-II in Europe, not the tropics of Vietnam.  

The cold weather didn't last long. Within two days, the temperature 
reached the mid 60's and a week later was in the 80’s. Night 
temperatures ranged in the 50-60’s. At 03:30 on Day 1, we started 
out on a four day Bivouac. We were loaded onto trucks in darkness, 
and because I wasn't completely awake yet, it felt like we drove an 
hour down the dustiest sandiest roads Louisiana had to offer. As the 
truck slowed to make its cargo (us) drop, a faint smell caught my 
attention. We were unloaded near a Chow Truck; my stomach 
rumbled immediately. There, a chow line serving French toast and 
hot syrup was set up. 
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Boy was I hungry! As we jumped off our trucks, we filed into the 
chow line. At this same time, rain began to come down rather hard, 
but not hard enough to stop us from shuffling through line. With 
open Mess Kit in hand, filling up with rain like a car-wash, I shuffled 
through the muddy chow-line to receive the French toast. My 
watchful eyes were on the server as he picked up two thick pieces 
of toast and flipped them onto my Mess Kit. I wasn't going to let this 
Breakfast land in the muddy river at my feet! By the time I found a 
tree for shelter, to stand against as I ate, my French toast had 
dissolved in my rain filled Mess Kit. The damn things were too 
saturated to pick up, even with a spoon. Chilled to the bone, I 
tossed my watery breakfast into the neighboring brush and huddled 
with a few others for warmth as we drank the coffee, which at least 
was still hot.  

Morning formation:  
"Men, this is an escape and evade exercise. Treat this as enemy 
territory! On your trek you will cross land mine fields, pongee pits 
and V.C. waiting to kill you!" As the hike went on, my adrenaline 
increased with every step. All my senses were honed. Around 1100 
hours my adrenaline spiked. I stepped in the wrong place; I felt and 
heard a "click". After a quick flinch I froze in place. I was certain I'd 
just stepped on a land mine. I looked down to see what I'd stepped 
on. It was a damn Armadillo. Relieved and embarrassed, a few 
chuckles came out along with a nervous sigh of relief. Imagine, 
Walter Cronkite reporting today… pvt. J. Horne was reported Killed 
in Action (KIA) today at Fort Polk, ………………… 
the Army’s first ever casualty by an Armadillo! 

 

At the end of twelve weeks of Advance Infantry Training and sleep 
deprivation, there was a company formation, at which time your 
name was called and they announced where your next duty post 
would be. The majority of us went directly to Vietnam and 6 or 8 
went to Korea or Germany.  
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Then it was announced that six of us, would be given a choice of 
going to Officers Candidate School (OCS) which required you to 
extend the length of your duty time from 2 to 3 years, or we could 
go to Non-Commission Officer school (NCO) with no additional time 
to serve. However, by accepting either offer, upon graduation you 
would go directly to Vietnam. I figured they would be sending me to 
Nam anyway, so why not delay that trip by going to NCO school for 
12 weeks and make a few extra bucks in the process. 

March 14,1968: 
R. Kennedy tells President Johnson that he will stay out of the 
upcoming Presidential race, if he would agree to change his 
Vietnam strategy, by having a steering committee with R. Kennedy 
on it. 

March 16, 1968: 
R. Kennedy announces his candidacy for President.     
By the end of March, a small group of White House insiders called 
“The Wise Men”. This group included former Secretary of State Dean 
Acheson, General of the Army Omar Bradley, Ambassador-at-Large 
Averell Harriman, and former Ambassador to South Vietnam Henry Cabot 
Lodge.  

They convinced President Johnson NOT to seek re-election and to 
move immediately towards peace negotiations. 
   
April 4, 1968: 
 At a company formation (while at Ft. Polk), we received word that 
Martin Luther King Jr. had been assassinated and we would be 
restricted to our barracks for two days on a “Deployment ready 
status”, for possible riot control assistance. Fortunately we weren’t 
needed. 
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Anti-War activities increase their influence on U.S. culture, 
journalism and impact on U.S. combat soldiers moral.  
 

 Photo taken in North Vietnam >>>>>>> 

Background of Jane Fonda's Anti-War Activities: 
Notice the anti-aircraft shells that are ready to be used to shoot down 
American planes by Jane Fonda's foot (A.K.A.  Hanoi Jane) 

While American Soldiers were fighting and dying in the Vietnam War, Jane Fonda, the 
daughter of Henry Fonda, was using her money and influence at universities to gather 
support to advocate communism and encourage rebellion and anarchy against the United 
States Government. 

  
                        

 Washington Times July 7, 2000 : 

Jane Fonda began her participation in anti-war activities around 1967, allegedly after 
meeting with Communists while in France and with American citizens who 
were revolutionaries. Her activities included active participation in demonstrations, 
rallies, radio broadcasts and plays. Jane Fonda also helped in the organization of a 
production group called F.T.A. (F**k The Army). 

Wikepedia: The military defeat by over a 5:1 ratio of (North Vietnam 
(Combined US & SV deaths = 9,078.   North NVA & VC deaths = 
estimated at over 45,264.) after the Tet Offensive of 1968 was 
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turned into a political victory for North Vietnam because of anti-war 
demonstrations and the sensationalism of the news media (ref: 
Walter Cronkite’s 2/27/68 evening broadcast). The North 
Vietnamese interpreted the U.S. reaction to these events as the 
weakening of America's resolve to win the war.  

On November 21, 1970, she told a University of Michigan audience of some two 
thousand students, "If you understood what communism was, you would hope, you 
would pray on your knees that we would some day become communist." At Duke 
University in North Carolina she repeated what she had said in Michigan, adding "I, a 
socialist, think that we should strive toward a socialist society, all the way to communism."   
                    
 

On July 22, 1971, John Kerry (Above member of the VVAW) held a 
press conference in Washington, DC, to call upon President Nixon to 
accept Madame Binh's (communist negotiator for the Viet Cong) 7-Point 
Peace Plan.  

Kerry surrounded himself at the press conference with POW wives, 
parents and sisters who had been recruited to promote his message. The 
event was reported in The New York Times of July 23, 1971 and the 
communist Daily World of July 24, 1971. Each article included a 
photograph of Kerry surrounded by POW family members.  

The (VVAW) Vietnam Veterans against the War organization received 
major financial support from Jane Fonda.  Jane Fonda's F.T.A. coffee 
houses helped in recruiting soldiers and veterans for the Vietnam Veterans 
against the War organization. The organization's membership at its peak 
was approx. 7000, which was comparatively low, when you consider that 
more than 2 1/2 million Americans served during the Vietnam War. In 
1972, Jane Fonda and Tom Hayden (who married Jane the 
following year) and others traveled to North Vietnam to give their 
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support to the North Vietnamese. When she returned to the United 
States, she advised the media that all of the American P.O.W.’s 
were being well treated and were not being tortured. 
 

As the American POWs returned home in 1973, they spoke out 
about the inhumane treatment and torture they had suffered as 
P.O.W.’s.  Their stories directly contradicted Jane Fonda's earlier 
statements of 1972.    

 

Some of the American P.O.W.’s such as Senator John  
McCain, a former Presidential candidate, stated that he was 
tortured by his guards for refusing to meet with groups such as 
Jane Fonda's.  Jane Fonda, in her response to these new 
allegations, referred to the returning POWs as being "hypocrites 
and liars." 
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                                                                                     John McCain 
                   
                     John McCain.                                  John McCain 

Wall Street Journal (August 3, 1995): 

They published an interview with Bui Tin who served on the General 
Staff of the North Vietnam Army and received the unconditional 
surrender of South Vietnam on April 30, 1975.  During the interview, 
Mr. Tin was asked if the American antiwar movement was important 
to Hanoi's victory. Mr. Tin responded "It was essential to our 
strategy" referring to the war being fought on two fronts,  
(1) the Vietnam battlefield and (2) in America through the antiwar 
movement on college campuses and in the city streets.  Visits to 
Hanoi made by persons such as Jane Fonda, former Attorney 
General Ramsey Clark and various church ministers "gave us 
confidence that we should hold on in the face of battlefield 
reverses."  Mr. Tin surmised that "America lost because of its 
democracy; through dissent and protest it lost the ability to mobilize 
a will to win." He further stated the North Vietnamese leadership 
listened to the American evening news broadcasts "to follow the 
growth of the American antiwar movement."  
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Chapter – 6 –   
N.C.O. Training - Ft. Benning, Georgia  
197,000 acres (built in 1918 and provides training for Officers, Airborne Jump School and 

Rangers)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

                                                                                                                                               

 

        

 We were often called “shake-n-bake or 90 day wonders”.  

The NCO (Non Commissioned Officer) training school, in Ft. 
Benning, Georgia was established to replenish the growing 
shortage of Army officers in Vietnam. In mid-1967, the United States 
troop levels were approaching the half million mark, and reports 
surfaced that Westmoreland requested an additional 80,000 troops 
for immediate needs and indicated that further requests were being 
contemplated. Meanwhile, opposition to the war was mounting and 
the number of Commissioned Officer Being killed, was spiking 
which was quickly effecting leadership in the field.  This fact was 
resulting in fewer NCO’s re-enlisting. To counter this NCO shortage,  
the Department of Defense re-engineered its lengthy officer 
training. Thus the NCO training was shortened by four weeks. This 
training was similar to Officer Candidate School (OCS) training 
content, just a condensed version.  

We were in the heart of a Georgia June heat wave. Our mornings 
would typically start with a 4 or 8 mile march, sometimes at a quick-
step; and paced by the long strides of our Company Commander 
and his Great Dane dog.  
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June 6, 1968: 
There was only one weekend that didn't have a week end pass, 
June 8 and June 9 of 1968. Like everyone else in America, on this 
day we received word that Senator Robert Kennedy had been 
assassinated. Rather than partying in town, all four platoons were 
put on stand-by in case we were needed for riot control. Fortunately 
we weren’t needed. 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      
 
Ranger Training:                               “First Phase” 

Cadence as we marched in …. “I wana be an Airborne Ranger, hup, twp, three, four”  

This was three days of condensed Ranger training, named after 
Major Robert Rogers during the French & Indian wars. This was a 
field exercise consisting of (1) learning and practicing the base 
Rogers Ranger rules of movement and engagement (2) navigating, 
using a topographical map, striking and following a compass 
azimuth. These skills were to also give us the capability to radio for 
help or call-in Mortar, artillery or gun ship support quickly. (2) 
Learning and practicing other base Rogers Rangers Rules, such as 
- avoid walking your same trail twice and take the high ground and 
keep good space between your men, etc. (3) classes and field 
exercises on how to track someone.  

                  

Rappelling: 
The very next day, I found myself atop a Rappelling platform. We 
were challenged to learn “rappelling” off a three story platform. The 
basic equipment was an 8 foot length of rope, used to make a 
crotch tightening “Saddle”, gloves and a metal “D” ring.     
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You would connect the “D” ring to the frontal pieces of Saddle rope 
and then feed a section of the 120 foot rappelling rope around your 
back and through the same “D” ring. During freefall: 
AIRBORNE………….RANGER……….. ALL THE WAY!                      
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

NCO Graduation: 6/26/1968 as an E-5, Buck Sergeant:   
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

 

After N.C.O. graduation, I went home on a 5 day Leave, then 
headed back to Ft. Polk, Louisiana. This time, to train a cycle of 
(A.I.T.) Troops. 
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Chapter – 7 - 
 Last War GAME  
Ft. Polk, Louisiana- Built in the 1940’s the base encompasses 198,000 acres 
                            

As Platoon Sergeant, my job was to provide additional Infantry 
training to 40 Troops, for probable deployment to Vietnam.  

                                      
My quarters, were located on the end, on the first floor of the old 
two story World War II vintage wood frame barracks (see photo).  

 

 I marched and crawled along with them and slept only when they 
slept. I emphasized that they must start taking care of each other, 
because in Nam you’ll be relying on the guy next to you.   

Soon thereafter, we were scheduled to be trucked to a M-50 caliber 
machine-gun, night firing range. The stage was set.  
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We arrived at the firing range in time for each troop to get familiar 
with the M-50 and fire ten rounds at a target about 300 yards 
downrange.  
 

As the last squad of Troops took their position behind one of the 
M-50 machine guns, the Master Sergeant, who was giving the 
class, yelled………PIGS!  (Actually they were large Louisiana wild 
Hogs) 

He motioned and yelled at a nearby Troop to get up from behind his 
M-50. He dropped to the ground behind that M-50 and started rapid 
firing at the wild hogs. My memory is that he hit two out of the six 
pigs that ran across the His firing range. 

Up to this point, all this training was purely exercises in Infantry 
Games of War. Most of us played “Soldiers” as kids, so this was 
similar in some respects, but somber in that we used real guns and 
bullets and at the end of the day, new we were preparing ourselves 
for the realities of war. We all hoped that the training was good 
enough and (I hoped and prayed) that I wouldn’t let anybody down 
under fire.    
            
                         
                          

                                                  
                                     Photo of the “Post Church” 

Orders issued during our final formation two days later: VIETNAM 
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Chapter – 8 – 
GOODBY to: “the World”  
(While in Vietnam, we called the USA “the World”). So our objective 
was to make it back to “the World”. 

I spent most of my final days in the “world”, with my cousin Ellis, 
cruising around the streets of Monroe in his '64 ½ Mustang, "just a 
wasting time”. Song “Dock of the Bay” by Otis Redding              

 

Ellis had recently returned from Vietnam and understood, from first 
hand experiences, how quickly a life can be snuffed out. A couple of 
those nights were spent at the local drive-in with Jean. Our last date 
was a drive-in movie, with the feature film being Bonnie & Clyde. 
They were ambushed and shot roughly 100 times each in slow 
motion (precursor to Vietnam action?). During the show, she gave 
me a St. Christopher pendant for my Dog Tag chain. 

That night, I had a dream about being in a mountainous area, 
specifically a fog filled tropical valley having a dirt road. As I walked 
the muddy road, I saw a single tiger paw, an elephant and a freshly 
made set of truck tire tracks. The dream was pulling me deeper and 
deeper into the tropic thickness of the valley.  

September 1968: flight to Oakland, CA processing center 

I’m not sure what Jean was thinking or feeling, when she rode to 
the Airport with my mother and I. The lump in my throat was the size 
of a football as I squeezed out a quick hug for my mom. As I 
hugged Jean, I whispered, “see you in September”. Then I double-
timed it down the boarding tunnel and entered the plane. As I 
passed the smiling mini-skirted Stewardess, she had no words for 
the gasping for breath expression, she saw on my face.  
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Chapter – 9 – 
“Last Call”  

Oakland, California 

 

The routine consisted of three formations daily, on a hot metal 
aircraft runway. There were about 300 souls present at each 
formation, awaiting their name to be called, secretly hoping that 
they would defy all odds and be lucky enough not to be sent to 
Vietnam. At least 90% of the announcements sent someone’s Son 
to Vietnam. The other 10% went to Germany or Korea.  

It became a combination of the radiating heat off the tarmac and 
quick trips to the bar (it was like “Last Call” all day), that slowly took 
its toll on the guys. As time dragged on, the routine became my 
entertainment, a depressing yet funny stage to watch.  

As the wait, to hear your name called was extended from formation 
to formation (about every 3 hours), the blistering heat, hunger and 
alcohol started to show an effect on all. I spent the lone $5 I had on 
a Coke and attempted a phone call or two, so I think I was in better 
condition than those coming from the bar. 

The number of troops weaving and or actually passing-out 
increased exponentially with each formation and became an 
anticipated event to watch………after the 3rd such formation…. 

Heck, Fred J ………Germany 

Hines, Adam W ……Germany 
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Horne, James R……………………Vietnam ! 

 * With my Vietnam destination confirmed, I filled out a few 
beneficiary forms and did the Army “hurry up and wait”. 

Within four hours I was on a Flying Tiger Prop plane headed to 
Alaska.  

 

From there, we transferred to a Jet flight to Japan for refueling and 
then onward to South Vietnam. I slept as much as possible to kill 
time. You could have heard a pin drop during the entire flight. Even 
the stewardesses were politely subdued. 
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Chapter – 10 –  

Good Morning VIETNAM ! 
  
Sept. 17, 1968                               

                             Landed at (Bien Hoa airfield)   
                                        South Vietnam 
                  (Located 30 Kilometers south of Saigon) 
                                                                                                      
 

We off-loaded from the airplane and quickly fell into more 
formations, same as in California. At these formations, your name 
was barked out; you were told which Army unit you had been 
assigned to.  About thirty names were called before they got to me. 
The guy standing next to me was called and assigned to the 167th 
Mess Kit repair unit? We didn’t use mess-kits in Nam? – I thought, 
Lucky guy!   
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Finally, my name was called:  
Horne, James R.  - Sergeant 11B40………101st Airborne, B 
company, 2nd of the 506th Airmobile Division (my thoughts: same 
unit known in WW-II for the battle of the bulge and being 
surrounded by Germans at the battle of Bastogne ?). I couldn’t 
understand at the time why I was put in an Airborne unit because I 
didn’t go through Jump school. I did however, know how to rappel; 
was this the reason?. I now know that, their (101st) 1st Brigade had 
been in Vietnam since 1965 and in 1968 the 101st changed their 
designation from an Airborne to an Airmobile unit. At the same time, 
the 101st. decided to deploy their 2nd and 3rd Brigades to Vietnam, 
as a significant part of the major troop buildup announced by 
President Johnson.                                           

                                    

From the airfield, I was taken to the 101st Brigade Headquarters, to 
start three days of “in-country” training. This consisted of six hours 
of basic Vietnamese language classes, importance of using water 
iodide and malaria pills and M-16 live fire crawls, in the mud.  

To my disbelief (what’s a War zone suppose to look like?), they had 
an army store (called a PX stateside), where you could buy military 
hats, boots, knifes, writing or toiletry Items and canned goods. The 
building was probably 2000 square feet and had three cash 
registers, with cases of Coke and beer stacked to the ceiling. I had 
prearranged that my Army pay (about $380/month) went into 
stateside accounts: Savings Bonds to my Dad and the cash went 
into a savings account administered by my buddy’s dad in Monroe. I 
decided that I could get by on $25/month, since the Army was 
giving me free food, cigarettes and clothing. 
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 I took my $15, in the form of Military Paper Certificates (MPC’s) 
and bought two cartons of cigarettes, a Zippo lighter (which I still 
have), lighter fluid, writing tablet, toothbrush and tooth paste. This 
left me with $10, which at $0.25/can bought several beers during 
the first two nights there.  

The Bien Hoa headquarters terrain was sandy, packed hard and flat 
as a pool table, with urinal stand-pipes planted about every 200 
yards. The area was honeycombed with 4 foot deep roadside 
ditches, which within the first 5 minutes of a morning rain, would be 
overflowing. I quickly learned that these short downpours would be 
my normal bath time (like it or not). I had arrived in the middle of the 
monsoon rainy season, so we actually got a lot of showers.  Over 
the next two months 25 inches of rain fell in September and 
including the “Megi Typhoon on the18th, there were 50 inches of 
continuous showers in October.  I used soap, and washed from the 
waist up, for the first time this day (previous shower was in Detroit). 

From the Brigade Headquarters, I was flown via a C-130 cargo 
plane, to the I - Corps combat zone. We landed at Phu Bai, base 
camp of the 101st , just south of Hue).  I thought we were about to 
have a crash landing…it felt like the bottom of your seat fell out on a 
roller coaster ride. At the last minute, the C-130 nose was pulled up 
(what a head rush) and we touched down. This was their standard 
landing mode, to avoid possible small arms fire. 

Immediately upon landing on the steel clad tarmac, with Duffle Bag 
slung over my shoulder, I was quickly loaded onto a flatbed 
motorized utility cart (called a mule).  
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The area was a Kansas dust bowl, with the underlying clay earth 
compacted by continuous mechanized traffic and kiln hardened 
from the 100 degree sun. As we zipped through the base, I quickly 
but wrongly assumed, based on the level of troop movements, 
helicopter and jet traffic and outgoing artillery barrages that this was 
a forward war zone.  

The base covered a land mass as large as Disney Land. 
Sandbagged bunkers and Concertina wire defined the outer 
perimeter of the base, which was so large I couldn’t see where it 
started or ended. Within the camp perimeter were hundreds of 
plywood huts, with metal roofs and sandbags stacked 4ft high 
around each. 

I was hanging on tight to a handrail, as we bounced through the 
hardened trails from one battalion area to the next and finally came 
to a skidding stop in front of B Company, my new home in Vietnam. 
For the next year, regardless of where I was at any given time, my 
home away from home was Camp Evans, the home of the 101st 
Airborne Company B, 2nd Bn 506th Airmobile. At this point, I was 
cotton mouth thirsty. At arrival, a Supply SP-4 guided me to the 
Supply hut.  Inside, a Sgt. Wheiland abruptly told me: “come back in 
the morning, I’ll have your gear and rifle ready then. Take this 
poncho liner and grab a cot in the Hut for tonight. The Mess Hall is 
next door, but it’s closed. If you’re hungry take one of these boxes 
of c-rations”. I think he saw me eyeing a stack of Cokes in the 
corner. He grabbed a couple and handed them to me. “So, see you 
at 0600”.  

How was I going to wake up at 0600? My mind was so racing that 
night, thinking of the unknown dangers awaiting me. My attempt to 
get a sound sleep that night was constantly interrupted by distant 
sounds of artillery bombardments, helicopters and the roar of an 
AC-130 “Spooky” sweeping the area with its mini guns. 
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AC-130 “Spooky” gunship: armed with two 20 mm M61 Vulcan cannons, one 
Bofors 40 mm autocannon, and one 105 mm M102 cannon 

I slept lightly and awoke in a doughy state, well before 0500. Awake 
I was - did I hear noise of clanging pots and pans? Smells drifting 
my way from the Mess Hall, in the dark of that morning, had 
awakened my senses as well. I followed the “eggs and bacon” 
aroma to the Mess Hall hut, which I happily discovered was only 
fifty yards away.  

                                      Tiger “B” mess hall 

                                  B Company Supply hut 
                                Sgt. J. Horne on the Left: 

After breakfast, I walked over to the Supply Hut and as promised 
my gear was ready, plus he asked me if I could take a few re-
supplies for the guys that were already in the field. The first order of 
business was to get me out of the dress Khaki uniform and into 
jungle fatigues and boots. I quickly learned that no matter how hot it 
was, it was best to NOT roll-up the jungle fatigue sleeves, and to 
not wear underwear (15 years later, I put the underwear back on). 

The sleeves protected your arms from scratches that lead quickly to 
infections and the sweat drenched sleeves help serve to cool the 
body also. He packed me down with two times the normal supply of 
everything. He gave me 30 magazines for my rifle, 540 rounds of 
M-16 ammunition, 6 hand grenades, 2-thermite grenades, 4 color 
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smoke grenades, 2-claymore mines & detonators, one LAW-M72 
rocket launcher, 2 trip flares, a belt of M-60 machine gun 
ammunition and one each: entrenching tool, plastic poncho and a 
nylon poncho liner. Had I become the re-supply mule?  ………
continued: Two each: plastic bottles of Mosquito repellent, Iodide 
water tablets, salt tablets and LSA oil for cleaning your rifle. Oh yes 
….and Horne, because you’re a Sergeant, you get a compass, a 
map and you also get to carry this 8 pound night vision Starlight 
scope. ….Estimated total weight loaded (Over-Loaded) on me that 
day was 90 pounds. 
  
I asked the Supply Sergeant “How long have you been here?” He 
replied “305 days and a wake-up and I’ll be going back to the 
World”. I soon learned that this is the way most of the guys tracked 
their time in Nam, so at this point, I had about 360 days and a 
wake-up left in-country. 

With rifle in right hand and a case of C-Rations under my left arm, 
they helped me stand up, guided me onto the motorized “mule” and 
drove me to the helicopter pad. I actually was the “re-supply mule”.  
It was a challenge to stand up (more of a Quasimodo hunched over 
stance) and walk the 20 some steps from the mule, to the chopper 
door. The chopper blades were speeding up, cutting and swirling 
wind and sand, causing me to loose balance briefly and back step.  

The Chopper Door Gunner grabbed my rifle and pulled at the top of 
my Rucksack tubular frame, as the Supply Sgt pushed me into the 
chopper from my rear. Just before take-off, the Supply Sergeant 
jumped off the Mule and ran back to the chopper, carrying two 
entrenching shovels and laid them on the floor of the helicopter next 
to me. “Here’s a few extra, give these to the guys”.  
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I clutched at my Dog-Tags, to make sure that they along with the St. 
Christopher that Jean had given me, where still secure and tapped 
around the chain on my neck. I gave a thumbs-up and we took off…
Headed to the field.  

Surely I was fearful of the journeys that lie ahead but at that 
moment, I was more concerned about falling out of the open door 
helicopter. This concern quickly diminished when I realized that the 
combination of my weight, plus that of my Rucksack/gear and the 
“G” forces generated by the speed and banking maneuvers of the 
Huey had my bottom glued to the chopper’s metal floor. You’ve 
experienced a similar effect if you’ve been on a fast moving roll-a-
coaster. We zipped through the heavily vegetated country side, 
making several steep banking maneuvers through an area typical of 
the Arkansas Ozarks. 

I knew I was being flown into a forward combat zone, to put my first 
boots on the ground, but I found the open door ride and view were 
exhilarating. I had a great view. The rush of cool air was a welcome 
relief and the harmonic vibration of the chopper blades, were 
relaxing. As we flew further and deeper into the foliage blanketed 
hills, a few random bomb craters appeared below and then abruptly 
the greenery was gone, replaced by a scorched and barren plateau. 
The chopper started banking left, then right, giving me a clear view 
of a narrow dirt wagon trail type road below. Soon, I could see some 
military fortifications in the distance. We continued to follow the trail 
and as we came closer, the camps military importance became 
obvious. 
           
We touched down at Fire Support Base (FSB) Bastogne, located 27 
km SW of Hue, on a plateau near the mouth of the A Shau Valley.  
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The “trail” we followed on our flight this day, is actually a designated 
highway # QL-547 that stretches from the city of Hue, to the A Shau 
Valley.  It didn’t take me long to redistribute the extra gear our 
Supply Sergeant had bestowed on me.  I got the weight down 
closer to 60 pounds (includes entrenching tool and Star-Light 
scope). I learned quickly that every ounce counts when you’re 
humping in the bush all day. 
       
 

This Firebase was the Gate Keeper to the highway entrance/exit of 
the A Shau Valley and was also home of the 83rd Artillery Support 
Battalion. Bastogne had three artillery batteries: 105, 155, and 
heaviest (175 and a 8 inch - two of each in one battery or 6 heavy 
guns). It also had 2 twin 40-MM "Dusters" (from D - Battery 1/44th 
Artillery / 108th Artillery group), 2 quad 50's and a one (1 million 
candle-light) searchlight. 

The area immediately surrounding the Firebase had been defoliated 
and scored by heavy air, Agent Orange and artillery strikes. It was 
void of vegetation, trees or wildlife, including birds. Only splintered 
tree stumps and sandy soil remained, which in military terms, the 
barren area provided a clear “field of fire” for a mile in all directions.  
The Firebase defensive perimeter was dotted with about sixteen 
sandbagged bunkers, positioned to defend the mortar and heavy 
artillery Batteries. These units provided fire-support missions for 
nearby infantry engagements. 

Throughout the day and night we could hear the yelling of “fire-
mission…fire-mission”. Coordinates and elevations were barked out 
and finally Smoke or HE (high explosive) was called out…..Round 
Out!   
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                                     Track mounted 175 Howitzer           

If you were unlucky enough to be manning a bunker near the track 
mounted 175 Howitzer during a fire-mission, you better put fingers 
in your ears and ASAP exit your bunker. The blast, from inside the 
bunker was deafening and would shake the sand out of the 
sandbags. 

At night, typically we would have one guy on top of the bunker to 
pull guard duty and another inside sleeping. To stay awake when on 
guard duty, we would chain-smoke, in the bottom of the foxhole or 
with a poncho over our heads, to conceal the glow of the cigarette. 
Cigarettes were free to us at this point because in every c-ration 
meal, there was a pack of 4 cigarettes, thus 12 smokes / day.  

One such night, I finished my guard watch, scampered off the top of 
the bunker and quickly ducked through the low bunker entrance to 
awaken Morgan for his turn atop. Morgan immediately took his 
position on top and started checking his Thump-gun ammo status. It 
was now my turn to sleep …oh I forgot… I left a can of peaches on 
top of the bunker. I was hungry for my favorite snack, peaches and 
pound cake. I ran outside, grabbed the can of peaches and lickety-
split, ran back through the low bunker doorway……… 
………. I didn’t eat the peaches. The next thing I remembered, I 
was lying flat on my back…….and Morgan was shaking me. When 
re-entering the bunker in the black of the night, in my haste I ran my 
head squarely into a railroad tie size roof beam and knock myself 
out…. …Lesson learned. Enter bunkers slowly when it’s dark. 

Staff Sergeant (Barnet) told me to stick close to him and Lieutenant 
Byron Pitarys (Lt By) because more new troops would be coming in 
soon to man up my Squad.  I opened a can of C-Rations, sat down 
and listened in on the radio conversations being relayed from their 
RTO (Dewey) to Lt. By. It didn’t take long before I understood that 
my unit (2nd 506th) was in the initial phase of rebuilding, from 
combat losses sustained at a place called Cu chi. 
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                                    Tunnel maze opening in the jungles of Cu chi 

The 101st Airborne 1st & 2nd  BN of the 506th were being redeployed 
to this northern I-Corps region to replace (stats per wikipedia): two 
U.S. Army battalions from the 1st,7th and 12th Calvary, and three under 
strength U.S. Marine Corps battalions that suffered losses of 668 per 
MACV records and defeated 10 battalions of the People's Army of 
Vietnam (PAVN or NVA) and the Viet Cong (Việt Cộng,  which suffered 
losses of around 8,113 killed per MACV records. 

 

Approx. 9/25/68:   Some of the original B- Company survivors of “Cu Chi”: 
Radio Operator (RTO) Dewey-in center, Wayne Jones, K. Gasque, Leiding, Sgt. 
Barnet, Sgt. Dean, Sgt. Vick and Lt. By. Other new replacement troops in photo, 
from memory, are Jack Daily (standing on Left) and John Box (with glasses on the 
right).  
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This small Band of Brothers, seasoned combat veterans were aloof. 
It was as though, as a new troop, you had to prove yourself worthy. 
All new replacement troops were called (Cherries or that New Guy), 
rather than by name.  

I noticed that when Lt. By, (B.C. Pitarys) or a Sergeant wanted 
something done, it was done quickly with no discussion; sometimes 
with just a hand motion and a stare. The stare was eerie as though 
they had a sixth sense. It was obvious to me, that these guys had 
earned each others respect during heavy combat at Cu Chi. I later 
learned that Cu chi, was an area southwest of Saigon, riddled with 
tunnels and used by the NVA as a staging area for the 68 Tet 
Offensive, in which the VC & NVA 29th Regiment, had losses of 
75-80,000 men.  South Vietnamese and U.S. military losses were 
reported by MACV to be in the 4,200 range. 
 

                                                                    
                                                                                                         

              
                       3rd Platoon – our New Band of Brothers 

(Above photo): Sgt. Horne-took the picture. From left to right rear:  
Sisk, Gasque, Hurley, R. Pagano, Sgt. Strucki, Davis, O’Brien, 
Polen and Barefoot. Left front is Dinkins and at the right front is 
Jones (others not available for photo), such as: Britten, D. Shaffer, 
K. Richert, Mooney, Flanders, Brown, J. Box, Lt. J. Jordan, J. Box, 
Sgt. R. Aguiar, J. Mink , F. Hatch, R. Goforth, J. Ey, J. Cowley, M. 
Leiding, Sgt. D. Clamer, A. Lovelace, R. Morturano, R. Dankert, Sgt. 
R. Dean, Sgt. A. Elias, Cpt. C. Kiilehua                
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I had been at FSB  Bastogne for two days and suddenly, with the 
mid day sun shining, I was introduced to the Monsoon rains of 
Vietnam…….We were hit with five days and nights of continuous 
rain. The monsoon rainy season was striking with a vengeance. 
Within the first five minutes of the downpour, the four foot deep 
trenches that connected each bunker, filled and overflowed. 
                                              

                      I wish it would rain -  by the Temptations 1968 

When the rain gates opened, the ground quickly became soaked 
and within and hour it took on a mud slurry texture. We were all 
wading in the boot top high mud, trying to find empty wood artillery 
boxes to stand on, build or reinforce the sandbag bunkers or to 
fabricate some form of sleeping shelter. We were fortunate to have 
rain ponchos, but the sloppy mud slurry had most of us sliding 
through our daily tasks, struggling not to fall face first. After too 
many frustrating attempts to build a dry sleeping foundation out of 
wood munitions boxes, many of us would simply wrap up in a 
poncho and lay in the mud. Night or day, you would see and hear 
the saturated sandbags sliding out of position and our guys, 
slipping, sliding and falling in the mud, urgently attempting to push a 
sand bag back into position, hoping to prevent the domino effect of 
cascading sandbags and the inevitable collapse of their bunker. 
Men are like Boys, when you give them “mud” to play in, they will 
find a way to have fun in it. This task of bunker collapse prevention 
and its inherent muddy slip and slide challenges were hilarious to 
watch, while at the same time it was frustrating, fire-hose cold/wet 
with sleep deprived nights. The morning of the 5th day the sun came 
out and by late afternoon, the slurry was drying to a mud texture 
and some areas were even becoming sandy again. I was able to 
take my boots and socks off to dry, for the first time in two weeks.  
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This made me happy…happy! I always hated to be cold and wet at 
the same time. We would be hit with over 50 inches of rain this 
month of October, 1968. Capitan St. Johns joined us as company 
commander at about this time. 

As we started rebuilding and occupying the bunkers, our Squad 
found a treasure trove of old Korean War K-rations and quickly re-
buried them, along with a full box of (SP’s) we confiscated. A SP or 
Sundry Pack was a 3ft cubed box filled with items such as: 
cigarettes, writing tablets, shaving gear, Swisher Sweet cigars, 
toothpaste and toothbrushes. Thus, my squad had surplus rations 
that week.  

During the day, we set about the task of improving the Firebase 
Perimeter defenses. Each platoon had responsibility for 1/3 of the 
perimeter and my squad had two bunkers within our sector. From 
sun up to sun down, we occupied our time by filling sandbags, 
stretching barb wire, deploying more trip flares, Claymore mines 
and digging trenches. 
 

                                           Sgt. Horne 
Digging trenches, in the hard clay, kept my mind at least temporarily 
away from thoughts of home. 
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We had some additional entertainment for a couple of these digging 
days, the company of a wild monkey, scampering from each of our 
positions, scavenging for food. He liked B-2 C-ration crackers the 
best. 

At night we took turns pulling bunker guard duty. While in a 
Firebase like this, our typical guard shift was: one always awake, 
while the other two or three slept. At full strength, having four men 
at a bunker we each ended up pulling one (1&1/2) hour guard shift 
each night. This changed of course whenever we went outside the 
perimeter to patrol or set up a night ambush. 
 In those cases, the guard time was dictated by how many men 
were in your position: ambush one man (no sleep) or two man (2hrs 
on 2hrs off) positions. 

When a new guy (Cherry) came into our Platoon (including me – a 
90 day shake-n bake Sergeant as I was called), they would always 
start conversations with questions like: Where’re you from, what’s it 
like here, much action around here or how long have you been here 
Man?”. The general answers from the old timers were: “been here 
too long” or I’ve got 210 days and a wake-up left”, which was based 
on the number of days remaining of his 365 day tour of duty hitch. If 
they were a “SHORT timer” you had less than a month, or a few 
days and a wake-up. When you reached that final “wake-up” day 
that meant that you’re on your way back to the “World”. I decided 
that keeping track of every day was an exercise in depression, thus 
I didn’t track my time. From that point on, my answer was “too long” 
man and then I would ask the new guy where he was from to 
change the subject and get them to feel more at ease.  
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During night guard duty, we scanned the area, with my Starlight 
scope (operated off the light of the stars and one heavy battery). 
When we flew into the triple canopy forests of the mountains and A 
Shau Valley, the Starlight was sent back to the rear and I then 
replaced that weight with a 9 ¼ pound, 3 ½” round x 28 inch long 
90mm Recoilless Rifle round.  

www.history.com “The sustained bombing of North Vietnam lasted for 
more than three years, with occasional brief interruptions. Johnson finally 
halted the campaign on October 31, 1968 in order to pursue a negotiated 
settlement with the Communists” (this is where we were on that date). 
                       
 

                                 K. Brittain (at FB Bastogne) 

Three days later, our platoon walked out of the Firebase and made 
our way to the edge of the woods by dusk, as a soft drizzle of a rain 
started. We continued to walk deeper into the woods and entered a 
juncture whereby it was now so dark; you couldn’t see your hand in 
front of your face.  

We filed through the darkness, bumping into each other like a 
drunken Chinese dragon. Stumbled through the woods as long as 
possible and finally deciding we were making too much noise, we 
stopped abruptly and set up the ambush. Just my luck!  My position 
was laying right on top of a dried out creek bed, which didn’t stay 
dry much longer. I lay awake, soaking wet and cold, all night in a 
creek-bed, with claymore mine detonator in one hand and M-16 rifle 
in the other, at the ready……… I started thinking and praying for 
God to give me the strength and wisdom to keep my men safe and 
to get me out of this Cold Water! Morning greeted us with sunshine 
and happily an uneventful night.  

Boy, did I develop a bad case of diarrhea shortly thereafter. 
Fortunately, we were in a Firebase, where there was a plentiful 
supply of toilet paper. Typically, whenever we were in a Firebase, 
we’d send Squad size patrols outside the perimeter wire, to probe 
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the surrounding area for possible enemy activity, or would set up an 
all night ambush, designed to kill any enemy that might be 
approaching the Firebase. On one such day, my Squad (Sgt. 
Strucki volunteered to fill in for me and take my Squad that day) 
was selected to go out on a day time patrol.  

As they started shuffling down the dusty red clay path that leads to 
the perimeter exit point, they spotted me perched at an elevation 
above them, squatting on the exposed shit box. As they past my 
throne, they waved and threw spare toilet paper rations my way, 
along with a few jokes. Of course, during this diarrhea time, I would 
take my turn at burning-off the “Shit Can” with a mixture of gas/
diesel fuel. 

           
                              Burning the “Shit” duty. 

My almost continuous sitting position lasted about 3 days (seemed 
like 10). The first day or two thereafter, I patrolled the fields with rifle 
in right hand and an open entrenching tool (shovel) in the other, 
with rolls of toilet paper sleeved over the shovel handle. In military 
terms, I had both my rifle and entrenching tool at the combat ready 
position at all times.  

  

     
       From front to back:  SP-4’s Brown, Flanders (Bug) and Neil 
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SP-4 Brown was a tall and broad Texan. He was a natural leader 
but elected not to do so. He was close friends with Flanders. Brown 
spent a lot of time out of the field, for personal Medical reasons and 
reasons related to an ailing mother back home. I can’t remember 
the details.....but he showed up when needed and came to the 
Valley with us. This photo was taken, during a daytime patrol, 
approximately an hour’s walk outside of Firebase Bastogne. As we 
sauntered back to Bastogne, the high noon sun created a dust bowl 
of the tank packed trail beneath our boots. I was starting to feel the 
warmth of the sandy soil in my socks and its sandpaper etching 
effect between my toes. The heat and sand between my toes was 
the only thing distracting my relaxed daydreaming thoughts during 
this absolute quite morning. Even the faint distant noises of War 
(artillery, Jets, helicopters), were absent that day. I then heard a 
faint chirp. Couldn’t be a bird? I hadn’t seen a bird in months. 
Quickly, I scanned the skies ahead and was pleasantly surprised to 
spot a large bird gliding towards a landing in the distant tree line. It 
was some distance away but I would guess the bird’s wing span 
was a good three feet tip to tip. With one final flap of his large 
wings, he nested on a small branch at the top of the highest tree, in 
a barren dead tree-line about 200 yards away. We were all staring 
at the bird as though it didn’t belong in our neighborhood and surely 
that day he had caught us by surprise.  

I asked my guys…. Are your weapons in working order? I said, I’m 
not convinced they are, so I think we should get on-line and test fire 
them…Ok? Ready, all aim at the bird……. Fire! Try to visualize a 
Squad of sweaty, dusty Vets, in the middle of a desolate bomb 
ravaged, barren and sun baking mountain pass, having their 
thoughts broken by the squawk of a bird. Then for these same guys 
to be given the opportunity to unleash their collective aggressions 
and frustrations, by unleashing the collective devastation of their 
weapons. With my subtle “test-fire” suggestion, an M-60 machine 
gunner, a M-79 grenade launcher (thump gun) and six M-16’s 
started firing on full automatic at that singular bird……A large lone 
feather, floated. … in a pendulum motion, slowly downward, and 
then……the ruffled bird, spread his wings and calmly flew away.  

Well, all weapons worked, but obviously we didn’t have them 
zeroed in for that distance (that’s our story and we’re sticking to it). 
About a week later, we were flown back to camp Evans for a “stand 
down”,  with hot chow and showers.  
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Chapter – 11 -  

Cpt. Kiilehua – (we called him Captain –K)  
       
 

He walked with full rucksack from the battalion helicopter pad to our 
company area (camp Evans), having a large crystal punch bowl 
strapped on top of his rucksack and sporting a red bandana (from 
Hawaii) around his neck. It didn’t take long before his approach was 
noticed, and two officers and our Supply Sergeant ran to assist him. 
They exchanged quick salutes and offered their assistance with his 
gear.….wow… first impression ..he got my attention… who was this 
guy? 
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To the field with Captain –K: 

 

   
                                         Awaiting helicopter pick up 

We made an air assault into a mountain range on the southern 
outskirts of F.S.B. Bastogne and patrolled that area for about a 
week. It rained during most of this time causing the temperatures to 
steadily drop. You could see your breath (probably in the mid 50’s 
but clad in lightweight and soaked jungle fatigues it felt closer to the 
mid 40’s). Each day, in the late afternoon we would stop and begin 
the process of setting up our (N.P.) night perimeter. We were all 
cold, thus as soon as our trip flares and claymore mines were put in 
place, our focus shifted to creating shelters from the rain. Each two-
man position started tying plastic ponchos to trees (in a lean-to 
concept), either over or next to a foxhole that they would also dig.  If 
you stretched the plastic over your foxhole or next to your foxhole 
was a personal decision,  based on your gut feel at the 
time……….would the NVA shoot at the plastic covered position or 
shoot at the foxhole position?  

Most of us elected to construct the “lean-to”, next to our foxhole and 
if shooting started, we could quickly jump or roll into the foxhole. For 
rope, to tie the poncho to a tree or sapling, near your fox hole, we 
would cut short strips of excess Claymore Mine detonation wire. 
While building a lean-to one night in the rain, I almost cut my finger 
off. Holding a length of detonation wire on top of a two inch sapling 
stump, then accurately striking that wire (in the dark) with a dull 
machete, with just enough force to cut only the wire, takes some 
practice and luck. The machete blade went to the bone surely and 
became infected by the second day. For the last couple of days, a 
chopper would hover over our position and drop supplies through 
the trees, or lower by wire, a few cases of munitions and or c-
rations.  It was going to be several more days before we could walk  
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through this heavily treed area, to a potential helicopter LZ for pick-
up. I thought that if I waited any longer, the infection could start 
causing more serious concerns, so I peed on it (I vaguely 
remembered this as a survival technique).  

I wasn’t sure if I did the right thing, but the infection went away 
before helicopters picked us up.  

Our challenges to get warm were inventive. We scavenged dry 
firewood, which after the third night of rain, there was nothing dry to 
be found. To start the rain soaked wood ablaze; we first inserted a 
pinch of plastic C-4 explosive at the base of the wood, lit a match to 
the C-4 and then squirted LSA (rifle cleaning oil) on the wood. The 
C-4 burned hot enough to dry out the wood quickly and thus 
supported a good fire. Unfortunately, so as not to give our position 
away, we had to keep the fires small and put them out at dusk.  

Roughly four days after trying to chop my finger off, the rain 
subsided and we found an acceptable landing zone. Helicopters 
picked us up that day and directly we made an air assault to a new 
location in the Flatlands. The new area was sandwiched between 
Camp Evans and a line of foothills, which stretched as far as you 
could see and eventually developed into the Mountain ranges 
surrounding the A Shau valley. The area was booby trapped by the 
VC, mostly with hand “grenades in-a-can”, but occasionally there 
would be an anti-tank or claymore type mine.  
 

A Special Forces bomb sniffing dog and Dog Handler were flown in 
to work the area with us, for about a week. They found nothing and 
then was flown out. Soon after, we started patrolling the area in two 
(6 to10 man squad) size files, walking in parallel, with our RTO and 
(Platoon Leader) Lt. Jordan) in the center between the two Squads.   
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Three days later, we hit our first booby trap. Sgt. Mooney lost his 
foot this day. We all froze in place, except Flanders who bolted and 
ran forward to check on his friend Mooney…Before Flanders took 
his third step Sgt. Strucki slammed him in the stomach and tackled 
him to the ground. Sgt. Strucki yelled at Flanders “Don’t move”! 
There may be more mines in the area…so DON’T move! Greenlee 
(our Medic) will take care of Mooney!”. Greenlee was a soft spoken, 
very caring person, liked by all. Greenlee was speedily cutting 
Mooney’s pants off and removing the boot from his good foot and 
was checking for other shrapnel entries. Assisted by Lt. Jordan, 
they applied a tourniquet and over 27 battlefield dressings to try to 
control his bleeding, while awaiting the MediVac chopper. 

Our Platoon ever so carefully inched into a Defensive Perimeter, 
securing an area large enough to land a MediVac helicopter. In less 
than five minutes, the chopper landed. The Co-Pilot was quick to 
the ground, pulled his 45 pistol and took a couple shots at Mooney’s 
good boot that our Medic had discarded. Lt. Jordan yelled.. “What 
the Hell are you doing”? ...I don’t want to leave a good boot out 
here for the V.C.’s he replied. Most of us were so jumpy at this 
point, that when his 45 pistol shots rang out, our M-16’s instinctively 
became trained on him.   

His eyes were wide open now and thus he quickly holstered his 
pistol and jumped back to his seat in the chopper, as we hoisted our 
last wounded man aboard. The chopper lifted off, extracting our 
wounded, (Sgt. Mooney and another that caught a piece of 
shrapnel in the head and was bleeding profusely).  

We later learned that, unfortunately by the time Mooney left the 
hospital ship, he had lost both of his legs. 

                          
       SP-4 -Morgan                                                SP-4 – O’Brien  
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Initially I assigned Morgan to be one of my Team Leaders. He was a 
quiet guy absorbed often in writing letters, braiding a leather strap 
and molding his Boonie Hat as though it were a Stetson. Morgan 
didn’t warm up to officers, which he called “Lifers”. In fact one of his 
commonly used phrases was “Lifers are like Flies; they eat shit and 
fly around bothering people”. He however was a quick learner and 
willing to take on responsibility. He took pride in his weapon of 
choice, the M-79 “Thump gun”.    

I discovered that Dinkins was an NCO school graduate and 
received his stripes the same day as Sgt. Dean who was one of our 
1st Platoon Squad Leaders. I moved Jenkins, (as Sgt. Dinkins) into 
my vacated Team-Leader slot, when Morgan went on R&R to 
Hawaii. Dinkins had the respect of many and was humbled to have 
been given the opportunity of command. He took much pride in his 
appearance and his positive and Christian attitude brought a 
calming stability to our Squad that I really appreciated. I could 
always rely on Dinkins.  

One of my other guys, SP-4 Hatch earned the other Team Leader 
slot and all too often led by the “follow me” example and took point, 
even though as Team leader he should be at least 2nd in the file not 
first. Hatch accepted his new responsibility and all too often stepped 
into Harms-Way, with no expressed reservations. I’m proud to say, 
that my guys never hesitated to accept a leadership role, or to walk 
point when asked (in my eyes they were all brave men)!   

I reported to Lt. Jordan (some called him JJ) and he, like Captain 
“K”, led by example (I even remember Lt. Jordan taking point one 
afternoon on the outskirts of Firebase Jack). He was an excellent 
map reader and knew where we were at all times, thus he was 
prepared to call for Air or Artillery support at any time, with pin point 
accuracy. He prevented us from getting lost or having artillery 
brought in on our position, on at least two occasions by arguing and 
winning the debate with his higher up or with a (FO) forward 
observer.  

Don. Karvonen and Sisk (new Cherry’s) arrived about this time and 
were told to report to me. This was the peak of my Squad strength, 
now totaling14. This number changed constantly for many planned 
and unforeseen reasons. Two days later I told Karvonen that he 
would have to walk point. Don impressed me as a well educated 
guy, so I took a little extra time with him to explain the reasons why I 
needed him to walk Point. He skillfully walked Point several times, 
until one day when we stopped for a c-ration lunch his fate was 
forever changed. 
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 Lt. Jordan came over and asked me if any of my guys could type. 
Pagano overheard the conversation and said he could pluck away 
at it, but he knew that Karvonen could type much faster. Karvonen, 
can you type? Yea. How fast? Maybe 70 words a minute. With that 
said, Lt. Jordan told Karvonen to go over there and wait by Dewey, 
our RTO. You’re going back to the rear on the next helicopter to 
type at Headquarters…you lucky guy! I was truly glad for the guy. 
He ended up at Battalion HQ in Bien Hoa and I fortunately was able 
to see him again as I pass through Bien Hoa on my way back from 
R & R. Twenty five years later, I talked to Karvonen and he told me 
that the day that I told him he had to walk point, and the plethora of 
detailed reasons why, he had walked away convinced that he had 
to walk point for the duration of the War. He had accepted that 
assignment with unchallenged bravery and fortunately for him, that 
wasn’t the way we operated. We took turns walking point, being the 
first in-line, to be shot at. 

O’Brien fully enjoyed firing his M-79 also, and as you see, took 
much pride in doing so. He was a big guy that walked with that don’t 
mess with me macho stride. He emphasized his strength and pride, 
by carrying the M-60 machine gun and or a 90mm Recoilless rifle.  
Several times he wrestled the 37 pound 90mm recoilless rifle 
through the chocking underbrush in the foot hills or along the steep 
slippery slopes in the mountains. On one occasion, succumbing to 
his frustrations and needing a rest, O’Brien dropped the 90mm 
down the mountainside, knowing that he would have to climb 
downhill and retrieve it. The temporary loss provided time to rest 
and the potential that someone might have a little sympathy for him 
and carry it for awhile. 

When we went into the Valley, our two Squads took turns carrying 
the 37 pound Recoilless rifle and munitions for it. At that time, each 
Squad typically carried one bee-hive round and two H.E. Shells 
(about 9.5 pounds each), which we strapped onto the top of our 
rucksack. At night, the shells were laid next to the 90 mm Recoilless 
rifle for quick loading. 

Richert (I just called him Richey) loved to talk about his rifle, always 
cleaning it and looking for an excuse to shoot it. Richey was the first 
of my guys to be shot at when walking Point. He always had a little 
twinkle of mischief in is eyes and did anything I asked with no 
hesitation. Towards the end of my tour, Richey volunteered for a 
special “Killer Team”. That Team was led by a Green Beret and 
basically did things that one would speculate that the “Seals” do 
today, equipped with M-16’s with silencers and special knives, rafts 
and radios.                                                                                                                                                 
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         SPC-4 Leiding (Above) - provided several of the photos for this book.  
Leiding (Mel) was one of those John Wayne type quiet guys that did 
what he was asked, had no problem volunteering as Point Man and 
for the first half of his tour, was in Joe Strucki’s squad.  

SPC-4 Neil -He always had an excuse for everything he did wrong. 
One such time, I told him to walk point. Neil sheepishly replied, 
“Sarge I can’t”. I asked …”Why Neil?” He replied “because my rifle 
won’t fire”. I jerked the rifle from his hands, fired it several times into 
the hillside and tossed it back at him…”now it’s clean …… You’ve 
got point” …I pointed uphill…go! …   

Another time, as we were preparing to fly out of Camp Evans, Neil 
told me he couldn’t go. Why can’t you go Neil? “Can’t find my rifle” 
replied Neil. With that said, Lt. Jordan went to the Supply Sergeant, 
got another rifle (how or what excuse he gave to get it is still a big 
question). Neil went to the field, with weapon, that day.  

Pagano was one of my original guys. He had a girl back home that 
he was fond of but avoided (like most of us) talking about. He 
impressed me as a wheeler-dealer back on the block, often talking 
about how to make a buck with much pride, a twinkle in his eye and 
a smile from ear to ear. Intelligent guy he was. After a few months, 
he knew he wanted to walk point less often (nobody in their right 
mind wanted to walk point) and I think he was intrigued or 
impressed by the way Dewey used the radio and the respect that 
he received from the officers. So being the logical guy he was, he 
let me know that he wanted to take over the radio (RTO) duties as 
soon as Dewey’s hitch was up. Pagano became our 3rd Platoon 
RTO, when we were at Firebase Jacks around February, 1969. Bob 
soon discovered that the Enemy quite often targeted our RTO man 
2nd after shooting at the obvious leaders, i.e. Lieutenants, 
Sergeants, Point men. Bob thus quickly learned how to conceal his 
radio inside his Ruck-Sack and to minimize exposure of his 
protruding radio antenna.  
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One day he got really pissed after looking in his mirror. He 
discovered that he had a touch of jungle rot at the corner of his 
mouth……….after all his efforts to keep his face clean.  

Pagano always stepped up to the plate, doing what ever was asked 
of him, even though he wasn’t bashful about challenging authority. 
He tried to find a smarter/safer way to do things, to include telling 
an acting Platoon Leader or Platoon Sergeant what he thought they 
should be doing…….they’d have that deer in the headlight look and 
Pagano would put his RTO (radio) handset in their face and tell 
them to call for Air Support!  

 I appreciated his directness, however there were times we bucked 
heads on Orders. There were a few times also, that his more subtle 
suggestions to, were very useful and appreciated. He backed me 
up the few times that I told an officer NO we’re not going to do this 
or that...like detonate a 2000 pound bomb in place, which even after 
much due care, resulted in one wounded soldier leaving the field 
with a piece of shrapnel in his back. 
  

  

Bob Pagano (at left) with a South Vietnamese (ARVN) Platoon 
leader (Took) of a South Vietnamese APC unit. Bob jokingly 
prepared for this photo-op by borrowing the black beret from one of 
the ARVN’s and unbuttoning his shirt. 
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Pfc John Box joined us just before we started building Firebase 
Jack. He was a tall cautiously smiling guy, with light complexion, 
glasses and freckles, all of which I think made him highly 
susceptible to skin infections. Within two weeks in the field and 
exposure to the monsoon rains (fogged-up glasses), his arms and 
legs were covered with open sores (ringworm and/or jungle rot). In 
comparison, it typically took more like two months for most of us to 
contract similar but more manageable conditions like this. 
Whenever I needed John, he took his turn walking “point”, with no 
hesitation in his eyes.  

Private Goforth (we called him Tennessee), Schaffer and Private Ey 
joined my squad shortly thereafter and quickly became an integral 
member of the team before going to the Valley. All three were 
attentive to details and were eager to learn as quickly as possible. 
Goforth was married to a gal named Sandra, Shaffer didn’t smoke 
and Pvt. Eye reminded me of a short John Wayne. All were agile, 
physically fit and had personalities that blended perfectly into my 
squad. They rounded out the Squad and formed the best Band of 
Brothers I could possibly dream of. I couldn’t have hand picked a 
better group of guys to lead and to become partners in survival with!   

Whenever a helicopter landed to drop off munitions and food, we 
would silently wait with some anticipation to see if they also 
unloaded the yellow mail bag. They tried to deliver mail to us in the 
field but that wasn’t always practical. On the average, we would get 
mail every 3-4 weeks or whenever we went into a base camp, such 
as Firebase Jacks or Camp Evans. There was no mail delivery once 
we entered the Valley. While in Vietnam, I don’t remember getting 
letters from anyone from my hometown or from my Mom, but I did 
get a couple from my paternal Dad and sisters. After about four 
month’s in-country, those few letters stopped also. I assumed it was 
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because there was such an anti-War sentiment growing in the 
states and people just wanted to be detach from the War, or 
everyone was too busy with their own civilian problems. Very few of 
us were getting any mail. When we went into the Valley there was 
absolutely no mail delivers (ammunitions and food only deliveries).  

This was probably a good thing, since I was responsible for the 
lives of my guys and needed to be detached from stateside 
emotions and daydreams, thus instead, to be laser focused on 
ways to keep my guys alive. At night, before fading off to sleep, I 
would ask God for another day of his strength and wisdom to 
protect my men.  

 
                                            

       (1968-69) Sgt. J. Horne – Third Platoon- 2nd Squad Leader 
Like many, celebrated his 20th birthday in Vietnam. Where did you 
spend your last birthday? 

I didn’t keep track of dates or even what day of the week it was. 
When we got into the Valley, I lost track of what month it was. This 
approach helped me (at least mentally) to forget about how many 
more days I still had to survive. As far as what time of day it was, I 
learned how to tell time (within ½ hour) by looking at the position of 
the sun and shadows it cast.  

Navigation was a natural instinct for me. Vietnam was a sliver of a 
country extending North and South, sandwiched on the West by 
Laos and Cambodia and to the East by the China Sea. So as the 
sun rose from the East each morning, I could quickly orient my body 
to face the East and get a fix on our location with the help of my 
topographical map and compass. 
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On a couple occasions we rode on top of APC’s (above), patrolling 
the lands around Camp Evans and later FSB Jacks.  On one patrol, 
the APC’s dropped us off near the edge of a banana grove.  

     

This area was within a day’s walk of several small villages and was 
relatively flat land; riddled with banana groves, rice paddies and 
Leaches. From this banana grove area, we made an Air Assault 
into an area near Hue to set up a few night ambushes. During the 
daylight hours we caught up on some of our lost sleep or basked in 
the sun to dry out our clothes, boots and socks.  

As we shed our cloths, we checked each other for blood sucking 
Leaches that truly enjoyed making their homes on our young 
bodies. 
                         

How they managed to attach themselves to my body and remain 
undetected for hours, I will never understand. We took turns 
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 removing the Leaches from each other with the tools available at 
the time, which included: Scrap off with a  knife, squirt with insect 
repellant, light a match or blow on your cigarette end to bring the 
embers to a red hot glow and then burn the Leach with it. The later, 
being the most efficient (and gave us another reason to smoke 
Army issue cigarettes).   

A small group of villagers would often stop by our position and sell 
cans of Coke. Fifty cents for a warm one or $1.00 for a cold one 
(they brought a block of Ice with them and rolled the can on the ice 
until the can was cold).                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

Most of the villagers were kids, except for one old lady that looked 
like eighty with blackened teeth from eating the local  (Betel nut 
fruit) and a gal about twenty that always wore a red sweater with a 
large embroidered initial “L”on it. Years later I found out that the 
sweater was given to her by a US soldier that thought he was in 
love with her?  

On two occasions, an Army Chaplin came out to the field and gave 
services. The Chaplin had a Captains rank, wore freshly starched 
and pressed jungle fatigues (unlike our recycled 60 day stench 
fatigues) and handed out white plastic crosses. We were 
conducting search and destroy missions in the Phu Bai area at the 
time, near a tributary of the Perfume River.  

During that visit, the Chaplin asked if anyone would like to be 
baptized in the river. I didn’t hesitate and asked a couple of the guys 
if they would come with me as a witness. SP-4 Gasque (below) 
went with me.     
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This Baptism could be considered as the second formal bath I had 
in Vietnam. I often talked to Jesus from my foxhole, asking him for 
guidance and for him to watch over and protect my men.  
 

                                
                          Baptized in he Perfume River 

We made a company size Air Assault to the booby trapped area 
outside camp Evans (the same area where Mooney lost a leg. It 
had been raining for close to eight days and the temperature and 
moral was becoming lower as each day past. I can’t remember the 
last time I had a dry pair of socks on. Most of us had been wearing 
these same socks for close to two months, through rain, mud and 
shine. The sun finally came out…we immediately set up a daytime 
perimeter, built fires and laid things out to dry (including boots and 
socks).  
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   Our Company (CP) RTO operator (Dewey) great fire builder also! 

I didn’t want to take both boots off at the same time (I thought I 
might need them to run if attacked), but it was a flat area and thus I 
could see them coming in plenty of time. My boots and socks had 
become an extension of my feet by then. As I began to unlace and 
peal back the folds of my boot tongue, I realized they (socks) had 
grown to my feet. Gingerly I took my boots off and as I started 
peeling the first sock off, the fungal stench became my first clue of 
the impending pain.  

 
My skin had attached itself to my socks or socks had grown to my 
feet?  Finally I decided the best approach to shorten the length of 
my inevitable spike of pain, would be to just yank the sock off. 
That’s what I did. The pus oozed from open skin tears caused by 
the pressure points of boot and lace marks on my feet, ankles and 
around the boot top. We were all in the same condition, with ring 
worm or jungle rot on our feet, legs, arms, around our waistline 
(wherever clothing was tight) and some like “Clean” Pagano, (who 
was the only one that carried a wash cloth with him), had a spot on 
the edge of this mouth.   
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Our new Medic (SP4 - Davis) came to us (because it was too 
painful to walk to him with boots off) and applied a mixture of 
alcohol and mercurochrome to our oozing open sores. Sun 
exposure helped dry the skin and fungus also. A re-supply chopper 
landed later that day with clean, dry socks for all. At that point, our 
boots were almost dry, so life was good again. 
      

  

               
             Capt. K and Company CP on outskirts of village 

All dried out, we continued to have daily patrols edging closer to the 
base of the foot hills, which supported head high vegetation and 
suspected V.C. trails. On one such patrol, nearing noon time, a 
helicopter approached our position.   
 

                          

The chopper was spraying the area, in crop duster style. Flanders 
broke our silence with “Don’t breathe that shit”!  We covered our 
mouths and noses quickly. We assumed the spray to be Agent 
Orange defoliant, especially since we weren’t given any alternate 
explanation to counter our assumption. The helicopter made only 
two passes, so we didn’t dwell on the event much at the time. We 
now know that Agent Orange is a catalyst for numerous health 
issues including: Cancer, skin disorders, birth defects, spinal bifida 
in offspring’s and ischemic heart disease. Other illnesses may be 
added to this causal list, as more testing and VA claims are 
compiled.  

Get your facts on Agent Orange: 
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Go to google search and type in: www.piblichealth.va.gov/
exposures/agentoramge or 

 www.agentorange.com or www.va.gov and navigate to their 
“presumptive” list of illnesses connected to agent orange. 

On the below web site, you’ll find a PDF compilation of research 
and military records, Between January 1962 and ending in 
September 1971, whereby there were 17-19.4 million gallons of 
herbicides Agent White, Agent Blue and Agent Orange of a larger 
degree sprayed in South Vietnam (per a 6/2000 article published by 
retired USAR Lieutenant Colonel Patrick H. Dockery. See 
www.chicagotribune.com/chi-091204-agentorange-map  This is an 
interactive map. Click on the TAB labeled for the year you were 
there, then “click on” the area(s) of Vietnam you were in and it will 
display a Pop-Up box that lists the bombing run# and number of 
gallons dropped on that run. Now add up all the gallons related to 
All the area(s) you were in that year for a sub-total gallons say for 
1969. Next step is to “click” on the TAB for each Preceding year, 
back to 1962 and Add each years sub-totals and you will know how 
many Total gallons were dropped on the ground/rivers in the area(s) 
you walked in. How exposed were you: 
During your tour (Infantry) as you walked and slept on the ground 
(24/7) and drank water from ponds, streams, rice paddies, rivers, or 
bomb craters. Combat Infantry averages 280-300 days in the I-
Corps area.  See: www.chicagotribune.com/chi-091204-
agentorange-map 
What have been the long term effects of Agent Orange?  Someday, 
as we finally learned about cigarette smoking, the truths will be 
published.  

From the banana grove, we were picked up by choppers and made 
an Air Assault to the “sands”. This was an area (north east of Hue) 
close to the China Sea and Golf of Tonkin. This snow white sandy 
area was void of trees, laden with shallow round burial mounds and 
spotted with banana tree vegetation every couple miles. We started 
to see areas where the sand was funneling or spiraling downward.  
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Our curiosity of this unnatural ground movement exposed V.C. 
hidden caches. An inch or two below the sandy surface, under a 
film of plastic, lay hidden supplies of food or weapons (sometimes 
there were punji stakes and or booby traps). Whenever we saw 
sand spiraling downward we would dig to reveal the hidden cache. 
Where did they get all the plastic? Who shipped plastic sheet dies 
and Extruders to Vietnam so they could make it? 
We were out of water, but found a trickle of a stream at mid-day. I 
dropped to the ground with empty canteen in hand for filling. The 
water pooling in the white sand was clear, other than for the small 
black bugs skating on the surface. I figured I could sift the bugs out 
with my teeth as I drank…… 

While in this location, Captain K personally gave us instructional 
classes and practical demonstrations on how to make booby traps, 
how to set C-4 explosive charges, claymore mines, shape charges, 
bunker destruction, etc. While in this area, around dusk we would 
saddle-up and walk to another location normally about five hundred 
meters away and set up a night ambush site.  

 

During the night hours, we spent most of our time fighting off 
mosquitoes, while trying to look for V.C. through my night vision 
Starlite scope. These nights, the skies were clear and full of stars, 
so the night vision scope worked very well. The mosquitoes weren’t 
large, but they were thicker than being in a Louisiana swamp. I 
prayed for daylight, just to be done with the mosquitoes… our 
repellant didn’t have any effect on these dive-bombers.  

I had my eyes closed, desperately trying to get a few minutes rest 
and heard a faint sound of three gun shots. In one motion I rolled 
over into a firing position with rifle in hand and safety off. I then 
heard one of the guys yelling “I got him…I got him”.  

As I said, the night was clear, but the sky was bright from the light of 
the stars, which were so bright they created shadows over the sand 
dunes, brush or banana trees. Our guy had shot a DOG lurking in 
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the shadows. This was unfortunate because from my memory, it 
was the only dog (other than the Army bomb sniffing dog) that I saw 
in Vietnam. I think I saw 4 ducks, 2 birds, 3 water buffalo, one 
monkey and no cats, but plenty of Leaches and mosquitoes. 

A couple nights later, we broke camp as the sun set and started 
walking to set up an ambush. Suddenly we found ourselves walking 
on water! It felt like we were walking on a trampoline. I later found 
out that it was an algae or moss covered pond, found only in highly 
tropical areas of the world. I couldn’t understand what we were 
walking on, but I knew it wasn’t solid enough to hold us (along with 
our 50-60 pound packs) for much longer.  Our entire Platoon filed 
onto the unknown surface and I then started to feel a wave action 
develop as though we were on a waterbed. My foot pierced the 
membrane and I got my boot wet (others experienced the same), 
but we recovered quickly and all made it across, to firm ground.  
With a smile, I tell this bazaar story whenever someone asks me 
“what was it like in Nam?” . Seriously, this was real! See below 
photo of Sphagnum Moss being pushed aside by the Hovercraft. 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
                                                            
                                                                                                                                                    

                       PACV –Hovercraft (max speed: 110 km/hr) 

We were in the Sands area and this deafening noise interrupted all 
our thoughts, but before I could sort out if it was friend or foe, this 
Hovercraft came gliding through a hedge row and abruptly stopped 
within 20 yards of us. The bladder at the bottom of the craft 
released air and then the craft settled to the ground, with engines 
still running. One squad at a time, we were picked up by the 
Hovercraft (shown above) which was louder than a helicopter. As 
we boarded the 39 foot watercraft, their captain warned everyone to 
stay clear of the Air Intake funnel (next to the on-ramp)….their 
Captain said “we had a little Vietnamese soldier get sucked in there 
a couple weeks ago and it threw him out like hamburger”. The craft 
would speed along at about 50 MPH, floating over small brush, rice 
paddy dikes and water as though it were a fast Zamboni on a 
hockey rink. I didn’t think it was a good military vehicle because the 
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required 1014 HP gas-turbine engine was too noisy. Any enemy 
within two miles could hear you coming. Only (3) three of these 
Hovercrafts were used in all of Vietnam. 

 

John Mink --- In the “Sands” by Eagle Beach -2 clicks from the China Sea. 
Three months after I left Vietnam, our Company was back in the A Shau 
Valley and John was awarded the Silver Star. He unleashed a wall of steel 
from his M-60 machine gun, from an exposed position, saving many.  

After about a week of Hovercraft maneuvers, helicopters picked us 
up and we made a company size Air Assault into the Highlands 
near Camp Evans. We humped for half that day and linked up with 
a group of six Armored Personnel Carriers (A.P.C.’s). Our job was to 
provide the APC’s with ground support and to man night perimeter 
defensive positions between each APC.  Riding on top of the APC’s 
was actually fun. We quickly learned how to balance our weight and 
hold on tight, so as not to be thrown off during their quick 
unannounced turns and stops.  

The rains came again (only 50 inches this month). Temperatures 
dropped during the day not allowing any sunshine to dry you out 
before nightfall. I remember one night sitting on, the only dry spot 
(my helmet), shivering in the cold. Can’t stand the cold! You could 
see your warm breath in the quiet night air. It rained all night and we 
strained to hear signs of any enemy movements. A mere seventy 
five yards away was the remains of an old one story block hut, that 
could have provided some relief from the rain, even though half its 
thatch roof was missing. The terrain between our position and the 
hut was clear of all trees and bushes, providing no cover during a 
maneuvering approach to the building. We would have been totally 
exposed to snipers during our slippery dash to this shelter. 
Additionally, this was Charlie’s (V.C.) backyard and thus he probably 
was in the hut already; (I’d rather be wet than dead)…….  
I prayed constantly during that night to stay awake, for morning to 
come and for the sun to shine brightly so I could stop shaking from 
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the cold and rain………Morning came, the sun shined brightly and 
there was no Charlie (VC) in the hut. We started drying out, my 
shakes were gone and I felt the warmth returning to all my body 
parts. Life is good this morning!  

Later that day we were picked up by APC’s and tracked our way 
back into camp Evans. At arrival, we were given clean jungle 
fatigues, socks, new boots and a few pops and beers (showers not 
needed). A few of our guys were volunteered to pull Bunker guard 
duty along the vast perimeter that night. Everyone else was able to 
feast on real food in the Mess Hall and drink beer. 

When I awoke the next morning, I asked someone what’s the date 
today? Someone yelled in reply… January 9th.  
I mumbled to myself… “missed my own birthday): happy.. happy…. 
(We all spent a birthday, Christmas, New Year, or wedding 
Anniversary in Nam). That afternoon, we were picked up for 
Battalion strength, Air Assault. 
 
  

We flew for about twenty minutes, circled an area for landing and 
then pulled up. We made a wide circling turn and could then see a 
Cheyenne helicopter gunship to our front, unloading its cannons 
and rockets into an area near the base of the foothills. Hopefully, 
with this gunship recon by fire strafing, our LZ would be clear of any 
potentially awaiting enemy. Our manned assault company followed 
and as each chopper made the final dive to the LZ surface below.  
We started jumping off, from the chopper skids, into the 6-8 foot 
high elephant grass. The grass was too tall for the helicopters to 
land, so our choppers flew in and hovered about six feet up, just 
long enough for us to step out onto the choppers landing skid, and 
jump the final 4 feet. 
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 With all the weight I was carrying, I knew I would be hitting the 
ground hard, so I did the paratrooper (tuck and roll) on landing. The 
roll helped, but on impact my knees and forehead made impact.  
It felt like I had just been sucker punched in the nose and at least 
one C-ration can in my backpack slammed into my back (probably 
the heavy can of Beef & Potatoes).  

 

      
Above photo was taken with a disposable Kodak camera by 
                  Sp-4 Leiding as he held it on top of his helmet. 

As each helicopter made this same maneuver and unloaded more 
men, we gathered our bearings and linked up with our growing 
company file. 1st Platoon took the lead, with Sgt. Dean’s squad on 
Point with machetes flaring. They started hacking a trail out of the 
elephant grass and up the hillside. Our Company (90+ strong) 
snaked up the Kentucky size hillside and reached its top within an 
hour. Each platoon was assigned a sector of the hill to establish 
defensive positions around the crest of to the hills densely forested 
top. We quickly dug 2-man size foxholes, put our claymore mines 
and trip flares in place, completing our nightly defensive perimeter.  

This area was covered with large oak size trees and double canopy 
foliage. I could hear Captain K on the radio calling in an Artillery 
smoke round. My first assumption was that he was doing this to 
confirm our position. Once confirmed, he started calling in new 
artillery coordinates. “Fire mission, one H.E. last coordinates…. …. 
Round out …take cover”! A distant Battery of 155 Howitzers 
responded by firing H. E. rounds all around our perimeter….He 
systematically and with great due-care, ratcheted the rounds in 
closer and closer to within 75 meters, at each sector of our 
perimeter.  His objective was to establish a last line of defense, in 
the event of a frontal assault by the enemy.  

The H.E. rounds shook the ground with such force the ground 
heaved beneath my body and shrapnel was flying overhead into the 
surrounding trees. The smell of fresh cut wood chips carved from 
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trees in the path of the artillery shrapnel smothered our body odors. 
The impact of the next round created a shockwave, hurling smoke, 
wood chips and shrapnel, within feet of my position.   

The Artillery Battery was close enough that we could hear their 
guns fire each round. Within seconds, the whistle of each round 
intensified as it neared our position and we hugged the ground or 
crawl deeper into our quickly dug fox holes, awaiting the impact of 
the incoming round. One round, as it’s whistle screeched in, 
sounded like it was going to be too close…. so I leaped into my 
foxhole, leaving rifle and my steel pot suspended in air.  

The round smacked the trees about 50 yards in front of us, sending 
shrapnel splattering through the trees, resulting in a plume of wood 
and leafs falling, as if it were raining.  As the explosion shockwave 
and debris blew by, I reached out from my foxhole, grabbed my 
helmet, slapped it onto my head…and then instantly tossing it off 
…… I clutched the top of my head and removed a piece of hot 
shrapnel stuck to my scalp. When the artillery round hit, a piece of 
lava hot shrapnel landed in my upside down helmet. No harm, no 
foul, I just remember this sequence of events as a funny incident. 

We patrolled the area for a few more days with Sgt. Dean’s squad 
and 1st Platoon still on point. We came to a small river and 1st 
platoon set up security on the near side, as 3rd Platoon and my 
Squad taking over the point responsibilities to forge the river. The 
river was quickly crossed and our Platoon set up defensive position 
on the far side of the river while the rest of the Company crossed. 
Once everyone had crossed my guys once again to the Point and 
started our climb up a larger hill. We were making good time and 
then a command was quickly relayed to everyone, to stop and set 
up a defensive perimeter A.S.A.P.!  

Rumors spread quickly about an intelligence report, of a NVA 
regiment in the area and the possibly that it was on top of this hill. I 
spotted Captain K walking the perimeter. He stopped at my position, 
bent down on one knee, looked me in the eyes and in a soft voice 
said, “Sgt. Horne can you see…(as he waved his hand over an 
imaginary newspaper)… the headlines in your hometown 
newspaper Tiger-B- assaults and takes hill, having a regiment of 
NVA on it”…he said this in such a calming manner. I instantly 
relaxed from my task of hurriedly inspecting my ammunition. He 
was calm, thus I became calm and was ready for whatever lay 
ahead. I opened a can of C-rations, heated up a can of coffee and 
then settled in for the night. 
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At day-break, the hill was hit with a massive artillery barrage and 
strafed by F-4 jets. We went up the hill with no opposition. This was 
a good day…. Currahee! 
                                    

October 31, 1968 President Johnson In a televised address to the nation 
five days before the presidential election, President Lyndon Johnson announces 
that on the basis of developments in the Paris peace negotiations, he has ordered 
the complete cessation of “all air, naval, and artillery bombardment of North 
Vietnam.” Accordingly, effective November 1, the U.S. Air Force called a halt to 
the air raids on North Vietnam known as Operation Rolling Thunder. The 
President further disclosed that Hanoi had finally agreed to allow the South 
Vietnamese government to participate in the peace talks. 

Chapter – 12 – 

Loosing our “Cherry” 
     

Note: you were no longer called a “Cherry” after you were shot at…after 
being shot at, you get a medal ……….a (C.I.B.) Combat Infantry Badge 
(shown above).  
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 We had been patrolling the foothill area for about 2 weeks, during 
which a re-supply helicopter would land or lower re-supplies to us, 
every three or four days. On the first re-supply, Morgan was picked 
up and flown to the Phu Bia airport to begin the first leg of his R & 
R. to Hawaii.   
He had been in-country for about three months and had a pre-
planned early R& R to Hawaii to spend time with his wife.  
A week passed and Morgan came back into the field on a re-supply 
ship. I don’t think he had a good trip to Hawaii because he was 
never the same happy go lucky guy after that.  We had been in 
NAM just long enough to know how to minimize the amount of 
weight we carried. Every ounce added to our rucksack, made our 
load that much more bulky and burned proportionately more of our 
energy. Of course the more weight, the slower we moved, 
especially uphill and over time, back pain naturally became a factor. 
Thus, after each re-supply of C-rations (3 day supply or an average 
of 17 pounds), I immediately ate the heaviest (Beef & Potatoes) 
meal cans first. Some of the guys would just trade their heavy cans 
for smaller cans, but I wanted the higher Protein content that was in 
the Beef & Potatoes.  

After our Company had been humping for two weeks, I had Ken 
Richert (Richey) on Point and I walked behind him as his Slack 
man. By the tactical book, I should be walking 3rd or 4th man back.  
Richey was following a narrow but well used trail that wound around 
the crest of the hillsides. We were making good time until the trail 
narrowed and became slippery from fallen wet leaves. The trail was 
darkening due to the increasing amount of triple canopy type 
foliage. The trail was leading us up a 45 degree incline to the top of 
the hill, which was within sight only about 100 feet away.  

For this climb, we hunched over, redistributed our Rucksack weight 
and often used one hand on the ground for added balance or to 
grab a surface tree root to pull our way upward on this terrain. We 
were within twenty feet of the hill top when I last had a glance of 
Richey a few feet in front of me. The trail took Richey over the crest 
of the hill and as quickly as he stood up, Richey ran straight into an 
NVA point man (within inches of each other). They were both 
equally startled, frozen in time for an instant. The NVA clumsily 
squeezed off a shot that hit Richey’s rifle, knocking it out of his 
hands. Rich jumped left behind a tree and I followed. At the same 
time, the NVA must have been as or more rattled than we because, 
he lost his grip on his AK-47 rifle and dropped it as he started 
running for his life. Richey, I yelled “where’s your rifle”? He pointed 
towards the trail. Richey’s rifle had landed in the brush out of reach, 
but lying in the trail was the enemies AK-47. In stride, I tossed my 
rifle to Richey and then scooped up the NVA’s rife. Richey and I 
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then stepped forward in unison and started shooting at the NVA 
soldier as he was running …..he quickly dove off the trail into 
concealment of the underbrush. All these events happened within 
seconds, as though in slow motion….  

He got away….looked like a NVA to me (pith hat - no straw hat).   
  
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
 

  
                        
                                            < Ken Richert (Richey)         AK-47 
                                                       at Camp Evans  
                                                                                              
That day, Richey and I were on the back slope of the hill, detached 
and out of view from the rest of the Company, who assumed we 
were still being shot at, based on the distinct sounds of the AK-47 
(that I was now firing). The NVA got only one round off at Richey, 
but regardless we had been shot at and B-Company 2nd 506th was 
awarded the C.I.B. that day. Several months later we earned the 
C.I.B. many times over, during Air Assaults and Battalion size push 
into the A Shau valley. Several days passed and then one late 
afternoon, exhausted after humping for too many hours, we stopped 
at dusk, for a short rest. We just dropped where we stood, onto our 
butt’s, in the middle of the trail and leaned back on our rucksacks 
(hoping that a C-ration can didn’t stick you in the back). I took a few 
steps uphill for a vantage view and also dropped. Most of us 
grabbed for our canteen or a quick cigarette. A few minutes passed 
in silence as we waited for our Company Commander to confirm 
our position on the map and decide our next move.  The quiet wait 
was broken with a scream!  

Flanders jumped up yelling and swatting at this back…it bit me, it bit 
me….  What bit you?.. It bit me………  

What?.... a scorpion bit me! .......... Medic! ................Medic! Our 
medic scrambled uphill to his aid, pulled back his shirt to expose the 
location where he had been bitten and asked Flanders “what color 
was the scorpion”? Flanders replied BROWN. Our medic, instantly 
rolled his eyes (Greenlee) and with a chuckle in his voice,…”you’re 
not going to die. Only the green ones are poisonous”. Flanders 
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wasn’t convinced and told the medic “what the hell do you know; 
you’re just a frail ass Army Medic”. Flanders stayed awake that 
night, waiting to die….but didn’t. 
                      

Footnote: All scorpions are venomous, some more than others. He was 
lucky that this one was less venomous. 

 
        

                

             Graduated with Honors From The University of Vietnam with:  
                      C.I.B., Purple Heart, Air Medal and Bronze Star  
                               
                                 
Lt. Jordan led by example (I even remember him taking point one 
afternoon). He was an excellent map reader and knew where we 
were at all times. He was prepared to call for Air or Artillery support 
at any time with the exact and correct map location. He prevented 
us from getting lost or having artillery brought in on our position, at 
least on two occasions by arguing and winning the debate with his 
higher up or with a (FO) forward observer.  

We were running low on water supplies, so we organized a six man 
water patrol. We had been in the bush for several months now and 
with this experience, we all new that SP-4 Jones had the uncanny 
ability to smell water. Thus, after an hour of walking, with empty 
rattling canteens, Jones found water. He actually found the most 
serine pond and waterfall (could have been a honeymoon vacation 
site). 
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We set up security around the falls, filled all the canteens and then 
we each took a quick skinny dip bath.  

A few days later we stumbled onto a small 10 x 12ish, well 
camouflaged cabin. I was impressed, it looked like a typical 
Michigan hunting cabin. Inside there was a fireplace used for 
cooking, but outwardly there was no chimney stack. On the 
backside of the cabin, we saw an elevated area, leading uphill, 
which we followed and found an exhaust opening at the end. This 
was the fireplace smokestack, a 200 yard underground troth…
elevated uphill. Thus if US forces spotted their smoke and called in 
an air strike or artillery, our bombs would land 200 yards away. 
Nearby we spotted a cloths-line, having several items on it, one of 
which we instantly recognized, was a red sweater with a large script 
letter “L” on it. The same sweater as warn by the “Coke girl” from 
the village north of Camp Evans. This information was called into 
our rear headquarters and the sweater was flown to them also to 
confirm our find.  Within about two weeks, we were told that she 
was spotted back in her village area and was picked up. Who 
picked her up and what happened to her I don’t know. 

We demolished their cabin and chimney structure, with strategically 
placed blocks of C-4 and by fire using my high temperature 
Thermite Grenade (glad to get rid of that heavy thing!). We then, 
started humping away from the area and called in a few artillery 
rounds for good measure and to mark the location for future Fire 
Missions.  

We humped upward for the balance of the day and as a cool air 
filled the land below us, rain turned our progress into a slippery 
crawl. After reaching high ground on a ridge-line, we formed our 
night defensive perimeter and each foxhole decided who would 
have the first guard watch. It rained day and night for the next 4 
days. When we set up camp each evening, our attention slowly 
shifted from making defensive positions to hunger and finding 
burnable wood for a fire. The fallen kindling was too wet to burn 
directly, and we couldn’t afford the noise of shopping fresh wood in 
fear of giving away our position. In the center of our perimeter, our 
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CP had gathered and stacked wet wood and struck a match to a 
few pieces of C-4 plastic explosive strategically placed at the center 
of the wood pile. The wet wood quickly resulted in excessive smoke 
thus the big fire was put out. Around the perimeter, you could see 
each manned position, trying to stretch ponchos overhead and 2 
man groups huddled over a small c-4 fuel can-stove, warming their 
hands and waiting for that small flame to heat a can of coffee 
(sometimes I would mix 50/50 coffee and coco if I had both).  
    
We were out of food (C-rations), had been for three days now and 
even I was starting to get concerned. We were above the dense 
clouds created by the days of cold and rain that additionally had 
grounded our re-supply helicopters. Shortly, we were informed that 
our objective was to work our way downward, towards a riverbed 
that had a clearing large enough for a multiple helicopter Pickup 
Zone (PZ). We would be picked up at that PZ and flown back to 
Camp Evans for hot food and showers (this would be the first 
shower in 4 month).  

Within two hours of the river, we stopped for a rest in place around 
dusk, and then decided to form a night perimeter.  We quickly set 
up our trip flares and claymore mines and settled into our night 
guard duty and sleep mode mentality. In the still of the darkness I 
heard the guys whispering to each other……… got any C-
rations…..John Wayne bars, Coffee, Coco? They would eat 
anything at this point. All the whispered replies were….I’m out…
nothing here. Everyone was out. Another hour passed, our M-60 
machine gunner (SP-4 Brown) whispers….I’ve got a can of Coke for 
sale……….. Who wants it? He sold it for $10 (could have sold it for 
$20 if it were cold). Brown was a big burly guy and spoke out 
quickly against anyone if they were using Gods name in vain. Yes, it 
was true with our guys anyway, that there were no atheists in our 
Fox holes.   

The next morning we started the final decent to the riverbed below. 
The rain stopped and the sun peaked through the morning mist. As 
our company snaked our way downhill, I heard our machine gunner 
Brown, starting to hum a song..... He started to softly sing a chant, 
directed at Morgan, who was walking in front of him in the file … 
“Who’s making love to your old lady” – by Johnny Taylor 
……….”Who’s making love... to your old lady……. while you are in 
South Vietnam…….. Who’s making love to your old lady.. while you 
are in…..South Vietnam… I think Brown would sing this for 
Morgan’s ears, whenever he thought Morgan was thinking too 
heavily about home. Typically, Morgan would give Brown an evil eye 
and then a fist pump. Later the two would share c-rations of 
Peaches and Pound cake as friends.  
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We passed a lone sapling banana tree, which had a few small, (3-4 
inch) long brownish bananas on it. One of our guys in passing said, 
don’t eat those, the V.C. probably poisoned them. About another ten 
feet further downhill, there was a small pile of rice in the middle of 
the trail that I assumed a VC had dropped, in his haste to avoid 
making contact with us. I was really hungry, so without stopping, I 
dropped my helmet and brushed as much rice into the helmet as I 
could without holding up the file of guys behind me.  

We reached the river bed within a half hour and our company set up 
perimeter defensive positions, to await the arrival of the helicopters. 
Lt Jordan (we called him JJ) came over a few minutes later and told 
me it would be an hour or two before they arrived. As soon as he 
was out of sight, I gave Morgan a glance, asked him for a pinch of 
C-4, put my helmet on the ground on top of a small c-ration can/
stove, struck a match to the c-4 and poured water from my canteen 
onto the rice. In about ten minutes we had cooked rice and three of 
us had full stomachs.  

There was enough rice to feed all in my squad. They didn’t partake, 
but salivated, watched and waited for one of us to start getting sick. 
I live on…Multiple choppers landed on our side of the river bed and 
extracted our entire company. We landed at our base, Camp Evans 
(by the way, the showers were NOT hot). 
 
 

The above photo (at left) is of a captured NVA anti-aircraft gun that 
was on display at Base Camp Evans. This is the same type of gun 
that Jane Fonda was photographed sitting on, during her anti-war 
trip to North Vietnam in the 60’s (shown on Right). Notice the anti-
aircraft shells that are ready to be used to shoot down American planes by 
Jane Fonda's  foot (A.K.A.  Hanoi Jane) 
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When we returned to Camp Evans, I had an infected finger, so from 
the helicopter pad, I walked directly to the Aid station (Battalion 
Mash unit). It turned out to be a splinter under the nail that became 
infected. The Doctor on duty said “your nail has to come off”. He 
swabbed my finger with something to numb and sterilize it, and then 
he jammed the nose of thin pliers under the nail and with a quick 
jerk, held my nail high as a trophy. He bandaged my finger, and told 
me that if it started throbbing to hold my arm above my head. I 
exited the Mash Hut and started the 200 yard walk to our company 
area. Within 50 yards, the throbbing and (tooth extraction type pain) 
hit me. I held my arm high for the rest of the walk. Not long after 
that, I found several beers and the pain went away.  
The next morning, I was told that I was my time to go on R&R........ 
So off to Sydney Australia I flew! 

Australia: 

As soon as I got inside my hotel room, I flushed the toilet, just to 
flush it because it had been over six months since I had heard that 
taken for granted sound. Then I took a long steamy shower.  I have 
a lot of fond memories of Sydney, such as walking past a rugby field 
on the way to the Gold Fish Bowl (breakfast restaurant at the main 
Kings Cross intersection downtown (Real friendly waitress), going 
to a men only type English pub, getting numb drunk at the original 
Whisky a Go-Go, and Chaplains.  

 

  These were the days of the Go-Go dancers in cages.  
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The waitress (from the Gold Fish Bowl) surprised me that first night 
by knocking on my hotel door. Naturally I let her in. I went back to 
her place for the night but after two hours of unsuccessfully trying to 
stop thinking about Vietnam and what I had to go back to, the 
evening came to an abrupt end. I apologized to her and went back 
to my hotel.    

The next afternoon, rather than returning to the Bar scene, I bought 
a “tourist day event package” to water ski across the Sydney Bay 
and have a picnic lunch on the beach, near the Sydney Bay bridge. 

 

I met a girl at the picnic that turned out to be the daughter of the 
Sydney police chief. We had dinner the next night and she then 
took me to her parent’s house and introduced me to her parents. 
After some small talk with her parents, she took me to her bedroom 
and showed me a hanging map, proudly displaying (with stick pins) 
the location of each US serviceman that she had met thus far. I 
inserted my pin and unfortunately that’s the last time I saw her. 
Every Australian that I met loved Americans. I had to ask why? The 
story is: we gave them a Squadron of Flying Tiger airplanes in WW-
II that helped them stave off an invasion from the Japanese. They 
still remembered that with great appreciation.  
                   

                                   Flying Tiger airplane  
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Before I knew it, it was time to go back to Nam, so with the little 
money I had left, I bought two furry toy stuffed Australian Kuala 
bears and had them shipped to my sisters in Ohio.    
                                 

Chapter – 13-  

M-48 TANKS:  
 Working with Tanks outside Camp Evans: 

 

For about two weeks, our company provided ground support for a 
Platoon of Tanks, as they maneuvered in the flatlands around Camp 
Evans and Firebase Jacks. During the daily maneuvers we would 
walk behind the tanks, in the known booby trap areas. When the 
tanks picked up speed to make a significant location change, we 
would ride (hang on tight guys) on top of the tank. When the tanks 
stopped for the night, they automatically formed a perimeter and we 
in turn would set up defensive positions between each tank, setting 
out trip flares and claymore mines as usual. 

  
About every third day a re-supply helicopter would land, unload C-
rations, munitions and maybe a new Troop. If it was your eagerly 
awaited time, you caught a ride back on this chopper for a R&R or 
better yet, if your tour was over, this was your initial Ticket punch to 
start your journey back to the “World”.  
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This day, a chopper landed, unloaded supplies and Sp-4 Morgan, 
who was returning from his R & R to Hawaii. Morgan saw me and 
came over to find out where I wanted him to do. I told him to just 
pick up where he left off, as a Team Leader in my squad. Sitting on 
top of a tank one afternoon, looking over the skyline and open fields 
in front of our position, I was startled by a shout …… “Horne”! 

Then a box was thrown up to me. The box had been wrapped with 
layers of plain brown construction paper, and bound with excessive 
amounts of tape and brown twin. It was also obvious that the box 
had been toss around and abused many times during its long 
journey from the United States. This was the first mail I had 
received in about two months. “Morgan, let me borrow your knife” I 
shouted. I cut carefully to be sure I didn’t cause further damage. 
Inside the crumpled box, I found a letter from my estranged dad and 
a special thank you note from my two sisters, along with a 5lb 
canned Ham. Also in the larger box, was a smaller shoe box, filled 
with homemade cookies and fudge. I quickly stuffed the caned ham 
in the bottom of my rucksack, deciding not to show it again until (I 
hoped to use as my own Christmas time meal). The cookies, made 
by my sisters Debbi and Pam –and the fudge made by their mom 
Gladys) had dried out during their lengthy and surely hot journey 
from Ohio. The cookie crumbs tasted sooo good as I carefully 
tipped the box and funneled each morsel into my mouth. I handed 
the empty box to one of my guys (Richey) and he licked the box 
until there wasn’t even a smell of cookies left. I received 3-4 letters 
from my Dad in October / November, but after that, I didn’t receive a 
letter from anyone else. Starting around the December timeframe, 
as new replacement Troops filtered in, they were telling us that 
there was a growing anti-war sentiment back in the States, 
advocating everyone to NOT send letters to the “baby killers” and 
“druggie” U.S. soldiers in Vietnam. This was the last mail I received 
during the balance of my tour.                                                                                                                           
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
One night I noticed a few of my guys smoking joints under a poncho 
and later falling asleep (at least that was my fear). The next day, I 
told the guys to stop smoking joints! I don’t want someone getting 
killed because you’re high and fell asleep on guard duty. If I saw it 
again I would have to report them.  
That night, I was awakened by a nudge from someone’s boot. 
Startled, I opened my eyes and was shocked by three guys 
standing over my prone sleeping position, with their M-16’s pointed 
at me. Their message was that I was a dead man, if I reported 
them.  
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In the morning as usual, we climbed onto the nearest Tank to start 
the daily maneuvers. I purposely got on top of the Tank 
Commanders tank and struck up a conversation, using it as an 
opportunity to ask him if he had encountered any problems like this. 
After I explained my dilemma to him, he acknowledged that he 
understood and made his suggestion, which was: “you need to 
smoke a joint in front of them, on the way back into base camp 
because that’s where we’re headed, to let them know that you’re 
now one of them and that they can rat on you, if they wanted to 
(quid pro quo)”. I followed the Tank Commanders suggestion. Half 
way back to base camp Evans, we made a quick stop for c-ration 
lunch. Afterwards, I climbed onto the Tank where the “joint” smokers 
were. I ask the guys, who has a joint for me…….they looked at be 
quizzically, looked at each other and then one of them handed me a 
smoke. Now guys, before I light this, you need to know that the 
rules from this day forward have changed: I will not allow any of you 
(my men) to ever again smoke weed in the field! What you do in the 
rear…… is your business. I’m smoking this only so you know that 
you now have something against me (quid pro quo). There were no 
problems after that. It was around 2 pm when the tanks dropped us 
off, close to the outer perimeter Concertina wire/defensive bunker 
line at Camp Evans.  

The 4 tanks sped away in a cloud of smoke and thunderous noise, 
to join the balance of the 3rd Tank Battalion that was strategically 
positioned at key points around the Camp Evans defensive 
perimeter. We (Airborne Infantry) soldiers walked from there some 
300 yards to the 101st, 2nd, 506th area and before we were able to 
drop our Rucksacks and equipment, we were ordered to fall-in to a 
Company formation. “Attention”!, barked the 1st Sergeant. He then 
sounded off by stating what our orders were: You will be in the rear 
for a 3 day stand-down. Beer is at the mess hall and Cpt. K’s crystal 
punch bowl will take any and all contributions of liquor that you may 
find. I need 1 volunteer from each Platoon to pull bunker guard duty 
tonight…. Platoon Leaders, have those men step forward 
now………. Everyone else … Fall-Out! ........  It was amazing how 
quickly such a mass of soldiers dispersed so quickly, but this time 
NOT because they were being shot at.  

The next thing I remember was  passing a bottle of Johnny Walker 
back and forth with Lt. Jordan, as we watched  two guys that were 
known only as Kentucky and Tennessee, chase each other as 
though they were the Hatfield’s and McCoy’s. Needless to say the 
Lt. and I got plastered, in fact I thought we were carrying on a great 
conversation, but for the last five minutes, I was actually just talking 
to myself because the Lt., still sitting and upright, had passed out 
with his eyes wide open.  
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Those 3 days (in the Rear) was shortened by a day. At Dusk on the 
second day, we headed to the Base Chopper pad, loaded up and 
made a night flight to a pointed Mountain top called (FSB) Firebase 
Helen. Mounted on the crest of this upside down snow cone shaped 
mountain, was a quad 50 caliber machine gun. I had heard the 
sound of its muffled rat-tat-tat fire from a distance many times 
before, but had never seen it and was always curious, as to where 
the noise came from.  

 

     

             

    
                 Quad 50 caliber machinegun emplacement atop  
    FSB Firebase Helen - Elevation above sea level: (2,211m / 7,253 ft)   

We made memorable landings that night, one helicopter at a time in 
heavy crosswinds. As our helicopters were nearing the small one 
chopper landing pad, I saw that they had posted one of their men at 
the edge of the LZ pad, with a Radio equipped with a (taller than 
normal), whip antenna.   

This RTO man was talking to the chopper Pilot, assisting or guiding 
him during final approach and touchdown. The chopper that I was 
on, swayed violently as the pilot battled severe crosswinds. Looking 
down from my seated position on the floor of the chopper, I saw the 
below radio operator struggling to keep his balance and shielding 
his eyes from the wind and dust, both of which were compounded 
by pressures from the choppers whirling blades. His radio antenna 
was bent some 45 degrees, which confirmed in my mind, the 
strength and direction of the wind. Our Pilot aborted this first landing 
attempt. He tried a second time, the winds were having the same 
effect, but at the last minute and still about four feet off the ground, 
the door gunner tapped me on the shoulder and yelled above the 
chopper noise… “Jump”! 

With a full pack and rifle in hand, I jumped. My knee hit my jaw, 
helmet was knocked off and reactively, I went into a Paratroopers 
roll towards the radio mans position; hit him and came to a stop. We 
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both recovered, looked at each other, simultaneously pointed at 
each other and said…”I know you, your from Monroe!”.  This radio 
guy (Watkins), lived in the same town as I and at one time, lived 
only about two blocks away from me on 7th st. We laughed and he 
jokingly yelled over the helicopter noise ….. “Where the hell have 
you been…I’ve been waiting six months on this stupid mountain top 
for you to get here!” Sorry to say, I haven’t seen Watkins since. 

The Southern side of the mountain was infested with garbage and 
rats and the Northern side of the Perimeter faced the Flatlands, with 
a clear view of Camp Evans. This was a defensive Listening Post 
and Guardian of the Flatlands approach to Camp Evans. There was 
only enough cleared area sliced off its top to provide room for a 
Platoon of Infantry to man the bunkers, the Quad 50 and its 
gunners, the listening post operators and a cook’s tent. The tent 
was erected to house two months of food supplies; to sustain those 
men on the hill during the monsoon season or during times they 
were completely fogged in (either condition lasted for months at a 
time).  

From this steep hilltop position, we had an unobstructed view of the 
flat lands surrounding Camp Evans. The Quad 50’s could reach 
most of that area. Because of the large rat infestation, we would 
randomly throw a few grenades day and night to kill a few and 
scare more into silence, so we could get a few hours of sleep from 
their constant chattering. Additionally, this practice increased our 
confidence that V.C. wouldn’t be coming up this side of the hill and it 
also provided some temporary relief for our boredom. More so the 
latter, just for the fun of it.  

Each night a few of these rats would find me sleeping, on top of a 
piece of metal tarmac planking, inside my bunker. Like clockwork, 
these two pound rats, always attacked my bunker in teams at the 
same time each night. 
I quickly adapted to their game and each night, at the end of my 
guard shift, wrapped my self like a mummy in a nylon poncho liner, 
shielding me from there nibbling advances. As soon as I would start 
falling asleep, I could hear them scampering into my bunker and in 
their endless search for food, I could hear their chatter as they 
surely were talking food conquest strategy. They began their 
methodical climb upon my metal sleeping plank; their weight 
actually caused my bed to shake.   

Slowly they walked closer. One started nibbling at my exposed boot 
laces. A second, then a third 2 pound rat came on board, crawled 
onto my stomach and slowly navigated up my chest and sometimes 
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then to my head. I could feel the sigh of their breathing as they were 
feeling the warmth and sniffing at the odors from my warm breath.  
Enough…! Simultaneously I kicked my feet, then sat up, opened my 
crossed defensive arms still holding tightly to the poncho and ran 
outside. At the bunker exit, was a flap (canvas tarp) that we lowered 
at night to prevent, our card playing candle light, from revealing our 
position.  

As I exited, I threw a smoke grenade behind me into my bunker, 
slapped the flap down and stood on the bottom of the flap, to keep 
the rats and smoke inside. The rats that were trapped inside, found 
there way out through the elevated aperture openings.  After about 
four nights of this, we accepted these events as part of our routine. 
Each took their turn at walking on me, smelling my exhaled breath, 
chewing on my boot laces and then apparently, after confirming with 
each other that there were no food morsels to be had, they left for 
the night and I then got to sleep.         

I think it was the 4th or 5th night there, boredom, idle frustration and 
loosing sleep due to the rats, had us all on edge. So, the two 
bunkers in the perimeter that were assigned to my Squad, decided 
to start a War within a War………….two of our bunkers played the 
old kids Game of War in which: being atop opposite hills of 
excavated basement dirt, you threw dirt balls (grenades) at each 
other. In this Vietnam version of the “game”, we started by sneaking 
up on each other and chucking Smoke Grenades into each others 
sandbag bunker. Unfortunately, we quickly discovered that the 
smoke was too concentrated. As we started coughing and gasping 
for fresh air, we quickly realized it wasn’t fun anymore. We did 
however briefly purge some of our pent up frustrations. 

Sometimes, late at night we tried to play cards to break up the 
boredom, which also served as a deterrent to keep the rats at bay. 
For light we made candles from a small c-ration cracker & Cheese 
can, stuffed it with c-ration toilet paper saturated with oil (LSA), that 
we used to clean our rifles with. This was a very smoky candle that 
left your nostrils and face blackened before the night was over. We 
made the concentration of the candle smoke worse by blocking the 
windows (apertures) and closing the exit flap of the bunker. We did 
this, to prevent the candle light from shining through and providing 
the enemy with a great target. This was effective but each morning I 
exited my bunker looking like a Coal Miner coming to the surface at 
the end of his shift. 

I was feeling the depressing boredom and strain of confinement, 
and wanted us off the hill as soon as possible! My guys were telling 
me the same. I went to Lt. Jordan one afternoon and asked him 
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“what would it take to get my guys off this damn hill….how about 
striking an officer, I asked? Would that get me off the hill? He 
replied yes and you’d loose a strip, so think about it! Luckily, the 
next day we received word from our Company commander, that he 
wanted our Platoon off the mountain top and at his position in the 
Sands A.S.A.P. He wanted us to walk off the mountaintop, cross the 
Flats and find him in the Sands area some 8 clicks away.  

Lt. Jordan (as he looked up from his map), struck an azimuth with 
his compass, looked at me; pointed in the general direction and 
shouted “Horne……your squad has point”. We quickly exited the 
outer Concertina wire defenses and started the steep, in some 
locations treacherous, decent. O’Brien was carrying the 90mm 
Recoilless rifle this day, sliding and falling often. He was starting to 
vocalize his frustration and I was fully expecting him to drop the 90 
down the cliff any moment.  He fell again…“F…, I ripped my pants 
out! 

            

                     

                          M-67 (90 mm) Recoilless Rifle 
                                Weight – 37.5 pounds 
 (H.E.) High Explosive, Armor & Bunker piercing rounds = 9.25 
pounds each with max range of 2,300 yards. Also fires a Flechette 
projectile (shown above) 

Roughly three quarters of the way down the mountain, we heard 
what sounded like a waterfall. Our decent became rocky and more 
treacherous as we neared the waterfall.  

Under the heavy load of our equipment, we slowly started side 
stepping, hugging the cliff side, along the narrowing foot path, to 
keep our footing and center of gravity. The path was now getting 
slippery, from the natural mist of the waterfall.  Sp-4 Black’s 14 
pound radio was mounted high on his shoulders as usual, but for 
this day of cliff walking, he was struggling to keep his footing.  
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                                                                                <spc-4 Black 

He wasn’t able to hug the hillside enough to offset the drag of his 
radio weight and was loosing his footing. One more step and 
backwards he fell……… plunging, radio strapped to his back, 
approximately 25 feet, downward as though he were a  bolder. It 
was a clean fall (no bounces on the cliff-side), splashing down in 
the eye of a (VW car size) pool of water below. The probability of 
not making contact with the rocks in a fall like this was absolutely 
zero. Surely we thought he was dead or at minimum had a broken 
back. The pool of water turned out to be his life window and God 
was watching him through it.  

He survived the fall by being lucky, shedding his heavy (anchor) of a 
radio, rifle and web gear, into the cavern depths and due to the 
quick recovery actions of  Lt. Jordan and machine gunner Jones. 
These guys slid 25 feet down the cliff-side of the waterfall into the 
pool, one grabbing Blacks arm, the other grabbed Black’s hair as he 
was sinking and pulled him from “Davie Jone’s Locker. Lt. Jordan 
and SP-4 Jones immediately took turns diving back into the pool to 
retrieve Black’s radio and equipment, but it had all quickly sank to 
irretrievable depths. We formed a defensive perimeter around the 
waterfall area while Spc-4 Jones and Leiding took additional, but 
unsuccessful dive attempts, to retrieve the radio. Most of us 
welcomed the chance to flood our face, neck and hair with the cold 
water and get the blackened LSA soot out of our pours. Those that 
had a sharp plastic Bic razor, shaved. Prior to this bath, when we 
had a rain or if I was sweating a lot, I would just use my hands like a 
washcloth and rub my face and arms to remove dirt. The dirt would 
roll off. Finally we were off the mountain and reluctantly entering the 
Flatlands to the North side of the booby-trap area. 

I raised my arm and pointed, giving our point man the direction to 
start walking and from time to time would make a little adjustment, 
without checking a compass or map…this was dead reckoning. I 
veered off course a little (or a mile), ending up in a village with 
several of the villagers acting quite surprised to see us (acted 
almost like they were VC). O’Brien, our M-60 machine gunner, with 
the crotch ripped out of his pants, during the cliff decent, was the 
center of attraction for the villagers: 
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Remember the previously mentioned problems everyone had with 
ring-worm and jungle rot, concentrating on body areas that made 
contact with your clothing, thus we didn’t wear underwear. With this 
in mind, picture our file of troops walking through the village, 
O’Brien with his pants ripped wide open, with No underwear. His 
jewels were fully exposed and the old village (Mama-sans) were all 
laughing uncontrollably, with hands over their mouths to hide their 
blackened (betel nut fruit) stained teeth. 
 

O’Brien, puffed his chest out, smiled and had a bounce in his steps 
as he strutted through the village. We made it through the village 
and in the distance could see the sandy area, which instantly 
became our new direction of walk. Soon thereafter, purple smoke 
was spotted, so we headed in that direction after confirming by 
radio, that the smoke was indeed from our Company position.  
                                     
We completed the journey of over 8 kilometers (clicks) in one day. 
After a few days, we were picked up and flown back to Camp 
Evans. It was Christmas. 

When we entered the base camp, we held onto our weapons, but 
turned in our munitions and grenades and then took off all our 
cloths and threw them into a pile for burning. I remember when I 
was removing my grenades to turn in (I had 4 stuffed into a canteen 
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pouch that was attached to my pistol belt), that one of the grenade 
pins was ever so close to falling out. Who knows, if we would have 
remained in the field a little longer, the grenade pin may have 
popped out and I wouldn’t be writing this book.  

I took this as another example of how fortunate I was to have God 
watching over me during the Christmas holiday.  

                     

Christmas 1968: Please take a moment (close your eyes) and remember ---
what were YOU doing last Christmas or Christmas of 1968, if your that old? --- 
Were you home celebrating with family and friends, demonstrating against the 
war or…. was your son in Vietnam/Combat Zone? 

We spent two nights in the base camp. I had my 2nd in-country 
shower today. This was an open air shower head, perched over a 
wood pallet. After the shower, we went through a line and picked 
out a pair of new boots, and clean jungle fatigues and socks. To be 
that clean made me feel wide awake and ready to drink a few 
beers. After we put our clean cloths on, we lined up outside the 
Mess Hall for a “mail-call”. I didn’t get any mail. That first day, we 
had an all you can eat, hot turkey dinner in the Mess Hall, followed 
by beer(s) for all. During the second day, I had the opportunity to 
get the weight of my loving sisters “Christmas Ham” out of my 
rucksack.  

 

Using some extra C-4 (I always had some), I heated it up for a 
snack later that night along with some c-ration jelly and crackers. I 
must admit, there were a few burn spots from the intense heat 
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generated by the c-4, but even those were delicious morsels in my 
mind. 

For two nights, there were a group of guys playing a stereo (full 
blast), that one of the rear echelon Cooks had brought back from 
R&R. They played only one 19 minute song over and over:  In-A-
Gadda-Da-Vida - by the Iron Butterfly 

Soon thereafter we were packed up and made an Air Assault back 
to the flats area, with the objective to build and support a mini – 
Firebase, to be called FSB- Jack. 

US Troop strength in Vietnam peaks at 543,000 and Anti-War 
sentiment pushes political pressure to start Peace negotiations with 
North Vietnam. President Johnson, embattled by the war elected 
not to run for his second term as president. President Johnson, due 
to internal political pressures, suspended the Saturation Bombing of 
the north to facilitate peace negotiations in November, 1968. We 
started pulling troops out at this point (11/68) and continued these 
reductions during Peace negotiations with the North through 1971. 

President Nixon takes office January 20,1969. Feb. 1969 – Vietcong attack 
110 targets throughout South Vietnam, including Saigon. 

 

President Nixon takes office January 20,1969. Feb. 1969 – Vietcong attack 
110 targets throughout South Vietnam, including Saigon. 

March 4, 1969 - Nixon threatens to resume bombing of North Vietnam in 
retaliation for their attacks in South Vietnam (Bombing of North had been stopped 
by Johnson in November -1968 to start Peace talks). 

March 17, 1969 - President Nixon authorizes Operation Menu, the *secret 
bombing of Cambodia by B-52s, targeting North Vietnamese supply sanctuaries 
located along the border of Vietnam (entrance to A Shau Valley). Bombing of 
North Vietnam was halted by President Johnson on 10/31/1968. 

May 1969 – The New York Times breaks the news of the *secret bombing of 
Cambodia. As a result, Nixon orders FBI wiretaps on the telephones of four 
journalists, along with 13 government officials to determine the source of news 
leak. 
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Chapter – 14 –  
Building Firebase Jack… 
 

 

A lone Bull Dozer scrapped the area, clearing it of booby traps and 
canceling scrub brush while expanding the Base’s Field of Fire by 
roughly ½ mile in all directions. Our job was to provide security for 
the Bull Dozer and fortify our positions by filling sand bags, digging 
trenches and stretching Concertina wire.  
                                   

                              
                              Capt. K (center) directing artillery fire   
                  (Far right is Dewey – our Company RTO operator) 
Top brass flew into our camp this day to witness our demonstration of the New 
M16A2, which was a combination of the M-16 rifle and the M-79 grenade launcher 
(combo weapon) at Firebase Jack.  
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(wikipedia): An M16A2 rifle equipped with an M203 grenade launcher with 
various types of 40 mm ammunition shells or cartridges available for use with the 
M203. The cartridges are, from left to right, multiple projectile, practice, green 
star flare, white star flare, red star flare and high explosive. 

                        

                         3rd Platoon Demonstration volunteers: 
         Sgt. Joe Strucki    SP-4 Tim O’Brien   SP-4 Dave Jordan  

For several weeks, 3rd Platoon patrolled the Flat lands adjacent to 
the range of foothills outside Firebase Jack. Our objective was to 
clear the area of enemy activity, by use of night Ambushes and or to 
drive them towards a Blocking force of APC’s (with M-50 
machineguns). On two occasions a “Puff the Magic Dragon” 
airplane (equipped with dual mini-guns that each fired 1200 rounds 
per minute) flew over the area and unleash a wall of bullets on 
suspected V.C. night travelers. Every fifth round fired was a glowing 
tracer, so at night the “tracers” created a vision as though two red 
hot ropes of steel (suspended from the Magic Dragon) were 
crossing each other and being dragged on the ground as the 
airplane flew by. 

 

(4  
Marlboro’s                                
 per c-ration)         Lt. J. Jordan- is now in charge of 1st Platoon 
                         (above –right) 
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From firebase Jack, a 4 man team led by Lt. Jordan made an air 
assault into the area where our radio man (SP-4 Black) had months 
earlier, fallen off the rocky mountainside waterfall and fell into a 
bottomless pond. Lt. Jordan had witnessed Sp-4 Black’s fall, thus 
he knew the exact location of the waterfall and pool of water. Their 
objective was to retrieve the Radio, rifle and munitions. Their air 
assault was unchallenged and they made their way quickly to the 
water site. There was no question that they found the right location, 
since they immediately saw several c-ration cans floating on the 
waters surface, several of which had expanded from the swelling of 
the water soaked rations.  Per plan, they set up a 2 man security 
watch, while Lt. Jordan made the first dive, followed by multiple 
dives by others on the team. They recovered Black’s radio, his 
M-16, munitions and rucksack and were then extracted and flown 
back to Firebase Jack.  
  
During another week, we patrolled this area with the support of 
Armored Personnel Carriers (APC’s), walking behind them. We 
knew from previous experiences that this was a booby trapped 
area. At night we would dig prone foxhole positions between the 
APC’s, to fill in the gaps for our defensive perimeter. 

A re-supply helicopter came in one day with a few replacement 
troops. One of the guys was an officer (West Pointer). He was 
assigned as Platoon Leader for the 2nd Platoon. Every time we 
stopped humping for a break, this guy would take a seat on the 
ground, pull out a paperback book and read. Nothing wrong with 
that I guess, but for a West Pointer he sure wasn’t leading by 
example or watching out for his men. He was relieved of command 
and sent back to a desk job within a week (useless West pointer). 

 

                                     Darrell Shaffer (at left) 
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One morning after our c-ration coffee and smoke, Jones (who could 
smell water a mile away), walked up to me and said “I smell a dead 
Gook”.  
 

                                      Unearthed VC grave 
It didn’t take much to convince Lt. Jordan, that Jones could lead us 
to the dead Gook (V.C.). We thus headed out from the firebase and 
by mid afternoon, found a fresh grave at the base of the foothills. 
We dug up the grave and yes, it was a dead V.C. 

Change of command: March 1969 Cpt. K to Capt. Rondem 
(Both Captain “K” and Capt. Rondem retired as a Colonel) 

                  

Capt. K (above with red bandana) and SSgt. J. Stankrauff, is shown 
to the right. Captain K retired as (Colonel. C.W. Kiilehua) is shaking 
hands of all that were under his command at FSB Jack. This was 
his farewell to B-Company and the change of command ceremony. 
Capt. K was reassigned to battalion headquarters as part of the 
Tactical Operations Command, which later moved to FSB 
Bergtesgaden in the A Shau Valley (see “declassified” attack of 
6/14/69).   
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                                    “Doughnut Dollies” 

“Doughnut Dollies”: These were volunteer enlisted military nurses, 
which would bring doughnuts, talk to us and do their best to make 
us laugh. They were flown to outposts, to boost moral of the troops. 
I saw them once. Great attitude the gals had!  

Our medical life-line in the field was our “Medic”, which we 
respectfully called “DOC”. 

To the Nurses and Doctors, who served in the Vietnam combat 
theater, some of us owe our life to your skills and dedication…. We 
thank you for your Service and Welcome Home! 

• Eight (8) enlisted military women were killed in Vietnam 
(includes Lt. Lane from direct enemy fire. The only woman 
K.I.A. during the Vietnam War). 

• 1,404 Army “Medics” were Killed in Action. 
• 692 Marine Corps (Navy Corpsman) “Medics” were Killed in 

Action 
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Guarding the An Lao Bridge:  
Located on Highway # 1 or commonly called “Hells Highway”  (near 
Hue) 
 

             Above photo is of typical ARVN soldiers (friends or foes?)         
                        
 

         

                    M-60 machine gunner (Wayne Jones) 

I was sitting on top of our sandbagged bunker, cleaning my rifle and 
drinking a fresh can of c-ration coffee, when I heard a loud 
argument taking place on top of the bridge. I looked in that direction 
and saw W. Jones (above photo); with his M-60 machine gun 
pointed at three ARVN (Republic of South Vietnam) soldiers in 
middle of the bridge. The three five foot tall ARVN solders had their 
M-1 carbines pointed at my guy (Jones).  

Jones had his M-60 pointed at the chest of the ARVN Sergeant and 
he had his rifle pointed at Jones’s head. Weapons pointed at each 
other, I stepped between the two and told the ARVN he had to 
shoot me first. Then he and Jones started yelling at each other 
again with every other word being F_ _ k..  or I’ll kill you! They both 
had there finger on their trigger, with safety’s off. Facing the ARVN 
soldier, I reached back to Jones and waved my hand for him to 
lower his machine-gun and at the same time I stepped inches away 
from the ARVN’s face. I didn’t understand any of the Vietnamese 
language and I’m not sure how much English, the ARVN 
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understood. We were toe to toe shouting and staring into each 
others eyes. 

With my left forearm, I pushed the barrel of his rifle aside and then 
extended my right hand as a hand shake gesture. The stare down 
and body language resulted in a hand shake and a smile. To my 
surprise, the ARVN’s invited Jones and I to eat with them in their 
bunker. They, like we, had a sandbagged command post bunker on 
their side of the bridge. The bunker was dark, having light from only 
two small candles and having enough elbow room for maybe four 
American size men, but we ended up with eight in the bunker: Me, 
Jones and six small Vietnamese.  Once everyone was inside the 
bunker, with weapons in-hand, the ARVN sergeant leaned his rifle 
against the sandbagged wall behind him. We all followed his lead 
and did the same. The tense mood quickly dissolved. Two old 
women from the nearby village started to bring wicker baskets of 
food inside.  

As it was being passed out, the ARVN’s focus shifted to the food, 
and I could feel the tension lessen even more. The meal was spicy 
hot rice with unfamiliar leafy greens, smells and tastes. The spices 
were burning my mouth and my tongue was waging. I noticed the 
ARVN’s staring at me, talking to each other in Vietnamese and 
laughing. I assumed because I was waging my tongue, so I 
gestured for water as though I were drinking from a cup.  

The ARVN Sergeant made the same gesture back to me and said 
“Tea…..you like tea?” I extended my hand and nodded yes. They 
then poured, from a metal tea pot, hot water into glasses containing 
twigs. “You like?” I replied “yes number one” I had no idea what was 
in the food or drink, but we went out of our way to convince them 
that we liked it all .……… This meal experience was tepid, but I 
defiantly think they asked us to share food, as a peace offering. 
Jones and I made our clumsy thank you and goodbyes and walked 
back over the bridge to the US side, before dusk. 

The next afternoon we were air lifted to FSB Blaze. The 
following evening, I noticed that there was significant activity in and 
around the large cinderblock (CP) command bunker. Our Company 
Commander soon sent word for all of our Platoon Leaders and 
Sergeants to report to this CP a.s.a.p.  I recall entering the dimly lit 
bunker, seeing many high ranking officers that I hadn’t seen before 
and awaited with surely the same concerns in my eyes as I saw in 
many of the surrounding soldiers. Our wait wasn’t long.  
A full bird colonel stood on a stack of ammo boxes, pointed at a 
large map draped on the wall and the room instantly became quiet 
enough that you could hear a pin drop.  
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He then crisply slapped the map with a long cane and firmly told us 
that we (101st 3rd Brigade/ 1/506th BN, 2/501st BN, and the 187th, 
along with elements from the 3rd Marine Division and 4th Battalion/
1st ARVN Division, would be making an air assault into the A Shau 
Valley. The mission would be called Apache Snow. On May 10, 
these units made their assault in 69 Huey helicopters, into the A 
Shau Valley floor, proceeded by a bombardment of artillery and jet 
bombing strikes. By late that afternoon, light contact had been 
made and grew in intensity each day and by the 13th, battles 
around hill 937 thrust our troops into the devastating fog and 
mutilated bodies of war. 

My unit, B Company 2nd/506th, stayed at FB-Blaze for bunker 
guard. On May 18, we received another briefing and were given 
maps (L7014) of the A Shau Valley area. We were told that the hill 
top where B- Company (ours) would be landing had already been 
taken and that our mission, was to help fortify and build sandbag 
bunkers and to patrol the trails around this hill (designated Firebase 
Airborne). My Platoon Leader at that time was Lt. J. Jordan. He was 
informed that he was being attached to A Co.,2/506th* and would 
be flying into the valley with the 2/506th the next morning (5/19) to 
reinforce the 187th ( I’m not sure if Lt. Jordan knew that the 187th 
was already on Hamburger Hill). LT. Whynn would take over his 
Platoon, thus being my new Platoon Leader.  

Two days later on May 21, I and the balance of B Company would 
air assault into the Valley to FB-Airborne. We were to reinforce a 
battered 2/501st unit that had been hit from 3 sides on May 13 by 
elements of two NVA Battalions (casualties were: 40 NVA and 22 
Americans killed. We also had 61 wounded). Forecasted weather 
conditions were favorable for our Air Assault, since the monsoon 
season had ended in December with 13 inches of rain. We were 
told that there had been some reported enemy activity in the area 
(not VC but NVA activity).  

During the short time that I had been in Vietnam, I knew that the A 
Shau Valley was a major staging area and base for the NVA and I 
couldn’t help but to expect that some of my guys were going to get 
killed and more than likely I would also.  
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Years later, it was documented (declassified records) that we would 
be facing off with the NVA 29th Regiment, that had spearheaded the 
TET offensive into Saigon. 

 

        

                       North Vietnamese regular Army soldier  

That night, after giving my guys a briefing of these orders, we all 
returned in the darkness of our bunkers and an eerie quite swept 
through the ranks. My impression was that everyone recognized the 
serious dangers that the next few days (we thought only a few) 
might bring.  

My impression was that everyone (including myself) was taking time 
to write that last letter, or to in their own way, mentally make some 
final end-of-life preparations.  I found a hammock and stretched it 
inside a nearby bunker. I lay in it, thinking of the A Shau Valley and 
the real potential that I could be dead soon (the valley is where the 
real shit hits the fan). I had a comfort level with Lt. Jordan as our 
Platoon Leader and for him not to be leading was unsettling to me. 
Jordan led by example and I was convinced he would take a bullet 
for me and he would be there when we needed him to be. Being 
lead into the Valley with an officer that I knew nothing about was 
very unsettling to me. As I peered through the bunker aperture 
(window) at the star filled skies, I felt lonely… in need of 
comfort…….. was I an insignificant piece of sand in the universe? I 
closed my eyes and prayed. God give me the wisdom to lead and 
protect my guys………take my life before theirs. My last thoughts 
before going to sleep were (Déjà vu)  “ye though I walk through the 
valley of death……….”   I still wasn’t aware that at this same time, 
the battle of Hamburger Hill was going on: 

October,31,1968 - Bombing of North Vietnam was halted by President Johnson.. 
For the next 4 ½ months, the NVA streamed thousands of men and materials down 
the Ho Chi Minh trail into the A Shau Valley, , through Laos and Cambodia.  

March 17, 1969 - President Nixon authorizes Operation Menu, the *secret 
bombing of Cambodia by B-52s, targeting North Vietnamese supply sanctuaries 
located along the border of Vietnam (entrance to A Shau Valley). 
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May 1969 – The New York Times breaks the news of the *secret bombing of 
Cambodia. As a result, Nixon orders FBI wiretaps on the telephones of four 
journalists, along with 13 government officials to determine the source of news 
leak. 
                                Saddle Up ! 

                 
(Colonel Conmy’s 3 Battalion Air Assault into the Valley 
On May 10, Major General Melvin Zais launched “Apache Snow” in which 3 
infantry Battalions of the 101st Airborne, supported by the 9th Marine Regiment and 
3rd Squadron of the 5th Cavalry helicopter Regiment, launched an air assault into 
the valley. Objective: to locate and destroy the NVA 6th, 9th and 29th Regiment 
bases of operation.  

 

                                                                                        
  

              

                     Hamburger Hill (Dong Ap Bia) – May, 1969 
                                  
                                         (A Shau Valley) 

Battle of Hill # 937 (Dong Ap Bia), or Hamburger Hill: 

Duration of fighting: 
May 13 - May 20, 1969: Final thrust on May 20, by 3-187th A & C  
Companies and attached A - Company of 2ND/506th. A- Company 
3-187 was the first unit to reach and hold the hill top. 
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Casualties: 
U.S. 101st Airborne troopers: 
72 killed 
 372 wounded 
69 Tons of napalm dropped 
450 tons of bombs or Artillery shells (some with CS) were dropped 
4 helicopters downed 

North Vietnamese Troops: 
from their 7th & 8th Battalions of 1800 strong, approximately 898 
were killed and 3 captured; 6 trucks, numerous caches of arms and 
munitions were destroyed. 

June 5, 1969:  
We withdrew from the mountain top and B-52 strikes were dropped 
in the path of the retreating NVA. 
                    

Chapter – 15 -  
                                 
“In Harms-Way” ------- B Company, Saddle – UP !    
       

Assault by (B-Co. 2nd 506th) from FSB Blaze into the A Shau Valley, 
May/19/1969. Left to Right: Sgt. Horne, Sp-5 Morgan (no shirt), 
SFC Petteway and Sp-4 Schaffer 
 

                                         Air Assault medal                                                                                                                  
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Sp-5 Morgan took the below photo of me that morning, in one of the 
assaulting helicopters as we were nearing our landing on Firebase 
Airborne.  

Lt. J. Jordan, wasn’t with us, as he and our 1st platoon of B-
Company 2nd/506th, had been attached to A-Company, 2nd/506th 
and was engaged in the battle alongside the 3-187th units near the 
crest of Hamburger Hill. Upon his landing, he moved quickly for 
cover towards a group of soldiers at the fringe of the landing zone. 
Shouting over the slapping noise of departing helicopters and 
barrage of clacking small arms fire taking place further up-hill, he 
asked “who and where are your Officers?” Replies from the tattered 
and dazed troops were: “I don’t know, they’re all dead” (Wikipedia: 
two of its four company commanders and eight of twelve platoon leaders 
had been killed at that point). The next day (5/20) unfortunately, 
more Screaming Eagles lost their lives in the final up-hill charge.  

Thank God for his quick hand that day, to end the battle before it 
became necessary to call up additional reinforcements. The 
balance of B Company stationed at FB-Airborne would have been 
called on in that event. That surely would have placed him, our 1st 
platoon, with machine-gunner Ray Morturano, in extreme Harms-
Way as well.  

 

Firebase Airborne was a bald mountain ridge-line (Elevation of 
1500m/4,920 ft.) with a small adjacent hilltop mortar position, 
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surrounded with barbed wire and void of trees for 100 yards in all 
directions, with a helicopter LZ large enough for landing one 
helicopter at a time. The A Shau Valley is in the background. 

The mountaintop LZ had a lot of cross winds that day, making it 
difficult for the pilots to keep the ship steady to land or for us to 
jump off. Because of this, each chopper had to wait for the swirl of 
dust from the previous chopper to settle, before making their LZ 
approach. When I got off the helicopter, it didn’t take long before my 
senses picked up on lingering smells of death and explosive 
residues, from a recent battle (see below declassified battle report): 

Declassified After Action Report (Firebase Airborne) of 
5/13/1969: By 0500 a flare ship (Spooky) and other gun-ships were on station 
to lend their fire support to the action. The nearby fire bases were also lending 
their tubes to the fire and incoming mortars were silenced. LT Pitts, who had 
decimated and stopped the NVA attack in his area, took seven men to reinforce to 
SGT Barski's squad. The enemy attack, though, had run out of steam, and the 
combined force of Pitts and Barski was able to push to the outer perimeter. At 
0530 the battle was over. The enemy left 39 bodies and 2POW's (one died later of 
wounds), 17 individual weapons and 1 crew-served weapon on the battlefield. The 
US force suffered 22 KIA, 61 WIA, 1 M60 machine-gun captured, and 5 artillery 
pieces damaged. The enemy force was later identified to be composed of elements 
from two separate battalions. These battalions were identified by the two POW's 
as the 806th Battalion and the K12 Sapper Bn. The force directly involved in the 
attack probably consisted of 113 men with additional elements of 2 battalions 
providing support. 

                                  
Upon our arrival at FB Airborne, we received a briefing that Army 
Intelligence gave a high probability that the NVA would try another 
attack on this Firebase around May 20th. Based on this information, 
our perimeter started a 100% guard watch (no sleep for anyone). 
       

 From this lofty position, on a clear day, we had an unobstructed 
view of the mammoth gullet of the A Shau Valley. Several times, we 
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could see the dust clouds, and then the rolling thunder of the B-52 
strikes on or around Hamburger Hill, some (9) nine *Clicks away.  
As in an amphitheater, we would daily see and hear the echoes of 
war in the valley below and in the distant mountain ranges. The 
power of the Air and Artillery war was beneath our feet awakening 
our scenes as we awaited our turn, to exit the temporary safety of 
this barbed wire perimeter and begin our decent into the Valley of 
Death. The A Shau Valley was one of the strategic focal points of 
the war in Vietnam. Located in western Thua Thien province, the 
narrow valley was a major corridor (entering from Laos) of the Ho 
Chi Minh Trail, funneling NVA troops and supplies toward Hué and 
Danang in I-Corps. 
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                        L7014 Map carried by Sgt. Horne  
*Each square on the map represents 1000 meters or a square Kilometer, which we 
called a (Click) for short. The space between each Brown terrain contour line 
represents a 20 foot climb. 
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Starting the night of May 20th, we pulled 100% alert guard duty. 
This meant no sleep for anyone for the next 36 hours, in 
anticipation of the attack. We put 4 guys on each bunker so that 
one could sneak a few winks.The attack didn’t come when expected 
and shortly thereafter, we were told to (in rotation), start getting 
some sleep.  
 

        105mm Artillery support position on top of Firebase Airborne 

During this sleep deprivation period, our 3rd Platoon Leader (Lt. 
Wynn) made a request to be relieved and sent back to the rear, due 
to an old collar bone injury. This put next in command, SFC. 
Petteway in charge of 3rd Platoon.  

The afternoon of May 21st: A re-supply helicopter landed, unloaded 
some c-rations and four men (I recognized Lt. Jordan and Ray 
Morturano). What I didn’t know is that they were air lifted from 
Hamburger Hill. God, I thank you for returning Lt. Jordan to us. I 
assumed my squad and I would be under his command again, but 
that wasn’t in God’s play-book. His willingness to lead the walk into 
danger, was selfless and invaluable to many and an inspiration to 
others like me to follow.  

On the 21st a couple of additional choppers came in with more 
troops. The second chopper contained all new replacement Troops. 
Lt. Wynn returned to Camp Evans on one of these empty choppers. 
One day and a wake-up later, SFC. Petteway was summoned to the 
Command Post (CP) Bunker along with our other two Platoon 
Leaders for a briefing.  
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Within an hour he returned and pulled the two 3rd Platoon Squad 
Leaders and RTO into a huddle and explained the orders he had 
just received. The order was to hump south off Firebase Airborne, 
up a ridgeline to higher elevation and then start making our decent 
off the mountain some 2000 meters down onto the Valley floor.  The 
mile high, triple canopy treed mountains and scope of the valley 
was massive. It was a country within, spanning the horizon as far as 
I could see. 

This was a major staging area for the North Vietnamese regular 
army (NVA) and they had spent generations building bunkers, 
tunnels hospitals, stairways and even underground hospitals. These 
NVA troops, knew they were in this war for the duration, were thus 
combat seasoned (many of which were involved in the Tet Offensive 
in Saigon) and would be well equipped with Russian and or 
Chinese military hardware. With this understanding, we packed 4 
days (rather than the normal 3 days, which added another 1 1/2 lbs 
on our back) of C-rations and quickly made final gear and weapons 
checks.  
 

The order to “saddled up” (our term for slinging your rucksack 
onto your back) was shouted by our Company - First Sgt. Almeida. 
With that call, we all threw our rucksacks onto our backs and stood, 
waiting for the next order to move out. Hunched over, our rifle 
became a crutch to help support and balance the 50-60 pounds on 
our backs. Our canteens were full to minimize noise from sloshing 
water and there wasn’t any guarantee of when we would get re-
supplied or if and or when we could find mountain water. .  I slapped 
the leg of my jungle fatigue pocket, to feel and hear confirmation 
that my plastic wrapped map was there and then quickly took a 
compass reading to confirm our heading. First Sgt. Yelled: “Lock 
and Load”. Everyone ejected one round from their rifle, sending a 
new round to the chamber and then took the safety off. My rifle and 
I were now, as it was called in military terms, at the combat ready.  
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I did a quick check of my guys to make sure they were equipment 
ready and gave them each at least a wink/thumbs-up of confidence. 
The Battalion Commander gave a quick salute to our Company 
Commander and First Sergeant, who then quickly turned; threw up 
his arm with index finger extended and made the circular “round-em 
up” signal. With that, each of the Platoon Leaders shouted “safety’s 
off and “Move out”! As we each passed our First Sergeant, he 
handed us an empty sandbag. NO explanation was needed. It 
would be filled with dirt from the foxholes we would soon be digging, 
so as we moved out, we were each stuffing a sandbag into the 
rucksack of the guy in front of us.  

May 23, 1969: 
We were now outside the Firebase's outer barbed wire defenses 
and headed up a ridge-line to a higher mountaintop. 2nd Platoons 
Point man and his Slack man were both given a helicopter door 
gunners armor vest to wear. Our Company order-of-march as we 
filed out was: 2nd Platoon led by Lt. Persellli (he was a Green Beret) 
and Sgt. Dare’s squad on Point, 3rd Platoon led by SFC. Petteway 
and securing our rear was 1st Platoon led by Lt. Jordan.  By the time 
I (3rd Platoon) started up the ridge-line a faint trail developed, with 
each step the tree foliage gradually became thicker, so thick it 
started to blot out the sun at high noon.                                                                                                                                                             

The trail ahead was becoming more and more prominent as our 
Company strength file, slowly and ever more quietly, snaked our 
way upward. I then saw and was amazed to see communication 
(como-wire) wire in the trees, with white ceramic insulators (like the 
ones you see on country telephone poles), running from an empty 
machine gun position to the valley below. Next, I saw a few steps 
carved in the hillside, reinforced with logs and having hand rails 
(Déjà vu). My thoughts at the time were…wow!...  these guys have 
been in this valley a long time to build this stuff…. oh shit this is the 
real thing…and “ye though I walk through the Valley of 
Death…………..I fear no evil…….” We knew not what lay in our 
path, bunkers, booby traps, a lone sniper, a Squad or a Division of 
NVA soldiers? We all sensed that the enemy was near and we 
would be in a battle soon. What was going to happen next was my 
thought. It was obvious, evidenced by the heavily worn trail and 
constant sounds of distant artillery and jet strikes, that the enemy 
was in the area and this was the real War Zone or devils den.  
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The triple canopy tree foliage began to darken our upward 
approach, turning down the high noon sun, as though we were 
entering the dim light of a cave. The reduced visibility forced us to 
move slower, as we strained our eyes before each step, to laser 
scan every twig… and …shadow in our path. I could hear the 
whispers …over there…what’s that…what’s going on? Our steady 
uphill file sputtered and those further back in the file felt the stop 
and go uneasiness of our forward movement. From my location in 
3rd Platoon, we were at a dead stop, resting on one knee, looking 
uphill and waiting for the next “move up” signal to be relayed to us. 
The whispering had stopped. I could now hear only dampened 
sounds of our steps, chaffing of cloths and gear, sloshing sound 
occasionally from a water canteen, the snap of a small twig or the 
distinct M-60 machine-gun ammunition belt jingle (sounds like a bag 
of marbles jingling).                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

The guys in file in front of us stood and motioned for us to “move 
forward” with an arm signal. With sixty pounds on our back, we 
helped each other up, trying with the bulk of our gear to be quiet. As 
one would stumble under the weight, those nearest reached out to 
assist him with a helping hand, to pull or push him………………….. 

…………..CLACK….CLACK…CLACK…….silence was broken by 
the distinct sound of ……..AK-47’s. 

2nd Platoon responded with a barrage of M-16, M-79 thump gun and 
M-60 machine gun fire. Everyone started moving forward faster. As 
my guys made our way up, we saw that most of lead 2nd platoon 
had discarded their Rucksacks so they could maneuver and run 
faster. The next sounds I heard were that of our 2nd Platoon guys 
yelling ….sniper….bunker………Chicom .. machine-gun 
ammo…..pass up more M-60 belts (100 rounds per belt)  ..Hurry… 
Hurry….Medic……Medic! The shooting stopped. 

 2nd Platoons Point Man had been shot square center in his 
armored Chest Plate and the force of the shot slammed him 
backwards to the ground. His Slack Man, Sgt. Doug Matheson 
(Matheson had been notified 2 months earlier by the Red-Cross 
that he became a new father) wasn’t as lucky. An AK-47 death 
round found its target. It pierced Matheson’s jugular vein, ending 
the beginning of his young family life, this spring day.   
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2nd Platoon held the ground and Cook, Peterson, Dare and D. 
Harabin started to move their K.I.A. downhill.   

Then I heard……3rd Platoon.. take point! I took a deep breath and 
closed my eyes…..I had that gut feeling that my 2nd squad (nine 
men strong) would be called up to walk point next)… …. And yes  
2nd squad … took point!  

The armored vests, one of which was covered with blood, were 
handed off to the 3rd Platoon Leader SFC. Pitteway. He handed the 
vests to me. I looked at my guys quickly, gazing into their eyes. 
They saw me, holding the vests, and knew I was looking for 
someone to walk Point. My guys gave me the feeling that they were 
ready to do whatever I asked under the situation.  

I stopped my search and pointed at … Shaffer, I’ll be your Slack 
Man. I need you to walk point with me OK. We’ll go up together.  
These Vests are heavy, so drop your Rucksack, let me help you put 
the vest on …….. I motioned for somebody to carry or drag our two 
rucksacks up with them. I dropped mine also, then extended my 
hand and offered Shaffer a cigarette. “I don’t smoke” he replied. I 
was surprised with his answer because that meant that he was the 
only person in Vietnam (that I knew) that didn’t smoke the Army 
supplied c-ration cigarettes.  Now on point, we ever so slowly, led 
the company uphill.  

It was only a distance of maybe 75 yards, but we scrutinized every 
twig in our path, to decide if it was out of place, concealing a bunker 
or rifle pointed at us. Several times we thought we saw something 
suspicious and fired into that area (reconnaissance by fire) to be 
sure. If anyone were there they would have returned fire.  

 We reached the top without additional contact. We looked at each 
other and I said “you want a smoke now?” He reached out and took 
my cigarette offering (the first cigarette of his life I think). We 
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stood….at the top…speechless, peering down the backside of the 
mountaintop. I felt relieved, happy my guys were ok and wanted to 
find out who in 2nd Platoon got killed. The rest of 3rd Platoon, 
followed by the Company, joined us at the top. This was the last 
time we used the 15 pound armored vests also. It was so heavy it 
naturally slid down to your waistline, exposing too much neck and 
upper chest area.  

These negatives along with the average 50 pound rucksack on your 
back or the need for someone else to have to drag your Rucksack 
uphill after the fact, made the vests impractical. Shaffer and I, after 
getting our Rucksacks back, gave the heavy vests back to SFC. 
Petteway.  

Everyone quickly started establishing a defensive perimeter, in 
anticipation of a counter attack.  My orders to 2nd squad: “we’re 
going to (as I walked and pointed) set up positions here and here, 
with machine gun covering from that point to that point. Wait a while 
and set your trip flares and Claymores out just before dark”.   

Everyone dogmatically started digging fox holes. It was important to 
keep a “working” radio (RTO) nearby at all times. To make sure it 
wouldn’t be damaged potentially with a stray bullet that night, Bob 
Pagano (our RTO man) and as part of the Platoon C.P., placed the 
14# radio behind the protection of a tree. Additionally, the armor 
plate that Shaffer had used while walking point was now being used 
to help shield our radio and SFC. Petteway’s C.P. position.  

          
                    

    Sp-5 Schaffer is on the left.                    Sgt. Horne is above 
                                     Digging-in for the night   
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Schaffer and I dug a chest high foxhole and added over-head cover, 
dirt and camouflage (note: we found a use for the empty sand 
bags). Making it back home was no longer at the forefront of my 
thoughts. After today’s events I knew it was stupid to think I could 
survive the next three months without being killed. That night I 
prayed for God to give me the wisdom to lead and protect my men 
and to give me the strength to die with honor. From this point on, we 
no longer “chain smoked” at night to stay awake, as we had been 
doing prior to entering the Valley. The risk, of having the glow of a 
cigarette reveal our position, was too great. We could hear some 
chatter on the outskirts of our squad’s position for about the first 
hour of darkness and then there was a scary silence for the balance 
of the night.   

The entire area was blanketed with the smell of match striking 
phosphorous, from artillery and small arms fire, mixed with smells of 
freshly cut wood from splintered trees that had been hit by our 
artillery barrage. These aromas, mixed with smells of our drying 
blood and pungent war sweat, combined with the hopeful yet 
vigilant look in everyone’s eyes, will never leave me.  

 

Company Commander (Cpt. Rondem – center and First Sgt. Almeida –
with cigarette), called in night defensive artillery rounds (close…..). 

The ground was now concealed by fallen tree leaves, caused from 
shockwaves of explosions. The collateral tree damage also helped 
to expose some sunlight through the triple canopy treetops.  There 
was an unspoken fear of the dark of….. …Night settling in… the 
whispers from guys finalizing their defensive positions, now fell to a 
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pin dropping silence (some had fox holes others slept behind large 
trees). We were fully anticipating the enemy to crawl close and 
counter attack that night. Our eyes and ears strained in the dark, in 
that anticipation and sleep wasn’t my priority. Those that slept did 
so lightly, as we stood guard over our fallen Brother and new father, 
Sp-4 Matheson. He lay (covered by poncho) at the fringe of our 
planned LZ area that night. 

That next morning orders were given to start clearing an LZ for re-
supplies and to extract our killed father (Matheson). With machetes, 
our guys hacked away tirelessly at the underbrush, as explosives 
were being readied to fell the larger trees. We needed an area 
inside our perimeter that would be large enough to land our 
helicopters. To do this we needed to fall 6 or 8 trees that were about 
3ft round and a good 40ft tall, plus many smaller ones. 
 
                                             

Inserting blasting caps into 
Blocks of dynamite and C-4   >>>> 

Early that same morning, on the south side of the perimeter, two 
NVA approached our perimeter. They were sneaking uphill, on the 
same path that we originally came uphill on. Sgt A. (Fred) Elias, 
Squad Leader in 1st Platoon had their 90mm Recoilless rifle well 
positioned; pointing down the trail at that position. As the NVA 
neared, we fired a “bee hive” round at them.  We didn’t kill them, but 
the unexpected lightning strike blast of the 90mm scared them 
away, hopefully licking survivor wounds. Shortly after noon that day, 
when we sent a water patrol outside our perimeter, made up of 6 
guys, carrying everyone’s empty canteens.  
This Water Patrol was led downhill by Company First Sgt. Almeida 
and Lt. Jordan. The objective was to find water, fill all the canteens 
and return as fast as possible. Ken Richert, (RTO operator Bob 
Pagano), Sgt. Robert Dean and SSgt. Marrero Estrada were among 
those that went on the water patrol.  

They headed downhill, quickly filled the canteens and started the 
journey back. On their return up-hill, SSgt. Marrero took point, 
followed by Sgt. Dean. Half way uphill, Dean spotted movement 
ahead and yelled “Marrero I think I saw something up there!” At that 
instant, there was a sharp explosion sending shrapnel into Dean, 
briefly knocking him out.  A swarm of suppressive M-16 firing 
erupted from our guys.  
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These were the sounds heard from my hill top position near our LZ 
and (the event details as describe by Sgt. Dean). My next sight was 
that of our guys humping back into our perimeter, carrying the 
poncho wrapped body and pieces of SSgt. Marrero Estrada. His 
head had been blow off. 
 

         
      

Sgt. Dean was able to walk or drag himself with some assistance, 
back to our position. Shortly thereafter we had a small team escort 
him back to Firebase Airborne. Sgt. Dean (one of the Original 
survivors of Cu Chi) was flown to a hospital ship, then to the USA. 
Prior to his Honorable Discharge on 7/23/69 he received his formal 
promotion to Sergeant and received the Purple Heart, C.I.B and 
Bronze Star decorations.  

As soon as our guys got back to their foxholes, Cpt. Rondem called 
in another air strike. We now had two of our guys killed; poncho 
wrapped, and laying next to each other, by our newly cut LZ that 
night.The stench of blood and war sweat, combined with the 
hopeful yet vigilant look in everyone’s eyes, left images in my 
memory, that will never leave me. 
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                        Sgt. Matheson and SSgt. Marrero   
                             We will forever Honor You! 

During that 2nd night we received a few rounds of sniper fire, 
fortunately without inflicting any injuries. The next morning, we 
quickly placed blocks of C-4 demolition charges around five 3ft 
diameter trees in the LZ area and connected each of those charges 
with demolition cord so that all C-4 charges would blast at the same 
time (called a daisy chain explosion). 

 “Fire-in-the-hole”! With one blast, all 5 trees were sheared near 
their base and blown outward, stacking their masses on the 
downhill slope. This instantly cleared the hilltop and within ten 
minutes, a chopper landed with some ammunition resupply, a 
replacement troop (Peter Cook) and our dead were extracted.  

SFC. Petteway’s 3rd Platoon, 2nd squad (mine) was designated to 
lead the company slowly off the hill. Our pace was slow to allow our 
trailing team, (a 7 man stay-behind ambush team) time to catch up, 
once their mission was completed. We baited the LZ with cans of 
unopened C-rations and soap. Our 7 man “killer team” (led by 
Green Beret, Lt. Perselli), then patiently waited for the NVA to take 
the bait. Two NVA soldiers cautiously made there way to the middle 
of the LZ. One stood guard while the other started picking up the 
food cans. We shot one in the head and the 2nd was shot in chest 
and stumbled downhill. Our ambush team placed a 101st Airborne 
patch in the mouth of the dead NVA, to let their comrades know 
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who they were fighting. They then ran off the LZ as fast as possible 
and caught up with us, as we were climbing to the next hill. 

                                         

As a Company formation again, we moved quickly to high ground 
on the next ridge line, knowing by the trailing enemy sounds (they 
were yelling at each other) that some of the NVA were following us. 
In the dark of the night, we set up a new perimeter and shortly 
thereafter, could hear NVA around us whispering. During the night, 
one of them crawled near our perimeter, climbed a tree and threw 5 
grenades at our positions. Luckily no injuries…this guy was good 
because he then climbed down the tree and crawled away 
undetected.  
The next morning we had our quick c-ration breakfast, saddled-up 
and started humping downward, to the valley. We were at an 
elevation of over 1100 meters/3609 ft, so it would take a few days to 
reach the valley floor.                    
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Chapter – 16 – 

Valley floor –  

“Yea… Though I walk through the Valley of Death..” 
  
Some time near the beginning of June: We made our way down the 
mountain side (from Firebase Airborne) to the Valley floor about 3 
clicks north of a spot on the map called “Ha Tai” which is about 3 
clicks north of an old French airstrip. 

When we reached the valley floor, we quickly came upon an old dirt 
road. Fossilized in the mud from previous rains, we saw truck tracks 
and a few Tiger paw prints (Déjà vu) thought of my parting state-
side dream. 
 

We relayed our find of the Tiger Paw tracks to the 75 man company 
file behind us, so they would keep their eyes pealed for NVA and 
Tigers now. The sun was high above and starting to bake the valley 
bowl, in which we now walked, amongst the tall grasses. It had 
become stagnating hot and sticky, such that my unbuttoned shirt 
was shrink wrapped to my back, sweat was running down my waist 
and had soaked my pants at the belt-line. In file, our Company 
snaked our way up an elephant grass covered foot hill, on west side 
of Valley, in time to establish a defensive perimeter by night fall. 
               

   

                          “Stars and Stripes” Camera crew 
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The next morning, a camera crew from the military Stars & Strips 
newspaper landed in two choppers and started, filming us as we 
started coming down hill. I avoided making eye contact and ignored 
them. No one else talked to them either, (it’s as though they didn’t 
exist and I remember thinking they had no idea what was going on 
in the valley and they surely couldn’t find out in a 5 minute photo 
shoot (land –film & fly out)……. I felt that they needed to earn their 
interview by humping with us for a few days at least. 
It was obvious by their equipment they weren’t planning on that, so 
the hell with them……. 
 

                                        

We reached the bottom of the elephant grass covered hill, found a 
quick PZ (Pick up zone) then cleared and secured the area. 
Helicopters picked us up that day, and flew us across the valley and 
up the eastern mountainside to firebase Airborne. There we were 
re-supplied and had a few nights of “less” fearful sleep. 

Back into the Valley floor: 
From FSB Airborne, our Company made an air assault across the 
Valley and landed on the Western mountain slope around June 1st.   
About the 3rd day, humping up the westerly mountainside (Laos 
side), 1st platoon, then 3rd, followed by 2nd platoon, was pushing 
through thick underbrush on the 45 degree hillside and we came to 
a full stop. I welcomed the rest. Lying on my side, I could hear jets 
flying over and dropping bombs in the distance, probably at the top 
of the hill or mountain we were climbing. 
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Tightening the grip on my rifle, I rolled to my knees, as I was 
startled by the rapid fire from one of our M-60 machine gunners. 
The sounds were coming from our lead 1st platoon, about 60 yards 
ahead at that point. I then heard……”I got one” then more M-60 
firing…….”They’re more…they’re running….we could hear what 
sounded like the rattle of pots and pans? That’s exactly what they 
were carrying. 
  
The thick underbrush had opened to reveal a well traveled 3ft wide 
trail, running along the hill and perpendicular to our Company’s 
patrol path uphill.   
As each man from 1st platoon crossed the trail to continue uphill, the 
next man in  file (in this case it was Morturano), lay nearby looking 
up and down the trail for any oncoming enemy and would provide 
covering fire if need be.  

To his surprise, three NVA came running down the path, directly at 
our location and into Morturanos’ blazing M-60 machine-gun.  

One got past (with cooking pots), but the M-60 cut the other two 
down and they lay close by. The machine-gun rounds had 
repeatedly slit them open like a scalpel, with guts hanging out, in 
the middle of the trail. After the firing stopped, 1st platoon formed a 
perimeter around the kill site, as our Company C.P., decided to 
change course and patrol upwards onto the trail.  Again, as a calling 
card, our 101st Airborne patch was laid on the corpses.                       
                       
The new marching orders put 3rd platoon and my squad on Point, 
followed by second and then 1st platoon securing the rear.  I had 
O’Brien on Point and I was directly behind as Slack man. After 
walking upward on the trail for about five or ten minutes, he looked 
at me with fear in his eyes.  
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I grabbed his arm and motioned for him to get off the trail and start 
moving uphill through the brush again. The underbrush quickly 
became dense from the addition of young bamboo growths, to the 
point that it was choking our forward progress.  

Our machetes were dull and even with the two of us cutting and 
jumping on the bamboo thickets to break them down; our forward 
progress was too slow…… …. the Company file had slowed to a 
crawl. An AK-47 shot rang out and then more M-60 machine gun 
firing erupted. 

An NVA had waited and hit the rear of our file as the head of our 
Company file had halted, placing or rear guard 1st Platoon stopped 
in the middle of the trail. We killed two NVA that day and had one of 
our guys (SP-4 Revoir) killed while protecting the rear of our file. 
Our Medic massaged Revoir’s heart twice, while awaiting the 
Medivac extraction. We found out later, that he died on 6/11/1969.  

We continued to hump from one hilltop to the next and then 
descended to an area of elephant grass that led us eventually to a 
riverbed. I remember following the river, (near Al Theim -2) which 
flows from the Laos border (2-3 clicks away). We forged the river at 
a shallow point. The shallow point of our crossing had been 
fabricated by the enemy as a fishing spot. They had stacked rocks 
just below the water surface, in such a way that it would trap a few 
fish and pool them, for harvest as needed at a later date. We 
crossed the fully exposed area of the river, one platoon at a time as 
quickly as possible, since we were like ducks on a pond for the 
taking (by a NVA sniper).  As soon as our last soldier had crossed, 
we were told to pick up the pace, because we were being followed. 
Our objective at this point was to get to a Pick-Up zone fast. Before 
days end, we reached a PZ and were flown back to Firebase 
Airborne. 

We had a short stay at the firebase. Just long enough to get a 
couple of night’s sleep, and to re-supply. The next day, our 
Company walked out of FSB Airborne for a daytime patrol. We 
walked back up the same hill adjacent to FSB Airborne that we had 
on the 22nd and had our first firefight in the valley. This time we 
reached the top of the hill with no opposition. At the top, we then got 
on line and swept down the hillside toward FB Airborne. We 
reached a flat or plateau area, hidden by the triple canopy foliage 
between the two hills.  
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In this area, we found a NVA camp, which had been used to support 
the original attack against us. All appearances indicated that this 
was still an active camp. We destroyed as much as we could and 
then made our way back up the hill to high ground. Nearing the top 
again, Jones spotted a fresh grave. We had our RTO come forward 
and we called back for instructions.  Dig up the grave was the 
response. I dug just enough to reveal that it was a person and not a 
weapons cache. Again we radioed back and described our find. 
Reply was, can you tell if KIA was from small arms or artillery? I dug 
a little deeper, ripped open his plastic wrapped body, and confirmed 
the corpse was NVA soldier and all parts were in tack. He (corpse) 
looked like it was about a week or two old at most, since tissue was 
still on most of its remains. This estimated time of death, coincided 
with our 5/24 Stay Behind ambush that shot the NVA in the chest 
and he stumbled downhill (so we killed both). From this location, we 
humped back into FB Airborne and stayed a couple nights. 

During one of those days at FB Airborne, 2nd Platoon made an air 
assault to a heavily wooded area about two Clicks east. The 
objective was to patrol the area as we circled back to FB Airborne 
and along the way, to link up with a 101st six man Recon Team. 
Using two choppers, we landed and started humping. The second 
day, we linked up with the Recon Team. They immediately took 
Point and we continued downward on high ground of the ridge-line. 
About halfway down, two AK-47 shots rang out. The Recon Leader 
ran uphill to tell our Platoon what he wanted us to do. He crisply 
issued orders…….we’re going to run through this contact by firing 
as we run down the hillside. I want half your guys firing to the right 
of the trail and the other half firing left. So, every other man would 
fire in an opposite direction. All of us had M-16 rifles except O’Brien 
that carried a M-79 grenade launcher (which operates like a single 
shot, hinged shotgun). In wooded areas he fired what’s called 
flechette rounds and in an open area he would fire an H.E. round. 
As soon as we started running and firing, I caught sight of my Pvt. 
Ey grabbing his side and he slowed to a walk.  An H.E. round had 
been mistakenly fired. 
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It hit and exploded against a nearby tree, spraying shrapnel, some 
of which hitting Pvt. Ey. Everyone liked Pvt. Ey because he was 
such a John Wayne type character (day one in the field, he wanted 
to carry the machine-gun). This day was no exception, for as he 
held his side, his answer to my question (are you ok?) was… 
WELL  Sarge, guess I’ve been hit…guess I’ll go home now……
don’t worry about me …I’ll make it to the chopper.  

By now, O’Brien was supporting Pvt. Ey and I believe he and 
Goforth helped Pvt. Ey down the hill. We continued firing as we ran 
downhill, until we reached a large flat area (plateau) and then 
automatically formed a perimeter, large enough for a chopper to 
land. Within 2 or 3 minutes, a chopper landed and we helped John 
Ey and the wounded guys from the Recon Team, onto the 
helicopter. 

 

From there, we continued humping in the direction of FB Airborne 
with plans to enter the North side of their perimeter. Within eyesight 
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of the massive Airborne sandbagged defenses, we came across a 
bombed out area, having two destroyed cement bunkers. …..My 
thought at the time was…..How many years and how many NVA 
soldiers, did it take to build these two bunkers? The bunkers were 
roughly 12 x 12 each with 2ft thick walls. We quickly walked through 
this area and entered FB Airborne through an opening in the 
Concertina wire. 

Chapter – 17 – 

Cemetery Gates:  

           
                     

                            

                              Air assault back into the Valley 

June 5, 1969:  

The remaining elements of the 101st regiments withdrew from the 
mountain top of Hamburger Hill that day and B-52 strikes were 
dropped in the path of the retreating NVA.  
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Coincidently, by mid afternoon that same day,  B Co. of the 506th 
(that I was in), reached the top of Hill # 899 (2,950 ft.) and quickly 
set up our defensive perimeter. It was a warm day and we had 
worked up a good sweat climbing all morning to reach this hillside 
position. 
I was glad the Company decided to set up rather than continue 
humping to the next hill-top or to the valley area ahead. We had 
been on the move without much rest for the last couple of days. I 
think most of us were grateful to stop early, set-up and have time to 
relax with a good c-ration lunch and to dry out in the afternoon sun 
which was really starting to bake my area of the perimeter.  
 

Above topographical map was drawn from memory  by Sgt. Horne in 2012, illustrating our 
defensive positions (x position) the morning of June 6th. 

The ridge-line we were setting up on, was heavily wooded except 
for a bald area that had been previously cleared some time ago, 
and may have been used as a helicopter LZ. The center of the LZ 
was marked with a two foot high tree stump. Starting at this bald LZ 
area, there was a finger of land jutting out from the ridge-line at the 
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12 O’clock or due West position. Just above that point (about 11 
O’clock) there were a few washed-out foxholes (left by the previous 
tenants months before), positioned around the crest of the hill top.  
We set up our Company Perimeter, with 1st Platoon located 
between 12 and 8 O’clock, 2nd Platoon and Company C.P. between 
8 and 4 O’clock and 3rd Platoon completing the circle with positions 
around the bald area of the hilltop, between the 4 and 12 O’clock 
sector, of the perimeter. 

Lt. Jordan’s 1st Platoon (12 to 8 O’clock locations) utilized a couple 
of the old foxholes after digging them a little deeper.  My Squad 
linked with 1st platoon and covered from the bald 12- to 2- O’clock 
sectors. I also had to send two of my guys out about 25 yards onto 
the Finger of land, as an advance listening post.                                                                                      

My squad would be too exposed in the bald area of the perimeter 
we were assigned, so I had the guys slide down the barren hillside 
and make three 2-man temporary daytime positions, concealing 
them in the brush line. We set-up our standard trip flares and 
claymore mines from these positions. At dusk, I pulled my guys 
back uphill, just below the crest of the hill and quickly formed tight 
(two 3-man) night defensive positions. I again had lost track of time 
(what month was it?) … it didn’t matter. Time to me at this point, 
wasn’t a value of life measured in days and minutes because I had 
become resolved to the fate of eventually being killed in this A Shau 
Valley .…..”It don’t mean nothing”. I wasn’t alone…..this was an 
adopted phrase of many, to disguise or deflect our actual fears..  

At these positions, we set up two additional claymores for 
detonation at short range, placed our 90mm recoilless rifle behind 
us near the center of the bald spot, stacked three 90mm rounds 
next to it and sent two of my guys out (on a finger of the ridge-line) 
about 25 yards as a Listening Post.  
In the middle of the night, our listening post started hearing some 
chatter in the distance and wanted to come in, but I kept telling 
them to stay the night. The chatter stopped and we relaxed, but I’m 
sure that this was a long, scary and sleepless night for them.  

Daybreak ……………..June 6th. 
It was an exceptionally quiet morning, the sun was slowly 
penetrating the tree cover and pushing the evening fog downhill. A 
few that were on the last guard duty, stirred and I saw Pfc Shaffer 
walking towards 1st Platoon with a can of coffee…. The calm and 
silence was broken. First by an RPG round that hit a tree in the path 
of Pfc Shaffer. He hit the ground and crawled back to his fox hole. 
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The next sounds we heard, from some distance away was a 
……………… 
 “thump….thump …. …thump”….. , then multiple shouts …….. 
  
INCOMING ! ………… INCOMING ! 
The 60mm mortar has a blast radius of about 20 - 25 meters. ... on flat ground, a 
single 4.2 inch mortar round has a kill radius of about 50 yards. 

 Mortar rounds started hitting us in the area of 1st Platoon (adjacent 
to my positions). I could hear the “thump” of the rounds as they left 
the mortar tube and then their delayed impact and concussion blast 
wave. They had to be close. My Listening post ran back in…yelling 
“I see the smoke rings” from the Mortar tube (enemy firing 
location). I snapped open my compass, struck an azimuth in the 
direction that the mortars were being fired from, converted the 
azimuth reading to a reverse “mil” number used by our Artillery 
batteries, and yelled that number out for our RTO to relay for 
artillery support. One of my guys started yelling at me and 
pointing .. 
“See the smoke rings…over there….there…?” 

Scrambling on all fours for about 15 feet, I grabbed the 90 mm 
recoilless rifle, loaded a H.E. round, took aim in the general 
direction of the smoke rings and fired. 

90 mm (3.5” Dia. x 28”long x 9 ¼ lb shell) 2,300 yard max range. 

 I then dropped the 90 on the ground, opened the breach, ejected 
the spent casing and loaded another H.E. round and bounced the 
90 back upon my shoulder. I now saw the smoke rings, but couldn’t 
get a clear shot due to a few small trees obstructing my line of fire.  
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To get a better shot, I crawled to keep a low silhouette and dragged 
the 90 a few feet, stood on top of the two foot high tree stump 
(center and high point of the hill)…aimed at a spot above the smoke 
rings and fired a lofty shot hoping that was a good guess loft adjust 
for the distance..   
…. God let it find the target…………. …I fired again. …………….. 
….. the NVA mortars stopped. 
    
 I’m not certain why they stopped ……but I surmised that either they 
ran out of mortars or they thought we were calling in an artillery 
strike, so they took off. 

                     Our losses that morning 6/6/1969: 
           
                3 (K.I.A.) – ( Azlin, Barnes and Brown) 

     
                     13 (W.I.A.) - , including Lt. J. Jordan  

 

I remember meditating those morning events, then looking skyward 
and silently talking to God….”thank you God…I guess maybe you 
do have a plan or reason to keep me here”. Once again I stopped 
thinking about living, of myself. Moving forward; what ever 
happened was up to Him. We lay our dead, in body bags, at the 
edge of our clearing, next to Pagano’s position. Our wounded lay 
nearby awaiting helicopter extraction. The first chopper landed, 
picked up 7 wounded and dropped off 3 replacement Troops.  
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The first thing the new replacement Troops saw as their boots hit 
the ground, were the body bags and our wounded. I think it was the 
2nd replacement that immediately threw up once he saw the body 
bags. It took three helicopters to extract our dead and wounded that 
morning.  

The clinging dirt from the morning moisture mattered not this 
morning. The early sunrise quickly warmed and dried our earthen 
positions. A fourth helicopter returned with some hot chow: 
scrambled powdered eggs & potatoes. Self absorbed with the 
shock of the moment, most of us didn’t have the stomach for hot 
food.  

We either elected to concentrate on the wood line for potentially 
additional enemy activity while eating one of our own C-rations, or 
took solitude in the moment and didn’t eat at all. While some were 
eating, word was spread that we would be moving off this hill in 15 
minutes. With that order, we started retrieving our Claymore mines 
and trip flares, packing our rucksacks and doing an additional 
weapons and munitions check.  

I noticed Flanders (Bug) sliding down the bald hillside in front of his 
position, to retrieve his Trip Flare and Claymore Mine. He was 
holding his Claymore detonator skyward (as schooled), but was 
losing control of his sliding decent. As he neared the brush line 
where he had placed his Claymore Mine and Trip Flare the night 
before, his lead foot hit a tree root and he came to an abrupt stop. 
Quickly (as he had done 200 nights before), he rolled the 
detonation wire around his Claymore Mine and then he started 
sliding sideways to retrieve and disconnect his Trip Flare.  

 

As he reached forward to capture the flare handle to the body of the 
Flare, his foot slipped in the soft soil, he hit the fine trip wire 
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connected to the Trip Flare and the pin was ripped out of the flare, 
as you would arm a hand grenade.  He was inches away from the 
Flare as its welding glare burst onto his face. Frantically he 
scrambling on all fours, trying to claw uphill, yelling…I can’t see,  I 
can’t see….I’m blind! Two of us reach out, grabbed him by his shirt, 
dragged him uphill and leaned him against a tree. Shhh … quiet. 

Within minutes, another helicopter landed with a few 
replacements……couldn’t tell you their names (I think this was the 
beginning…when I stopped remembering names of the new guys). 
We used this as an opportunity to get (blind) Flanders (Bug) out of 
the field, along with one of my Team Leaders Sgt. Dinkins (mortar 
shrapnel).  

From our position, I gazed again, in the direction that we had 
received mortar fire from that morning. The view (leading to a lesser 
valley) was hazy, lingering explosive gases and morning fog filled 
the valley. I knew what lay ahead, another valley swallowed by thick 
jungle, simmering with destruction and the brutalities of war.  

I wondered about the enemy’s fate. Did I hit them? Probably not. 
Were they still in the area or on the run? What were they doing?   

“Saddle up!” With residual smells of mortar explosives, powered 
rubber body bags and death lingering in our nostrils, we gathered 
our mental scars and walked off that hill … …. My eight man squad 
took “point”  for our Company movement off that hill. I told one of 
my Team Leaders (Sp-5 Hatch) to have one of his guys walk point.  

……..  What lie ahead? With rifle in hand, warmed by my tight grip 
and the 0900 morning sun, we walked down, off the side of the bald 
hill. At the bottom there was a shallow gulley that fostered thick 
underbrush. We pushed through quickly and within a few feet came 
upon a well used trail. We followed the trail, not walking on it but on 
the high side of the hill, as it followed the curvatures of the terrain. 
The trail widened as we continued. Our travel soon shaded, as 
though it were late afternoon, due to shadows cast by the steep 
hillside and the triple canopy trees that we were in again. A breeze 
swept through my clothes for an instant, chilling the sweat pooled in 
the small of my back, beneath my rucksack. The brief shot of air 
conditioning felt good. About 50 meters ahead, we saw that the trail 
was obstructed by a large fallen tree. We approached the area 
more cautiously, thinking the fallen tree made a good ambush 
location. We stopped at the fallen tree which was without bark at 
the point it intersected with the widened trail. The trunk was 
smoothed by the many soldiers and equipment that had passed or 
dragged over it, through the years. 
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Our company quickly veered uphill at this point and hastily set up a 
perimeter, with 3rd Platoon on the downhill sector guarding the trail.  
I assumed this would be a short stop, just long enough to regroup, 
get a good fix on our map location and for our Commander to 
communicate with Battalion on our status, so I just told my guys to 
“take 5”. We all sat and leaned back on our rucksacks or took a 
knee as we kept constant watch on the trail for any sudden enemy 
movement.  

This was a well used 3 foot wide trail, used often enough that the 
ground was shiny from being tamped down. Our Platoon SFC. 
Petteway, came aside me and told me to have my squad move-out 
on “point” right away and scout out the trail.  

I think most of us were still trying to find a home in our mind to 
pigeonhole the memories of this morning’s mortar attack and our 
losses. I had a tough time deciding who to pick to walk point.  I 
picked Goforth primarily because I couldn’t remember having him 
walk point in the valley yet…. He reminded me he was married and 
that caused me to pause…Sandra was his wife’s name which he 
talked about fondly and often. I told him I would walk right behind 
him as “slack” man and for him to stop at anytime, if it didn’t feel 
right. The command (a whisper) came from SFC. Petteway, as he 
positioned himself farther back in our file… “3rd platoon move out”.  

We all stood and waited in a Quasimodo stance. I looked at Goforth 
and nodded for him to take the lead. He took a deep breath, turned 
and started walking down the trail as our Point man. Only an hour 
had past since being mortared, killing 3 and wounding 13 of our 
guys, from direct hits on their fox holes.   

He naturally was scared, but more so this day because we new the 
enemy was close at hand. I could see the fear of death in his eyes. I 
was scared also, but didn’t dare show it.. I think we both had that 
sixth sense kicking in. We felt the certainty that we were walking 
into the enemies den and that the Gates of Death lie ahead …….   

Goforth needed me close, so I walked 2nd as his Slack man, with 
Shaffer following close behind me. I had a quick flash back of the 
day a few months earlier when little Richey walked point and I was 
his slack man….(we got our C.I.B. that day for being shot at) 

….I had the same feeling this day and there wasn’t anything we 
could do about it. We were being dragged in by the devils tail. I was 
walking closer and closer behind Goforth.  
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He stopped……..listened…..Goforth, whispered “something doesn’t 
feel right”………………… 

The grim reaper was darkening or path, the light flutter of tree leafs 
stopped…………………………………….…fear was sucking air from 
our lungs.  

We shuffled a few more steps …………………….  

We stopped again …………. …listened………………… 

I could hear a pin drop. .…. we both sensed death ahead … 

My hand now on the back of his rucksack….we inched-out a few 
more steps to a cover position behind a large rock protruding into 
the trail.  

In the shadows, on the other side of the bolder, the trail made a 
sharp step upward....... 
Goforth stepped back into the trail, ……………………... 

 .. as our eyes and ears scanned the area ahead, we were walking 
on eggshells; two small steps….heal-toe… heal-toe …Goforth 
reached high to pull himself up the step ………………… 

…Clack-Clack-Clack……the distinct metallic snapping/clacking 
sound of an AK-47 bullet pierced Goforth’s approach 
……………………………… 

His body snapped backwards and collapsed against the front side 
of the bolder. I fell backwards away from the enemy’s line of fire, 
blindly searching for cover of the nearby boulder. My body slammed 
into the boulder and I fell. In that millisecond as I scrambled on my 
knees for cover, I saw Goforth lying lifeless and Shaffer racing to 
assist me. Shaffer yelled: “where are they?!” I pointed over the top 
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of the bolder towards a large tree as we both began firing our 
M-16’s, in the direction of the incoming AK-47 enemy fire.  

Separated only by the boulder, I heard Goforth yell 
out…………………………. 

“H o r n e… Don’t leave me!!” …..

“H o r n e …….. Don’t ……… leave …… me!!!”  

At that instant, the tone of his few words sparked these thoughts: I 
visualized him reaching for Sandra, telling her he was sorry but he 
was trying his best… he was petrified that the NVA would drag him 
away and he would never see her again. My thought was that I’m 
going to keep these guys pinned down with so much suppressive 
firepower they couldn’t move, let alone take another shot at us.  

What to do?  

FIRE! ….Keep them pinned down, smoke screen, drag Goforth 
out…… 

Goforth started yelling “Horne don’t leave me!” over and over as 
soon as he was downed only a few feet from me …………………so 
close I could hear his heavy breathing. 

I yelled back…. we’ll get ya… and started firing full automatic 
suppressing fire. Within seconds, our Medic (Tom Davis) and 
Darrell Shaffer, hearing the cry for help were at my back yelling, 
“Where do you need me?”  

Goforth is in front, you and Shaffer go ahead, stay low between this 
bolder and the hill and I’ll be firing over you to keep them pinned 
down! Without hesitation, they both went forward.  
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I unleashed a wall of fire (10 magazines x 20 rounds in each), in the 
direction I thought the sniper was. I was convinced he was right 
behind the first large tree, between Goforth and I, so my fire was 
random to the right and left of that tree, to keep him pinned down or 
hit him as he tried to run.   

As I loaded and fired additional clips of ammunition, I could faintly 
hear Pagano (our RTO man) attempting to call in Artillery support, 
and caught a glimpse of SSgt Petteway hugging the underside of a 
fallen tree truck, waving for someone to move forward and several 
of the guys yelling in the background for a Medic.  From Petteway’s 
position, within shouting distance to the Company Commander 
(roughly 50 yards out) and 25 yards of me, he elected to cover and 
shout, rather than lead his men. 

Wayne Jones ran up, from the rear of our file and knelt down behind 
me, placed a hand on my shoulder and asked, “What do you want 
me to do?” Stay behind this rock and keep firing. .. Keep them 
pinned down!  .. I think they’re behind that big tree. Keep them 
pinned down so we can move around and get Goforth out. Jones 
immediately started firing and I threw a smoke grenade in hopes of 
concealing our maneuvering actions.  

I heard a M-79 round hit about 50 yards in front of our position. I 
thought surely that Morgan had fired this, but in actuality it was an 
artillery round that had been quickly called-in by Pagano. At this 
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point, there was a lull in our firing. Jones and I along with someone 
else that rushed forward were now standing in the trail as I started 
telling and pointing for Jones to go to the high ground. At that 
instant, a round “cooked-off” from my rifle (my barrel was red hot) 
and went into the hillside. Then an AK-47 round zipped between 
Jones and I and our eyes-wide, made contact with each other… 
whoa! ...., Jones understood what needed to be done and without 
hesitation, moved forward. I continued laying suppressing fire, while 
our Medic, Davis continued applying battle dressings as Jones and 
Shaffer, with their bodies, shielded Davis. Then I heard Shaffer 
yell……. GRENADE!  

 I figured that the NVA might use that moment to jump from behind 
his tree shield and make a run for it. So, before the grenade went 
off, I popped up from my cover of the bolder and fired another full 
magazine down the trail along his escape route and then snapped 
back behind cover of the bolder in anticipation of his grenade blast. 
The NVA’s grenade exploded, deafening close. Jones and I then 
retaliated, by throwing a couple Impact and Smoke grenades back 
at the enemy position, to shield and provide cloaking cover for our 
Medic, Shaffer and Jones as they started pulling Goforth rearward, 
around the large boulder to safety.  
                                                   
 Jones and (Shaffer with a bloodied nose from grenade shrapnel) 
remained nearby, continuing to help the wounded and weakened 
Goforth. We first tried to carry Goforth in a sitting position on top of 
our crossed rifles, but in his semi-conscious condition, we couldn’t 
keep his 190 pound dead weight balanced.  

He forced himself into a standing position and leaning on me, with 
his good arm around my neck he said “I’ll walk out if I have to” (he 
was determined to live). He was quickly losing his strength and 
started to collapse again after just two steps. As he started to fall, I 
grabbed his shirt and rolled him onto my back. In a Quasimodo 
position, I shifted his weight as best I could to balance his lifeless 
bulk. I wanted to make sure my footing was sound before taking my 
first step, under his stressing body weight. I methodically stepped 
forward.  

Richard had been shot and bandaged under the right arm pit and 
his now blood soaked bandage, slid down from his wound and then 
drooped to his side. A fist size ball of coagulated blood rolled down 
his arm, past my head, down my bent leg and dropped onto the 
ground, in front of my next boot step. I took another step, my 
adrenalin was spent, my knees buckled and my smaller frame 
collapsed under the listless weight of Goforth’s body. Our Medic, 
(Tom Davis) was shuffling attentively one step behind each of ours 
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and thus instantly kneeled, adjusted the blood soaked bandage and 
applied a 2nd battle dressing, as Goforth lay in the trail. 

I saw in Goforth’s eyes, his despair, his plead for me to save him 
and his thoughts of death. Then they started to flutter….he was 
going to loose consciousness….  
I yelled… GOFORTH you hang in there…. You Are NOT going to 
die on me………. SANDRA needs you…you have to get home to 
Sandra! GOFORTH….YOU want to go HOME to SANDRA? 
SANDRA NEEDS YOU! 

The next thing I remember …. Big Brown, one of our machine 
gunners, was running toward us from the rear company position to 
help. He grabbed Goforth and tossed him onto his back like a sack 
of potatoes, and took him back to our main perimeter (a good 30 
yards away) on an up and down foot path. 

The Battalion commander was in the area (in a small 2-man Loach 
helicopter) and hovered over our position within two minutes. 

 

They decided to try to land and take Goforth to a rear MASH unit, 
rather than wait for a MediVac helicopter. There wasn’t a flat spot 
for his helicopter to land, but the pilot lowered the Loach closer and 
closer to the hillside; so close the choppers main rotor was nicking 
the mountainside, chipping up dirt and stone like a grinding wheel.  
Our guys, carefully avoiding the chopper’s blades, started loading 
Goforth onto the helicopter, while at the same time, the pilot rolled 
his flight stick, ever so skillfully to compensate for the pushing and 
shoving and the additional weight of Goforth’s limp body. …… This 
was ballsy flying, to keep the chopper low enough to get him 
onboard while at the same time, minimizing how often the choppers’  
rotor blades were nicking the hillside. It was a miracle that the rotor 
blades didn’t make major contact with the hillside and spin out of 
control, thus killing us all. I thanked God that the pilot and 
commander decided it more important to try to save this trooper, 
(that they had never met), than it was to fly safe and not jeopardize 
their lives. 

Our God watched over us this day. 
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 After Goforth was flown out, our company commander called in an 
air strike. A F-4 jet came in and strafed the area with mini-guns.  
 

Our Medic (Tom Davis), Wayne Jones and Darrell Shaffer surely 
deserve at minimum, a Bronze Star with “V” for their selfless and 
brave actions this day (6/6/1969) to confront the enemy with total 
disregard of their own life, in order to save their wounded and 
pinned down Point man (Richard Goforth). 
 

I continued to hear Goforth’s cry “don’t leave me” for 40 years. 

 In 2018 ............. 
at a town Square ceremony, Richard Goforth was surprised 
(arranged by his wife Sandra) by receiving his Purple Heart, C.I.B 
and 2 Bronze Stars. They were presented by his Senator Bill Row 
at a VFW dedication ceremony in honor of (K.I.A.) Danny Carr.  

Tragically, on this same day (June 6, 1969), some 800 miles south 
of the above location, another highly talented Army WO Pilot gave 
his life (Samuel G. Bosenbark). Sam was a High School friend of 
mine that was in love with a petite young gal and married her before 
going to Vietnam.  
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On those rare occasions that he wasn’t with his girlfriend, we would 
walk together, passing the Uncle Sam “We want You” poster on our 
way to two years of Vocational Drafting classes. Sam loved to ride 
his Harley Davidson Sportster motorcycle. Also coincidently, Sam 
was born on my birthday. 

W.O. Sam Bosenbark heroically gave his life this day 6/6/1969 in Binh 
Long, Vietnam. Family and friends continue to miss Sam and his kind 
nature. Many years later, I located Sam’s younger brother, who had also 
gone through NCO training, had Order to go to Vietnam, but upon notice of 
Sam’s death his Orders were changed to report to Germany. Sam’s only 
son (Scott) was born a month after Sam’s death. Many years later, Sam’s 
brother restored that classic Harley and gave it to Sam’s son Scott, who 
has been serving as a Helicopter Repair Technician for many years. Sam’s 
older sister was my baby-sitter. 
   

                                              
                                      

A total of 2,197 pilots and or crew members were killed in Vietnam by the 
time the US embassy fell in 1975. 

The next morning, while eating a C-ration I heard “move out in 15 
minutes” quickly followed by “Horne your squad has point”. I 
thought, God help me, I don’t want my guys up front again…it’s too 
soon. I tried my best to conceal these emotions and thus quickly 
said “Van Cleave (Lucian), you have point and I’ll be right behind 
you. Most of us were drained of emotions that morning and without 
discussion, we saddled-up and stealthily headed up the trail again. 
As we approached the previous mornings ambush site, we spotted 
an empty 40 round AK-47 banana clip. It was by the large tree, in 
line with the direction that we had been returning firing. We 
continued humping to higher ground the next morning to a Pick up 
Zone (PZ) and awaited extraction. We were flown back to Firebase 
Airborne the following day (June 7th), the last day of Operation 
Apache Snow. 

June 8th: Operation “Montgomery Rendezvous” begins. 
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Years later, rethinking the events of that day, I think the NVA 
objective was to delay our progress toward their main body, giving 
them time to slip across the Laos border, where they knew we 
couldn’t go. They delayed our advance with the mortar attack that 
morning and again with this ambush. 

 Our Recon Teams frequently flew out of Firebase Airborne and with 
a spool of rope cradled between their legs, rappelled from choppers 
into surrounding triple canopy areas. When the chopper was in 
position, you would toss the rope spool outward, jump and start 
sliding down the 120ft rope. The rope unraveled from the spool, as 
it dropped during your jump. One of the guys got tangled in the 
rope; the chopper pilot didn’t know it and left the drop zone with our 
guy hanging helplessly at ropes end some 40-50 feet below.                                         
 

We were inside the Firebase Airborne perimeter that day and saw 
the chopper and dangling trooper nearing our base. At first, I 
thought the chopper was coming our way to lower the guy onto our 
LZ, but instead we saw him being dragged over our nearby mortar 
hill top position and then, through some Concertina wire, he hit a 
couple tree stumps and was now within our possible reach. Several 
guys from the firebase ran to his aid, machetes in hand to cut his 
tether rappelling rope, but that was futile.  
The chopper was moving too fast and quickly passed over our 
positions, then dove downhill and disappeared into the A Shau 
Valley. Someone from our Firebase command bunker made radio 
contact with the pilot and let him know of his Trooper in distress. 
The report came to us later that day, that the Recon Trooper 
suffered non life threatening lacerations, a broken leg and jaw.  

A Loach helicopter landed, with Chuck Hanson, our Company 
Clerk. He jumped down with a courier satchel in hand, ran into 
Capt. Rondem’s bunker and as quickly, ran and jumped back into 
the speedy Loach and buzzed off like a bee back to Camp Evans. I 
later learned that, as we lost guys, Chuck would bring “sympathy 
letters” for Capt. Rondem to sign, surely a PTS memory. This day, I 
spent much of the time on top of my sandbagged bunker, with 
plastic poncho laying flat on top, sitting and looking intensely 
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downhill for possible approaching enemy or trying to figure how 
they would hit us. We threw a few grenades that night (Morgan 
thumping on this hand). Ken Richert and I finally fired a few M-16 
rounds downhill, just to clean his rifles. The next morning, before I 
awake, a Chinook helicopter hovered next to our bunker for a 
supply drop. It swirled up so much wind and sand, that it lifted my 
poncho with everything that was on top of it and blew it downhill, 
into the Concertina wire and then flew away.  When the dust settled, 
I quickly scanned my area.  ”Morgan and Richert, where’s my 
rifle”?!  

 

We looked, then crawled downhill a few feet, but didn’t want to start 
tripping flares or mines, so it was a quick search. After about an 
hour though, I started getting a little anxious about being in the 
Valley without a weapon. We started a second search and saw 
some gear about 25 meters down hill, stuck in the barbed wire. I 
carefully climbed downhill, retrieved a pistol belt & canteen and then 
saw my rifle! I was so glad to feel the security of having my rifle in 
hand again. Lesson learned (never) lay equipment on a poncho 
next to a helicopter landing pad (LZ). 

(June 14, 1969) 
Chinook helicopters would hover and lower supplies and or fuel/
water bladders on a regular basis and sometimes land to pick up or 
drop off troops. This day they picked up about 12 troops (R&R or 
medical) and as the chopper was taking off, its’ rotor hit something, 
it caught fire and all hell broke loose. People scrambling, shouting 
and eventually the ammunition dump nearby caught fire as well. 
Nearby FSB- Bergtesgaden was hit by a company of NVA this day 
also (now “Unclassified” Day report lists 11 KIA’s and 47 wounded 
U.S. casualties and NVA casualties of 33 KIA’s and 3 prisoners. 
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                  Capt. K ( in the C.P. Bunker at Bergtesgaden)  
  “The red head band wore away a long time ago… 
       …..just as some of our uniforms did……but the memories 
persist” 

We later found out that Sgt. R. Dare from 1st platoon was on this 
chopper (he was leaving for R&R).  Although Sgt. Dare was badly 
burned, he crawled back into the burning chopper and managed to 
save 2 other guys. US Soldiers that died in the crash the day of 
6/14/69 were: Urdiales, Dodge, Hurtault, Kelley, Mitchell and Sitton. 

Back home, the following events were taking place, which 
indirectly would be effecting the military (political) commitment and 
material support that the US Troops would be receiving. 
•  June. Chicago. SDS national convention. The SDS disintegrates into SDS-WSA 
and SDS. The Worker Student Alliance of the Progressive Labor Party (PLP) has 
the majority of delegates (900) on its side. The smaller Revolutionary Youth 
Movement fraction (500) divide into RYM-I/Weatherman, who retained control of 
the SDS National Office, and maoist RYM-II. This fraction will further divide into 
the various groups of New Communist Movement.  
•  July 4–5. Cleveland: national antiwar conference established National 
Mobilization Committee to End the War in Vietnam. 

June 27, 1969 issue of Life Magazine: 
Influenced by Edward Kennedy and George McGovern, an article 
was published that highlighted the battle of Dong Ap Bia, or as it 
became known “Hamburger Hill”. This article helped create a focal 
point, for opposition to the war.  The U.S. war effort actually peaked 
at this moment in time.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
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July 4th, 1969:   
 

 I spent this day at Firebase Airborne, manning an outer perimeter 
bunker with Richart, Morgan, Hatch and Pagano.  We “Test Fired” 
our M-16’s several times that day, threw a couple grenades downhill 
also during the night, just to release some pent up anger. 

The NVA used our lull in the carpet bombing campaign to re-supply 
troops and materials down the Ho Chi Minh trail that lead directly 
into the A Shau Valley of Death. We started pulling troops out at this 
point and continued these reductions during the negotiations with 
the North through 1971. 
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Over the next couple of weeks, we had several daytime patrols 
around the Firebase area, and then orders came down that we 
were moving out again.  I had a quick c-ration breakfast and 
distributed re-supply of C’s, water and munitions to my guys. We 
spent the balance of time checking and cleaning our weapons, 
munitions and repacking our rucksack to move out again.  

                                           

                                   

                                 “Saddle Up”! 
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Chapter – 18 – 

Laos Border:  
                                                               

We boarded helicopters and our Company made an air assault 
westward, across the valley, into a Mountain range near the Laos 
boarder. We landed at the base of the mountains on a hill # 899m / 
2,950 ft. elevation.  
                                          
This mountainous area proved to be our most difficult to patrol in. 
We clawed and pulled ourselves up the steep mountainside for a 
couple of days to an elevation of over 1600 meters or 5,250 ft. 
(Appalachian mountains = 6,600 ft.) Above sea level, stopping 
about 100 yards short of the Laos boarder. Considering the 50-60 
pounds we had on our backs, this was a difficult climb (to put this 
into perspective, the Appalachian mountain range averages 3,000 
ft. elevation and Mt. Everest is at 29,000 ft).  With a couple hours of 
daylight remaining, we set up our night defensive perimeter.  About 
an hour later, a company of ROK or Korean soldiers linked up with 
our Company. 

It was obvious to me that these ROK soldiers were flown in that day 
to link up with us, because their cloths and boots were too clean, in 
fact everything they had looked new.  
We were told that they would be walking along the Laos boarder, 
because the U.S. (politically) didn’t want to or wasn’t allowed to 
cross into Laos at that time).  
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I was impressed and jealous for a couple reasons. Each ROK 
soldier had a 45 pistol on their belt (we had none) and each of their  

Platoons carried a wood cage with a live duck inside. What were 
the ducks for, eating later maybe? We quickly learned the ducks 
purpose as they set up their night defensives. The duck cages were 
put about 30 feet downhill as a LP or Listing Posts. I assumed they 
quacked loudly if NVA approached? That’s the story we were given. 

The next morning the ROK soldiers left, heading uphill and walked 
south along the mountaintop boarder of Laos. Our company headed 
in the opposite direction and humped along the crest of the border 
area for over a week and fortunately had no additional enemy 
contact. Choppers picked us up and we returned to Firebase 
Airborne. 

A few more days went by; we heard the familiar 
yell…………”Saddle Up”. We made an air assault across the valley 
into a mountain range within sight of Firebase Airborne.  Our 
objective was to clear LZ’s for future use and landing of additional 
troops.  

This consisted of a few of the guys blasting trees with blocks of C-4 
(plastic explosives)to clear hill top LZ’s, while one of our Platoons 
conducted daytime patrols to guard against surprise attacks during 
the noisy LZ cutting mission. We tried to spend no more than one 
night at each location.  
It was probably a week into this mission and we were running low 
on some supplies and water. We set up a daytime perimeter on a 
ridge-line and sent a water patrol out.  

Our 3rd platoon headed out on the water patrol. We wrapped around 
the west side of the ridge-line after about 15 minutes and could 
hear running water, we hoped from a nearby stream. In another 10 
minutes, we neared a bombed out V area, where two mountain 
ranges merged, and there we heard a fast moving stream or 
waterfall. When we got closer, we saw a log cabin (with steps and a 
covered front porch) nested in the V of the mountain and directly on 
top of the running stream of water.  

 

It was a great looking cabin, except for the unexploded 2000 pound 
bomb lying on the front porch. If there were any NVA in the cabin 
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the day of the Air Strike, they were the luckiest NVA soldiers in the 
Valley that day. We continued humping, setting up each night and 
digging in whenever the terrain permitted it for at least another 
week. Humping all day during most of our tour of duty, sleeping 
maybe 4 hours a night if you’re lucky, had become both mentally 
and physically exhaustive for most of us by then.  I looked forward 
to nightfall and the opportunity to rest, catch a few hours of shut eye 
(still awaken by the snap of a twig). Days were starting to mentally 
become more than 24 hours at this point.  

Received word on July 20, 1969 America had landed and 
walked on the moon. 

Another week passed and we made our way to an LZ area suitable 
for an extraction. One by one the Huey helicopters landed and 
plucked us from those dark bowls, flew us across the valley to 
F.S.B. Airbone (home). Strangely I felt that was home, because it 
was the only place in the Valley since landing their in May, some 2 
½ months previous, that I felt safe. 

It was now the first of August and I was told that I was to get on the 
next helicopter that landed, because my name was pulled out of a 
hat back at Camp Evans Battalion headquarters and I won an R&R. 
This was unbelievably good news. I smiled briefly then saddened 
with the thought of leaving all the guys that I had endured so much 
with in the Valley of Death.  I waited until most or my guys had 
finished their evening c-ration and made their final weapons and 
defensive position checks. At that point I let them know I was flying 
out and that Sgt. Clymer would be taking over for me. 
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The next morning (August 2nd), a re-supply chopper came in and 
flew me back to Camp Evans in the Flat Lands. A day later I flew by 
way of a C-130 transport plane to Saigon to process out to an R&R 
destination (I fell asleep under the below Para shoot and missed my 
flight – the next available flight was to Taiwan, so that’s where I 
went.. good memories! 
 

Peace negotiations were initiated on August 4th, 1969 by Henry 
Kissinger using the “withdraw with honor” slogan. During these 
secret negotiations we agreed to mutual troop reductions and used 
several bombing runs in North Vietnam as leverage to keep the 
negotiations alive. 

August 5th, I arrived in Taiwan to start my R&R. What I didn’t know, 
was that God was saving me again, for B Company on August 4th 
made an air assault back into the A Shau Valley of death. 
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August 5th & 6th Combat actions and memoirs: 
I’m providing two testimonials of these events, in order to provide 
the personal accounts of the same events, as encountered from 
opposite sides of the perimeter (Italicized words inserted for 
clarification only). Also copies of medic Tom Davis, Bronze w/v and 
Silver Star awards for these days are inserted. 

From the memory files of  SP-4  Bob Pagano: 
(3rd Platoon RTO) 

It was the morning of August 5, 1969: 
Two days before I (Pagano) was to leave for Australia and never to return 
to the field (tour of duty at its end).We flew across the A Shau Valley, near 
the Laos border and close to Hamburger Hill. About 10 minutes before the 
first light of dawn a sapper company approached directly in front of 3rd 
platoon.  We had this night (Night Defensive Perimeter) from the prior late 
afternoon or early evening.  We were put under the command of the 501st 
or someone other than our 502nd battalion commander.   
 Our point man found boiling rice after we left the LZ which was a short 
distance.  Fortunately we were able to insert two men into each small 
foxhole that was already dug for us.  None were booby trapped.  The NVA 
didn't have time to rig them up.  I was on the last guard duty in the 
morning and witnessed the entire episode which began with satchel 
charges.   
From left to right the two man positions were Sgt. Clymer and Polen, 
Myself & Box, Van Cleave & Cowley, others to my right included 
Sgt.Giordano, Sgt. Augiar,  Lovelace, Peter Cook, Garth, Leppke, 
(Leppke’s first night in the field), Jones,  Leiding, (Davis-our medic), SFC. 
Petteway was somewhere and possibly others (Hatch or Shaffer)?  I 
remember that you, Richert, and Barefoot were elsewhere.  
 I'm glad you (Sgt. Horne) weren’t there because you would have done the 
correct thing for a squad leader by moving from position to position to 
direct fire and become a casualty.  
Anyway Leppke died, Jones was slightly hurt, Cowley was shot in both 
legs and Van Cleave was shot in the foot and had wounds in his 
back. There may have been others, but I didn’t have a view of our entire 
perimeter. Sgt Aguiar, watched as a satchel charge was being thrown into 
his foxhole; fortunately it was a dud.  He managed to take out the NVA 
that threw it at him.  
In front of our positions, we had four NVA kills, but who knows from who 
or what, because everyone was spraying the area and fields of fire were 
definitely being crossed in all directions. At this time, I was assistant 
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gunner for Box, so told John Box not to fire his M-60 machine-gun, early 
that morning, without a positive target, so he didn’t give away our position 
with the rapid muzzle flash of the machine-gun. The NVA were really 
close, close enough that we started seeing their silhouettes between flashes 
from grenades and small arms fire. At our foxhole, we waited until they 
were almost on top of us and then blew our claymore and threw grenades. 
The NVA fired at each muzzle flash so I must have made the correct 
decision. (BOB–you made the Right Call and deserve a Bronze Star for 
your leadership in this battle– J. Horne) 
When the shit started SP-4 Leiding, Cowley and another person were in 
the right front of my position on a (LP) listening post.  The (LP) wasn’t 
being recalled and was about to perish.  I screamed for Leiding and our 
(LP) to return immediately. I gave instructions to Box, who had the M-60 
to count 1, 2, 3, as they returned and then take out anyone who followed.   
We were attacked three times that morning:  They first, probed our 
perimeter just before dawn, hit us the second time around 9:00 a.m., and 
again later at 11:00 a.m.  It looked like nearby Charlie Company was in the 
same predicament as us with a shortage of personnel. They tried to link up 
with us in the afternoon, but were repulsed by the NVA.  We could see 
them, maneuvering and struggling unsuccessfully, to close the gap and 
combine our forces. What a hell of a mess.  We must have been in the 
middle of a giant underground base-camp.  Later in the afternoon P. Cook 
took point and came face to face with an NVA who made a dash for cover. 
Cook threw grenades at him but he got away (D. Graves slight shrapnel 
wound and went home the next day) we quietly backed off the hill to a 
friendlier position and fortunately weren’t followed.  We spent the evening 
in tall grass on a hill side. My recollection of the losses for the day was 2– 
K.I.A., Kraft and Leppke and 15 W.I.A.  
Others may have slightly different numbers. Memories of the August 5, 
6th and 7th (days and nights), are etched in the souls of most that survived. 
I (Pagano) hopped on a re-supply chopper out of F.B Airborne that same 
day for R & R., with the plan to find Horne in the rear and make it to 
Sydney together. As it turned out, they did find each other in Bien Hoa, but 
as they were both returning from different destinations, Horne from Taiwan 
and Pagano from Sydney. Horne returned to the field to complete his final 
11 days in Vietnam. 
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Same Event described from another location. 

                 

         Garth              (Sgt. D. Clymer)          Lovelace 
 

                                                

Same event: 

From the memory files of Sgt. Danny Clymer:  
( Dan Clymer): I arrived at F.B. Airborne 8/4/1969 
(This was his first mission in Vietnam) From somewhere in the mountains 
of the A Shau Valley (confirmed location as F.B. Airborne), Capt. Rondem 
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advised us to load up, we were taking a ride in the choppers.  I recall being 
told to prepare for some action. This was my first trip outside the firebase 
that B Company 2/506th was occupying when I joined them. It was my 
first week in the field after arriving in country July 13, 1969 as a shake and 
bake Sgt E-5.   
Our mission was to push a number of NVA’s off a hilltop they had been 
dug into for some time. From the minute the first chopper landed we 
started receiving fire. It was a hot landing zone. Choppers never really 
landed they just slowed down and we jumped out about 4-5 feet to the 
ground. 

We quickly spread out and started moving up the hill, still receiving fire 
from top of the hill. I believe it was about 5-6 pm when we landed and 
nearly dark when we finally pushed them off. 
 They had a perimeter of foxholes that they vacated and what direction 
they went to we weren’t sure. We settled into their positions they had 
vacated just as it turned dark. That turned out to be a huge mistake later. 
We had two guys in each hole and one was to be awake at all times.  

A few guys would fire up a cigarette in the bottom of the hole to help 
break the monotony. He immediately got told to put that thing out. At 
about 3 or 4 a.m. (August 5th) the s… hit the fan on two or three different 
points on the perimeter. They knew exactly where we were because we had 
put ourselves exactly where they had been. There were about 100 of us 
that moved up that hill the prior night and about 40 were medivac’d out 
when the sun came up.  

I did not know the two Americans who were killed (confirmed KIA’s as: 
Kraft and Leppke per 101st 2nd, 506th records). After getting the injured 
out, we swept the area and found one dead gook. We propped him up on a 
tree and put a 101st airborne calling card on his head. 

Late that afternoon, after cleaning up, we moved off the hill and set up in 
an area that was fairly thick jungle. Just about dark Capt called me and 
asked me to set up a listening post about 15 yards outside this new 
perimeter. I remembered being too new to be scared.  

I selected a machine gunner and another rifleman to go out with me.  After 
getting set up we immediately started getting spooked at all the different 
noises we were hearing. 

Several times I remember telling Capt. via the radio we were hearing 
things. He advised us to hold up coming back until we were sure. 
Meanwhile he put the perimeter on notice. 
It was about 1:30 a.m. when we were absolutely sure we heard footsteps in 
front of us. I radioed Capt. we were coming in. He responded “light em 
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up” and come on in. We laid a burst of fire down and ran like hell to get 
back in. At that point several different parts of the perimeter started getting 
hit from the gooks. The fighting was not as intense as it was the previous 
night, but still if I recall properly there were a few medivac’d out and one 
(SP-4 Azlin) K.I.A. We speculated later that we must have gotten more 
gook KIAs the previous night and they had dragged their dead and 
wounded off. 

Later that day we moved again but this time it was to clear a landing (LZ) 
and have the choppers pick us up ( returned to F.B. Airborne).  Pagano, 
being extremely eager to get his R&R started, yielded his machete and 
then used 12 sticks of dynamite to fall (more like Launch) trees to clear an 
LZ.                                                                          

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

Please take a moment, close your eyes and try to remember…. 
What were YOU doing in May, June, July and August of 1969? 
 

              

           
                                            
                                          k.I.A on 8/5/1969 

               For all that Gave Some and those that gave ALL.     
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Our Medic ( Tom Davis ) distinguished himself AGAIN, during the 
NVA attacks of 8/5 & 8/6/1969. His Bronze w/v and Silver Star 
awards are inserted below: 

Bronze Star w/v: 
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Tom Davis - Silver Star: 
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Chapter – 19 – 

SHORT Timer:  

Upon returning from my R & R in Taiwan, I had only 10 days left (I 
was SHORT) in country and stumbled into Pagano and Jones in the 
101st Brigade headquarters area in Saigon.  We were all glad to see 
each other. They quickly told me how lucky I was to have been on 
R&R because “we ran into some real shit in the Valley while you 
were gone”. SP-5 Jones was headed back to the USA, while SP-5 
Pagano and I returning from R& R, had to fly back up north to the 
combat zone we left. 

Jones wanted his ear pierced so when he got home, he could 
proudly walk into town in his uniform, sporting his highly polished 
Jump boots, Jump Wings, C.I.B. and a pierced ear, along with a 
souvenir he picked up from a dead NVA soldier.  Well, I helped him 
with the “ear piercing” by using an Ice Pick loaned to us by a nearby 
Vietnamese Coca-Cola vendor. We lay Jones on the ground with a 
board under his Iced down ear to numb it. Then I stabbed his ear. 
Painfully, it took two Ice Pick stabbings and some effort to remove 
the ice pick from the board, before we could get his ear-ring 
securely attached. 

Jones, like most all of us didn’t see or feel his welcome home or 
“thank you” until some 40 years later. Instead he saw people look 
the other way, call us names or make us feel like we were stupid for 
going into the Service and to Vietnam ………………… 

After Jones, Bob Pagano was the next “Short Timer”. He returned to 
Bien Hoa to start processing (called DEROS) paper work with Don 
Karvonen to go Home. At that time, we were all getting 6 days 
removed (called the Nixon drop) from our Vietnam tour time 
(beginning of the USA troop reductions)….then Bob got on the Big 
Bird back to the World. 

The day after Jones went home, I caught a C-130 back to Phu Bia, 
to my base Camp Evans, and made my way back to the barracks 
area.  
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Thankfully our Company was out of the A Shau Valley and heavy 
action at this point, so I assumed, with only 7 days of duty left in-
county, they wouldn’t send me back into the field…..but they did. 

The next morning I was on a helicopter that flew me out to the 
Sands area. As I was nearing touchdown, I spotted a couple familiar 
faces and after landing walked toward them. There were so many 
new faces, mostly new cherry troops. Finally I spotted SSGT 
Jenkins, SP-4 Box and SP-4 Shaffer. It was good to see them and 
see that they had survived the A Shau Valley. There was a new Lt. 
and he directed me to take charge of 1st Squad. I told these guys 
that I was a real Short Timer, so stay close and do exactly what I tell 
you. I’d been in this same sandy area at the beginning of my tour 
and knew the terrain well. At that time there was little or no action 
so I wasn’t concerned much and figured it would be a great place to 
finish my tour. At dusk we started moving out to set up a night 
ambush. We had been humping for about thirty minutes in the 
moonlight and suddenly the guy in front of me gave me a hand 
signal to get down. Everyone dropped immediately and relayed the 
signal to the guy to their rear. We began a quiet slow crawl to our 
left. When I hit the ground, I felt my feet getting wet and knew that I 
and the guy behind me, dropped down at the edge of a rice paddy. 
This actually was a good low profile foxhole type location and we 
had a perfect view of the NVA soldiers as they walked closer and 
closer to us. We could see them clearly with the moonlight but for 
some reason, to our advantage, they couldn’t see us. They 
continued to move, turning right and filing behind a hedge row 
stopping briefly to look over the area.  

They then filed out from behind these bushes the same way they 
entered, turned right and now walked a path parallel and within 30 
feet of our position. Their squad leader was in the middle of their 
formation, directing the movement of his troops with hand signals 
and waving his arms. We were all on our bellies holding our breath, 
with finger on the trigger. I then heard SSgt Jenkins, in soft voice, 
give the order to fire, then again a little louder “Fire”, but he didn’t 
fire, nor did anyone else because we didn’t want to give away our 
position with a flash from our rifle. Even more to my surprise the 
NVA soldiers didn’t hear or see us yet.  

Roughly another 15 seconds went by and the NVA file made 
another sharp right flank (now walking towards us) ….They filed 
behind another hedgerow and stopped to view the area as they had 
before. They paused. We listened breathlessly and then their point 
man took one step out from behind the hedge, onto the back of 
SSGT Jenkins. He (Jenkins) rolled over simultaneously firing his 
M-16 upward and yelling “I got him……… Horne, I got him!”  
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There was a short pause. Then I could hear guys whispering about 
what our next action should be. Our new Lieutenant barked out 
“assault and fire on line”. This was a text book maneuver designed 
to get out of an ambush and in this case I think it was a great call. It 
didn’t give the NVA time to regroup and attack us. Within seconds, 
we popped hand flares and artillery flare rounds were called in to 
illuminate the skies. We moved forward, firing as we walked in-line 
through the sand, to a small Pagoda.  

We formed a night defensive perimeter around the Pagoda and 
from there, called in some artillery and mortar strikes to hopefully 
push the NVA even further away; or if lucky hit a few in the dark. At 
daybreak, the body of the NVA soldier lay 3-4 feet away, already 
starting to swell from the morning sun. Jenkins was nearby and 
obvious to me was proud of his kill. I gave him a slap on the back 
and a thumbs-up. I then took a knee to check the dead NVA 
soldiers pockets. His wallet contained a photo of I assumed his 
beautiful wife. This saddened me then and now 40 years later as I 
write this.  

With 5 days left in-country I was happy to be alive. We took time for 
a c-ration breakfast and were told to start humping out of the sandy 
area towards the foot hills about 6 Clicks or about 8 miles away. We 
had walked only about 15 minutes and four helicopters landed, 
picked up our platoon and we were flown to a LZ at the base of the 
foothills. We had left behind the dead NVA body laying in the open 
sun along with three of our guys and a radio, cramped into the small 
pagoda. This was our stay-behind ambush, designed to kill more of 
the NVA as they returned to help or bury their fallen comrade.  

Night fell as I started the 1st shift of pulling guard. I awoke with 4 
days left in-country (getting real SHORT). I was near our Lieutenant 
and his RTO and could hear our stay-behind ambush radio man 
calling for helicopter gun-ship support. Even though we were 6 
clicks away, we could hear and see the gun-ship make three passes 
over our guy’s position and unload a storm of munitions on the NVA. 
Shortly thereafter, we saw a lone helicopter land near the Pagoda 
area and then it headed towards our position at the base of the 
foothills. 

Three more helicopters landed at our location, picked up the 
balance of our platoon; then all four helicopters converged and we 
made an air assault onto the mountain top above the foothills. 
Onboard the lone helicopter that had joined us, were our stay-
behind ambush guys, safe and sound without a scratch. We set up 
a night defensive position on the high ground at this location. 
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The morning of my remaining day 3, started with a cup of c-ration 
coffee and a smoke. I got the word that APC’s and Tanks were 
moving into position at the base of the foothills below, as a blocking 
force and that our job was to push the enemy downward, into the 
blocking forces. The plan also was that we would push downward 
for about an hour and then the APC’s would open up with a recon 
by fire, with their M-50 caliber machine guns into the mountainside.  

When we heard this it was our signal to also start recon by fire with 
our M-16’s downhill for two minutes, thus if there were any enemy in 
the area they would be sandwiched between our two firing 
positions. We were about halfway down the hill side and I heard the 
left side of our line open fire and then heard the sound or a few 
AK-47 rounds being returned. More shots rang out and then I heard 
our guys yell out “we got him”.  

It turned out that this lone Viet Cong was plotting and staking 
distances for a future motor attack on Camp Evans, which is within 
line-of-sight from this vantage point. It had taken us most of the day 
to reach the base of the hillside and dusk was upon us. We set up 
our night position and I reached for a can of C-rations? One day 
and a wake-up was all that remained, before I was scheduled to get 
on that airplane home, back to “the World”.  I was fighting all my 
emotions to not get overly excited about this because it had taken 
many months to reach the point that I had accepted death, including 
realistically my own and knew that it could be taken at the snap of a 
twig. So, I must stay alert! 

I had truly learned, to talk to God and that life was a gift. I prayed for 
my guys that night, as I had many times before, but this time, I also 
thanked him for watching over me.  

We “saddled-up” and continued humping down the hill-side in file, 
with my squad at the rear of the file this time. Being somewhat 
overly cautious, I quietly said to the guys “hey guys be alert, watch 
our rear so they don’t get behind us”!. When we reached bottom, 
the land was flat and had been defoliated, exposing remnants of 
tank and APC tread tracks on the ground. This was the same area 
that I was in during my early months in Vietnam and remembered it 
to be heavily dotted with booby traps (called I.E.D’s today), one of 
which took our Spc-4 Mooney’s legs off. As quick as I flushed this 
thought from my mind, I yelled “Spread Out!” My guys started to 
spread out but I could see that the rest of the platoon in front had 
not.  
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I screamed this time “SPREAD OUT –Booby trap area”. Get 40-50 
feet between each man! Our file stopped forward progress at that 
point and our Lieutenant (he was new and I didn’t know his name) 
walked back to talk to me and asked what’s going on? I told him 
that I had been in this same location many months prior and 
regardless of what we did, we hit booby traps. The V.C. 
continuously set new booby traps in this area. Shortly after this 
discussion the Lieutenant ordered us to slowly and carefully move 
into a night perimeter position while we could still clearly see what 
we were walking on or in.  

As the sun was starting to set behind the nearby mountain range 
we had just descended, it was painting a picturesque golden glow 
on the clouds. I thought of it as my golden opportunity. I overheard 
the Lieutenant’s RTO talking on his radio, talking to an approaching 
helicopter pilot that was nearing our position to drop off re-supplies 
of c-rations and munitions. My mind was racing with thoughts of 
home and safety. It didn’t take much to convince me, that this 
incoming chopper was indeed the right opportunity for me to get out 
a night earlier and thus …………. NOT be walking in this booby trap 
area……..  It was now just a short few minutes before the full night 
darkness was upon us, as the Huey helicopter touched down. 

I watched intently as the boxes of c-rations were being unloaded 
from the deck of the chopper. As the final box was pushed out, the 
pilot changed the pitch of the rotor blades and the turbine engines 
screamed in preparation for take-off. One skid of the chopper 
hovered inches above the ground and that pause beckoned me … 
HOME……. I ran and dove (almost a “Fosbury-flop”) head first onto 
the floor of the chopper, with legs dangling outboard. I felt a hand 
from the Door Gunner grab the back of my Rucksack frame and pull 
me the rest of the way in.  

I took a deep breath, leaned back on my Rucksack and settled in 
for the flight back to Camp Evans. I gazed into the shadowed 
skyline and fields below, as one does before leaving home and 
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family for the last time, strangely having mixed emotions of joy and 
regret. Joy to be going home and regrets or fatherly thoughts for the 
guys I was leaving behind, a few I had known for many months. The 
cool breeze of the night flight back into Camp Evans was so 
familiar, but this time different in a comforting way. I found the whine 
of the choppers powerful turbine engine and its rotor blades 
whisking the night air relaxing. I was headed home, after my last 24 
hour day in the cancerous bowls of Vietnam, a land and cause 
where too many young men were punished by loss of life or 
innocence.  

Before falling asleep that night, I thought about many things, but 
couldn’t stop thinking of all the death. Thoughts of the approximate 
85 young men I meet, as each was delivered into the fields of 
combat to join our company. Some I knew by last name only, others 
I knew like true Brothers. At the end, I didn’t want to know names of 
the new guys. All were stoic and willing to die for the soldier/buddy 
next to them. Twenty-one (21) out of this cycle of brave troops gave 
the full measure of their life for their fellow soldier and reflections of 
those men will never fade away. During our 11 ½  months (in-
country) and 300 days navigating death traps, bugs, snakes, cliffs, 
water and food shortages in the fields, most nights we were wet to 
the bone and in the fetal position cold. Those nights, our 2hr foxhole 
“guard duty” watch, ticked by slower than a week. God, thank you 
for sparing me this day, for watching over my men and please 
protect them.  …. I have to get some sleep.  

Chapter – 20 – 
Homeward Bound:  
 “Give me a ticket for an Airplane” The Letter by the Box Tops 

I slept in a cot that night and the next morning (Sept. 9th), I went to 
the company command XO office, picked up my flight home orders 
without questions and then I went to the Supply Hut. There, I found 
my original duffle bag containing my dress khaki’s and a few 
personal items (Zippo lighter, a Boonie hat that I still have and a 
Kodak Insta-Matic camera).  

While in the supply shack, a RTO radio with speaker was blaring. 
They were talking about the guys, the platoon of guys I had left the 
night before. 
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That day was painfully soured with this news, that SSGT Jenkins 
and SP-4 Box had been blown up, by an anti-tank mine. Sp-4 
Darrell Shaffer was hit by shrapnel in his back and was flown to a 
Mash unit and then Home. Darrell, has suffered from his wounds 
over the years and uses a wheel chair these days, but still has that 
“can do” positive attitude. 

                                       

 

                                            

                                           
  
 Darrell Shaffer (WIA)          9/6/1969              John Box  (KIA) 

 Sgt. Aguiar, lead the recovery of collecting their body parts. This 
horrific task is forever burned in his memory. John Box and Anthony 
Jenkins, could have given much more of their positive character 
and drive to our country, had they lived. Several members of John’s 
family as a result of this book, now know some of the details of 
John’s experiences in Vietnam. John’s young 13 year old brother 
was the one to answer the door a few days later, when the Army 
knocked on their door to let them know that John had been killed in 
action. 
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        SSgt. Jenkins (KIA)                Sgt. Dinkins  

SSgt Jenkins (KIA 9/9/1969) is on the left. Sgt. Dinkins, on the Right 
(one of my Team Leaders) was wounded during the June 6th (Mortar 
attack) and made it home.   

As I was walking toward the helicopter departure pad, I saw Morgan 
in the distance. We looked at each other with that 1000 yard blank, 
lifeless stare and forced a smile. He knew I was headed back to the 
“World” and No words could possibly be used effectively to say 
goodbye, so we just waved to each other (and with fingers flashed 
the “peace” signal).  

A day later, I was in a C-130 flying to Saigon (Bien Hoa), for my final 
night stay before boarding the big bird / Airplane to fly home, back 
to the World. I arrived in Bien Hoa and started processing for 
departure to the good old USA. I had heard stories about guys that 
made it to this point and were killed by a random Rocket attack in 
Saigon, but I figured those odds were so low, compared to what I 
just went through, that I just put it out of my mind. I showered and 
spent two nights there. It was a different world in Bien Hoa, I think 
because most of the guys here were rear support type guys, having 
not seen any combat. The “Band of Brothers” feeling wasn’t there.  
They acted more like civilians. For two nights, I listened to the 
blaring music of: (1969 “Whole Lotta Love” by Led Zeppelin). 
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The next morning, I boarded a commercial Airline. I was going 
home! There was funeral parlor silence on the airplane during taxi 
and take off. Silence still, 15 minutes passed and there was static 
on the PA system……… “This is your pilot speaking and first of all, I 
want to tell you that I’m honored to be taking you home and also to 
let us know…..we are now out of range of enemy fire”.  
 

The silence was shattered, with shock waves of yelling…… and 
the glow of smiles swept through the airplane. Everyone lit up a 
cigarette and again there was dead silence (daydreaming of home) 
until we landed in the USA.   

The chain, with Dog-Tags, St. Christopher and Cross, that had 
adorned my dirty, sweaty neck and that had given me comfort 
during battle and thought filled nights for the last 11 ½ months, 
would be staying in Vietnam for additional tour of duty. I had left it 
hanging on a nail next to the bunk I slept on, that previous night (not 
purposely, I had just forgotten it, in my daydreaming excitement of 
going Home). 

 

                                          

I for one will never forget these days and those that supported me 
(my Band of Brothers). We all gave some and some gave all.                                       

During the flight I thought first about the guys I left behind and 
hoped that they also would make it home safe. I felt saddened; I 
wanted to see my guys one more time. To one more time, tell Neil to 
clean his rifle, to share a c-ration coffee or smoke, to hear their 
laughter, to give them some confidence, to get some back, to cover 
their back as they always covered mine, to share their state side 
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stories and dreams of the future, to talk about cars, to share these 
stories in a Fox hole or in the downpour of a monsoon rain.  

I then thought about home briefly, realized I didn’t have a plan or 
purpose when I got back into the World, but I was ALIVE…I had 
made it! I tilted the seat back, started humming…. “Give me a 
ticket for an airplane…I’m a coming home” and drifted off to 
sleep.  
 God had spared me. I prayed that all those left behind, would 
receive the same blessing. I felt that after surviving Vietnam, there 
wasn’t anything mentally or physically that I couldn’t do, if I set my 
mind to it. This experience instilled in me an optimistic attitude 
towards life in the “WORLD”, which I now call “the struggles or 
battlefields of life” and remember… Only the Strong Survive” by 
Jerry Butler   

September 14, 1969: 

Our Pilot made an announcement on the PA system as the airplane 
started to descend ….. “We are now entering into U.S. airspace”…  
then this music played:  California Girls” by the Beach Boys.. We all 
cheered!!!  
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Chapter – 21 – 

Welcome Home: 

We landed in Oakland, California. Most other guys coming back 
from a tour in Vietnam still had 6 months or so left in their 2 year 
hitch. I was discharged immediately (1 day and awake-up). 
Because of the early start of withdrawal announced by President 
Nixon, my tour of duty in Vietnam was reduced by 6 days (it was 
called a 6 day drop). It took two days to get processed through 
California and put on an airplane to Detroit, (In a clean Army dress 
green uniform). I wasn’t 21 years old yet, and didn’t realize that I 
still wasn’t old enough to Vote or even qualify for financing of a new 
car loan. 

From California, I flew into the Detroit airport and by taxi, arrived at 
my mom’s mobile home at 11:00 that night, 16th of September 1969. 
She wasn’t home from her shift at the Ford plant, so I waited on the 
porch steps. I felt empty of a young mans joy and emotions at that 
point. The silence of the night and clear skies were calming and the 
time passed quickly. When my mom arrived home, our greeting was 
an awkward hug. We had difficulty finding words to express our 
feelings. She, I think to show her joy, went into the back room, came 
out and gave me two crisp $50 bills and said she was keeping them 
for me. I slept on the couch that night (3 days later I tried the Bed). 

Below caption: 
A peace rally draws opponents of the Vietnam War to the University of 
Michigan campus on Sept. 20, 1969. Skip Taube, minister of education 
for John Sinclair’s White Panther Party (self declared alignment with the 
Black Panther Party) 
 

                                        Ann Arbor, Michigan 
For additional insight and understanding of the mood of our country 
at that time, see:  www.history.com/topics/vietnam-war/vietnam-
war-protests 
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Fortunately I wasn’t subjected to being spit on, but was angered by 
other realities such as: I wasn’t old enough to gain financing for a 
New Car Loan, so I just paid cash for the below 1967 G.T.O. 

 

                     
It was a good 30 days before I started sleeping, shaving and 
wasting water (at my Uncle Dan’s house) as civilians typically do. 
He just said “let’s go shave”. 

45 days passed and I went back to work on the assembly line at 
Ford Motor co. 

March 7, 1970 I got married (guess to who?) – Jean 

I was now 21 and by April, I financed a new: 
 

 1970 Mustang Mach-I  >>> 

After a year of jungle quiet and acceptance of the noises of war 
(jets, gun-ships, rifle fire, mortars and artillery), I was still struggling 
to adjust to a civilian mindset, the fast pace of life and the sudden 
irritating noise of crowds and cars. The continued Anti-war 
sentiment, including daily TV coverage didn’t help either. I reached 
a point where I stopped watching the news. I could see the writing 
on the wall …….. as more and more US troops were withdrawn and 
the battle was turned over to the ARVN (South Vietnamese troops) 
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the country was doomed to implode from a quick assault by the 
North (NVA). 

I re-entered civilian life with the assumption that Goforth had died, 
even though I heard reports 3rd and 4th hand that he survived. I 
needed to see the guy, to be convinced, because I saw his eyes roll 
and the fist of clotted blood fall at my feet. While in the Service, with 
all the military and political propaganda disseminated, by 
governments, Pro or Anti-war groups and news syndicates, I 
couldn’t believe anything I read and only ½ of what I saw on TV… 
to this day, I feel the same way….always question the source. 

 

November 15, 1969: 
 (500,000 demonstrators) >>> 

On December 13, 1972 there was a breakdown in the peace talks, 
after almost 3 years of continued US troop reductions. 

Shortly thereafter (Dec. 18) Nixon ordered a massive continuous 
(called Linebacker II or Rolling Thunder) bombing of North Vietnam, 
in hopes of bringing them back to negotiating table. After 4 weeks of 
carpet bombing, the North Vietnamese signed a “Piece Treaty” on 
January 27, 1973 in Paris. 

           

Close to 900,000 tons of bombs were dropped on North Vietnam 
(below the 19th parallel) according to restricting previous 
agreements with Russia and China. Over 1,084 pilots were killed or 
captured and 938 aircraft were lost. The sustained bombing of 
North Vietnam lasted for more than three years, with occasional 
brief interruptions. Johnson finally halted the campaign on October 
31, 1968, in order to pursue a negotiated settlement with the 
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Communists. Historians differ in their assessments of the strategic 
value of Operation Rolling Thunder. Some claim that the bombing 
campaign came close to crippling North Vietnam’s capacity to wage 
war.   
 
      

           

                        
                       
                       
                                 “Peace with Honor”? – this was a joke, 
those that served knew the place would collapse once we left. 
                       
       Nixon-Kissinger 1973 Peace Treaty - failure 

Before daybreak on April 29, Tan Son Nhat Airport was hit by rockets and 
heavy artillery. In the initial shelling, C-130E, 72-1297, c/n 4519, of the 
314th Tactical Airlift Wing, and flown by a crew from the 374th Tactical 
Airlift Wing out of Clark Air Base, Philippines, was destroyed by a rocket 
while taxiing to pick up evacuees. 

 

On April 30, 1975 General Duong Van Minh rolled his Tanks and Army 
into Siagon. (20 Short MONTHS after the 1/27/73 Peace Treaty Signing), 
the Communist North Vietnamese Captured Saigon. 
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Losses: 

* North Vietnam (NVA) lost 1.4 million soldiers 
* USA (see below statistics) 
* South Vietnam’s army lost over 200,000 
* National Review reported that some 30,000 South Vietnamese had been 
systematically killed (under General Duong) using a list of CIA informants 
left behind by the US embassy. 
* Hundreds of thousands of “Boat People” fled the country after the fall of 
Saigon; a majority of which lost their lives. 
* Of the estimated 1-million South Vietnamese forced into re-education 
programs by the NVA, more than150,000 died. 

                

US Navy pushing American 
Evacuation helicopters 
Off our Aircraft carrier 
To make room for the 
Landing of more 
Evacuation helicopters being >>> 
Used to evacuate U.S. & 
Our allies from Saigon Vietnam. 

Forty years later: 
I organized a reunion, with focus on the 3rd Platoon. After a recon of 
several possible reunion locations, I settled on a Tennessee State 
Park camp ground. B. Pagano helped with names and addresses 
for several of the guys, but some still can’t be found after all these 
years. Bob was with me during my entire tour of Vietnam and I owe 
him a special Thank You for his help through the years during and 
after Vietnam!  

We’ve always picked on Bob, because of his “hair” obsession, but 
actually Bob,  ….. we picked on you because we’ve all been 
jealous. I was concerned that we would have a small turnout for the 
reunion. About a week before the planed June, 2009 reunion, I got 
a phone call from Pagano. ………”Guess who I found” ……….  
“Who?!” I anxiously replied.… I found………Goforth…. and he lives 
only an hour from the State Park reunion site!  

I was never sure if Goforth had survived, in fact I was more 
convinced that he died. For 40 years, I had thought about the: 
should a, would a, could scenarios for that day. I had constant 
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dreams or flashbacks of the day he was shot (the only one of my 
guys that was shot while walking point).  

I’m convinced that there was a sixth sense connection (or 
continuation of my Déjà vu dream of being in The A Shau Valley of 
Death , that drove this coincidence of finding him at this 11th hour.  
I couldn’t wait to end the conversation with Pagano and call 
Goforth. I called him with waves of emotions…..How did he feel and 
would he want to talk to me? ………….we talked for over an hour.  

 

The reunion was a great success from my viewpoint. I was able to 
look into their eyes again, give them a hug and know with certainty, 
that they were ok (Goforth is trying to hide behind the bearded guy - 
John Ey ). The eyes filled with fear, anger or sorrows of Vietnam 
were gone; replaced with joy and laughter. 
 

R. Polen, Lt. J.Jordan, R. Morturano, D. Karvonen, C. Hanson, Cpt. 
R. Rondem, R. Dare, Sgt. R. Aguiar & Son, R. Goforth, J. Ey 
(beard), Sgt. J. Horne and (B. Pagano-not in photo- was combing 
his hair) 
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My son J.P. (next to Goforth in blue vest), then Sgt Aguiar’s son, me 
and far right is Sgt. Aguiar. 

Those that attended the reunion were glad they made the trip. We 
were happy to see each other, and all felt blessed to have survived, 
to be up-right and able to attend the reunion. Yes, we talked about 
the war, but I noticed that most of the conversations were about the 
funny things that happened, rather than losses (even after a few 
beers around the camp-fire). There may be some of our Brothers 
that couldn’t attend because of family commitments, health or other 
reasons, but we sure hope they join us the next time. I pray that 
they come and experience the healing and sole warming 
experience, as we did.    
           

              Sgt. Joe Strucki wasn’t able to join us for the reunion. 
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             We will always miss and remember you Joe … 
  
                                                           

Joseph Strucki (Died 12/2003) Third Platoon- 1st Squad Leader for the 
first half of the tour and later moved to be our Supply Sgt. Joe went on to 
pull a second tour of duty in Nam and was severely wounded during that 
tour. Years later he died as a result of complications caused from those 
injuries. He was admired and respected by all. 
            
Some of us were “Wounded while others were Killed In Action” as 
we watched and tried to help. We saw your struggle that day and 
reflect some of your pain in our aging daydreams, titled “I was there 
last night again”.  Many of us have since been afflicted with some 
form of cancer, diabetes, and or effects of repetitive engagements, 
Air assaults; explosion shock waves from Aircraft, Tanks, Artillery, 
grenades or small arms fire. Admittedly or not, I would say that all of 
us (named in this book) had or still have some level of combat 
PTSD in conjunction with any direct or indirectly associated physical 
disabilities. PTSD affects most “Combat embattled” soldiers. You 
surely have some degree of PTSD, if you (within an active Combat 
Zone) walked point, were shot at, stepped on a Mine, Bobby-trap, 
helped patched up your bleeding buddy, or helped evacuate your 
dead buddy back to a safe zone. The traumatic impact of any of 
these combat shocks was surely compounded exponentially with 
each occurrence.  

In my opinion, the level of your PTSD condition is directly 
proportionate to the number and or Severity of Combat “events” 
inflicted over a factor of time. At minimum in my opinion, all Infantry 
troops that actually experienced Combat shocks as described 
above and other places in this book, should receive PTSD 
evaluation and assistance to decompress, before being 
discharged from the military. Medical assistance and or therapy 
should be offered as well.  
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When many of us were discharged directly from Vietnam in the 
60’s, the Surgeon General hadn’t identified PTSD as a medical 
concern (at least I wasn’t aware of it). In fact, see:  
www.PTSD.VA.gov/professional/ptsdoverview which reads “in 
1980, the American Psychiatric Association (APA) added PTSD to 
the (DSM-III) Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental 
Disorders”. I’m still confused as to why this condition wasn’t on the 
U.S. Military and VA’s radar already. Didn’t WW-II and Korean 
Combat Vets exhibit these same PTSD conditions, or were they 
also ignored?  

In 2007, I hit the ground for cover when my garage door spring 
broke. It sounded like a machine-gun firing. My last duck & cover 
event was in 2009 when walking the quiet cobblestone streets of 
Queretaro Mexico around dusk, to a restaurant. Cannon fire 
erupted simultaneously from 4 directions to celebrate the 
anniversary of the Mexico Revolution……..I did a quick “tuck-and-
roll” for cover behind a stone wall. When these things happened, 
normally two things happened: (1) I often could hear the whispers of 
nearby people jokingly commenting “he’s got old Nam issues, or 
he’s one of those Vietnam Vets… probably still on drugs”. (2) The 
incident, caused me to remember a similar sounding event in 
Vietnam, which I would recall in detail.. as though “I was there again 
last night”. 

To this day, I still catch myself drifting off to memories of Vietnam; 
some good some bad. I sleep these days with resolve, knowing that 
we all did what was asked of us and that my guys are alright. Some 
have developed cancer or died from other causes since. I pray that 
peace and comfort come to them and their families. Vietnam 
Combat Veterans are proud of the fact that: we answered our 
countries call to duty, walked point when asked, pushed and clawed 
up one more hill-side, shared our last c-ration and put ourselves in 
harms way, so that other members of our Band of Brothers might 
survive.  
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 “For those who have fought for it, freedom has a taste the 
protected will never know”. For all that have served and especially 
those that were in combat, “Welcome back to “The World”. I pray 
for God to comfort and guide you in your walk through the battle 
fields of life for your remaining days on this earth.  
                                              
 

There were (66) sixty six - B – Company Troopers 
wounded (W.I.A.) during my tour of duty with them. They gave 
Some and will forever have my respect and appreciation. 
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Twenty one (21 in B Co.) gave ALL 
…………………………….. 
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The following 21 gave (ALL): 

                                    
       

Those that gave (ALL) for B Company 2nd 506th 
        (During my tour September 17, 1968 – 9/13/69): 

➢ Azlin, Luke                           
➢ Barnes, Gary 
➢ Box, John 
➢ Brown, Norman 
➢ Chase, Walter 
➢ Dodge, Michael 
➢ Guarienti, Ralph 
➢ Galle, Martin 
➢ Hicks, Archie 
➢ Hurtault, Cutburt 
➢ Jackson, Lawrence                   
➢ Jenkins, Anthony 
➢ Kelley, Louis 
➢ Kraft, Robert 
➢ Leppke, D. 
➢ Matheson, Douglas 
➢ Marrero-Estrada,Heriberto 
➢ Mitchell, Malcolm 
➢ Revoir, Richard 
➢ Sitton, David 
➢ Urdialez, Ruben 

To B - Company 2nd 506th 1968-1969….. I’ll continue to share my c-
rations, give you a helping pull or push up the hill, lift you up by your 
rucksack, be your Slack Man and answer your call for help …call 
me anytime… 
Currahee!                              

Sgt. James R. Horne 
101st Airborne 
-B- Co. 2nd 506th, 3rd Platoon, 2nd Squad leader 68-69 
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W“Those who would give up essential Liberty, to purchase a little 
temporary Safety, deserve neither Liberty nor Safety”. 
 Benjamin Franklin 11/11/1755 
    
                  

                                                  C.I.B. 

            

              

           The Author may be contacted at: jrhorne1051@gmail.com 

                                         3rd Edition   
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	This photo was taken the day Holland was Liberated:       ( Alan Henry) standing center with little girl. Henry had dug his fox hole in their back yard the night before. When she awoke the next morning, the first U.S. soldier she saw was Henry, which she hugged for a good part of that day. The 15 year old girl to the right of Alan, would bring food out to their fox hole during breaks in the bombing.
	From Holland, Alan and his Band of Brothers fought their way back to Brussels France. Alan was awarded 4 Bronze Stars by wars end. He became a carrier soldier, serving duties in Africa, 8th Army in Korea and finally in Saigon Vietnam as an advisor.
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